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U878 WSD 25SEP70 
Memo Concerning Archive system on 940 

Doug~ 

Two things have been happening wi~h respect to the ~rch1ve 
system. 

(I) AS you know, I have been pushing hard on the 
Collector/sorter and Archive systems. 

As 1 mentione~ to you some time back, I had Plannned to 
finish the Collector/sorter and Archive systems, and then 

I. 

take a week off. lal 

Unfortunately, I have crapped out. 
most expedient utilization of time 
for me to take a week off now, and 
when I return. 

I think that the 
and effort would call 
finiSh up the Archive 

I diSlike missing deadlines, but I feel that in my 

1-1-

present state I COUld spend 2 weeks doing h days work . l a lb 

Therefore, since I wi l l be gone when you read thiS, I 
will see you next Monday , my apologies for crappin« out, 
'n~ I hope you understand. laic 

(2) I have been experiencing deep-in-the-stomach-p1t 
trep1d&t1on~ with respect to doing the Archive sy~tem on the 
940. 

When the Archive Was first concieved, some h months ago, I 
visualized it ~s a Simple, stop-g ap system Which would take 

Ib 

a cou ple of weeks to implement. Ibl 

It has, since then, become a summer project, grown, 
experienced a periOd of aWkwardness, and some development . Ib 2 

That it, as currently specified, COUld be implemented on 
the 940 I have no doUbt. 

There is, however, some qUestion in my mind as to whether 
it Ihould be implemented on the 940. 

Con.1aer the following, 

We are at a Itage Where we may write and deb ug procrami 

Ib3 

Ib4 

IbS 

for the 10. IbS_ 

The PDPIO is here (almost), and it will at least be 

i 
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Memo Concerning Archive system on 940 

operational in the near the end of December. 

There will be time available before the n on other 10 
systems, ~nd the 10 MOL is now operational. 

We are not entirelY satisfied with the specification ot 
the preliminary archive, which had been at least 

IbSal 

IbSa2 

partially excused by considering it a Istop-iap' system. IbSb 

The prolongtion of the design effort has decreased both 
the useful life and the stop-gap nature of tne archive 
on the 940 . IbSC 

The useful life of the preliminary archive system on 
the 940 is 3 to 5 month>. IbScl 

Given at least I month for 'accomodation' of the 
system by ARC, the useful life become. 2 to 4 months. Ib5c2 

This time is further re~uce~ bY thhe fact that the 
availibilty of the 940 will be minimal ~uring the 
time that har~ware work i. being ~one on the 10. IbSc J 

It is not clear, in my mind, that 
a high priority item on the 940 . 
will it allow us to do on the 940 
that i. vital to our plans in the 

the arChive system is 
What of significance 
that we cannot do now 
current time-frame ? 

From these ,nd other considerations, there seems to me a 
strong likelihood that we should not expend the effort 
required to implement the ~rchive system on the 940, but 
rather utilize the same time to better design & file system 

IbS~ 

for the PDPIO. Ib6 

The system deSigned for ~he 10 should be a lasting, 
expan~able file system Which is compa tible with the 
extant file system prov~e~ bY the TEN EX system. Ib6a 

We should give careful thought to designin, i system 
Which wouuld suit both our ~nd BSNls needs, therebY 
opening the possibility of COllaborating with BBN on the 
implementation. Ib6b 

The system shoUld provide for automatic N-level (where N 
1s greater than 2) file storage and retrieval. without 
undue implication of the user. Ib6c 

provision should be made for the accomodation of our 
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files to a (set of) information retrieval needs. Ib6d 

These need! range frOm the interactive use of 
archived files in browsing (e,g. when perusing 
through & dialogue) to the generation of complicated 
catalogues from a large collection or COllections. Ib6dl 

special attention needs to be paid to making the archive 
system consistent ~1th thee remainder of the file 
system, and thereby making it relatively 'natural ' 
(perhaps even lnv!s1 ble I to use. I b6e 

Conc~Ud1n,. I feel that we ought to seriously re-consider the 
decision to imPlement the arehive on the 940 a t this time. 2 

The environment has Significantly Changed from the time when 
the decision to implemen~ an archive sytem on the 9hO. 2a 

When the decision WaS initially made, there was an uncertainty 
&9 to whether we were going to get a new computer, and when we 
wou l d get it. It appeared that any system written at hat time 
WOUld have a lite time which was SUfficient to jUstifY its 
creation. 2b 

We now haVe a hard time fra me in Which to work, and it 
appears that the useful life of any 940 program is short. 

we have thus far not invested a great deal 1n the 
1mplementation if an Archive system ond the 940. Most of the 

2bl 

effort h&s been spent on oesign. 2c 

We would therefore not lose too much bY decidin g to defer 
implementation to the 10J and we would ga in the experience 
of having de.igned the .y.tem tor the 940 . 201 

We would. bY defering the implementation. free up time for 
work on other projects which have a greater payOff on the 940, 
have a greater relevance to our short term needS, or directly 
relate to the PDP 10 transfer andlor system. 20 

N.B. 3 

If we defer the im plementation of the archive system, we leave 
one previously answered question unanswered! How dO we 
transfer our files to the 10 11 3a 

3 
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Me mo t o JON and JBN: where to find NIe files and dOcUments 

In add i t i on to the following informati on , t he r e is a black 
paste board binder labelled "NIe workbook " on MGC deSk in J20BO 
with a concordance between Xdoc numbers , NIC numbers, and NWG / RFC 
numb ere of docu~ents ana w1~h SOMe no~es titled "NIC Record o t 
En try and processing" that will help YOu determine where on-line 
vers i ons of Nrc Documents previoUSlY transcribed , archived , and 
deleted fr OM KDF are; otner useful information about what has 
been done to Which documents 

Archive d on - line vers~ons of Nle Catalog f iles as of June 1970 
(since th en noth i ng has been done on them) 

Lates t version (June 1970) of extended NIe c i tations , on-l i ne 

2 

vers ion 2& 

(N1CIAEXT Reel 31 

IN1C) BEXT Reel 3 1 

(N1CICEXT Reel 31 

INIC IF1NDEXT Reel 31 

(N1CIEEXT Reel 31 

Latest ve rsion of brief citations , on - line version 

INIC}CITON Reel 31 

Lates t ve rsion of author , source index , on - line ve rsion 

(NIC)AUTOk Reel 31 

IN1CISOURCE Reel 31 

ProceOures used to process NIC catalogs as of June 1910 

(NIC)N1CH8 Reel 32 

LOClti on of hard copy or iginalS of NIC documents : 

NIC He 1 - 8) except NwG/RFC documents : 

on bottom shelf in J2080 

NIC #84 - HI24 excep~ NwG/RFC document. : 

2.1 

2. 2 

2. 3 

2 •• 

2.5 

2 b 

2 b l 

2c 

2c l 

2C2 

2d 

2d l 

3 

30 

301 

3b 
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i n to p left hand drawe r of MGC desk i n J2080 )b l 

BER has ~WG/RFC aocumen~5 )b2 

on- line version of NW~/RFC Docu~ents (see INAC ) NWC AT) k 

INAC)OI NWG 4 _ 

INAC)02NWG 4b 

INAC) 03NWG 40 

INAC)04NWG 4d 

INAC) OSNWG 4e 

QED fil es containing transcribed NWG / RFC documents to be 
inserted in R2 NWG files : S 

INAC): 1216N lalSo : INIC) 12 16 N in KDF ) I NWG / RFC 12. 13 . IS) Sa 

INAC) : 2730N I.lso : INIC)2730N in KDP ) INWG /PFC 27 and 30 ) Sb 

INAC): 16NWG lalso : INAC) 16NWG and INI C) 16 N'G . in KD Fl I NWG / RFC 
16 ) So 

INAC) : 6S66N lalso : INAC )6566 N in KDF ) 165 and 66) Sd 

2 
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4880 MOC 02/0CT70 
Notes re tape procedures and folklore 

Archived on Reel (6 is a !~le called (OALDWELLIFTS that 
describes in detail how to use the tape system currentlY used for 
archiving files and for saving journal files on mag tape. 

I have been unable to ge t a copy from mag tape into the system 
to update and journalize it before I leave . The r efore an 010 
copy with pencilled notes is attached to this doc umen t. The 
following information is ~o supplement (CAL DWELL )F TS . 

on~line tape OFD's are currentlY located in tw o files under 
username CATALOO in.~eaa of in (C ALDWE LLI TAP I N 

2 

3 

(CATA LOG( (A ReA and (CATALOGI2AROA 3a 

Since username CATALOG is set BO that no colon files can be 
set permanent and so that tape system cannot be us e d with 
exeeutivity, it is necessary either to get DJH to pe r mane ntly 
change the userdirectory so th~t ~~ is more convenient or to 
use t he following procedure: 3b 

Lo g in as somebody else other than CATALOG to get ~ CFn 
fro m a tape (see procedu r e in FTS) Jbl 

Set the QED file containin~ the ern permanent . 

Log out and log in again as CATALOG; get 2ARCA out Of KDF 
and insert the QED branch containing the crn into the colon 
copy of 2ARCA; then re~write 2AROA in KDF before lOg~in g 

3b2 

out. 3b3 

To print a hard copy of a tape eFD prior to its insertion 
into (CA TALOG)2ARCA 1 use the PRInt command in EXEC and instead 
Of "pH for "preformatted file" use " q ll for "Qed file "; t hen 
give the name of the Q~D file that contains the deS ired eFO 
(obtai neO by procedure defined in (OALDWELLIFTSI 3c 

Note that (CATALOGI2AHOA lacks updated orD. for the fallowing 
reels: 33. 34. 35. )6 30 

eFDls for 331 341 and 36 are currently in QED files under 
username journal 1 called : 3JCFD , :34CFD, and :360/£0 3dl 

The "insert QED command " has been inoperative for several 
weeks. Hard copy versions of tape IcFDs are in black 
pasteboard binders in J2080 on bot~om shelf 302 
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Notes re tape procedures ana folklore 

There 1s a bug in the tape system such that, when giving the 
"dis~ount command", if the system finishes uPdating the tape's 
file directory before the tape finishes re-winding , your terminal 
gets hung up ana the tape doesn't get proper l y dismounted and the 
system lOBeS track of what it's doing and the tape usually ~ et8 
Clobbered. To avoid all this bad ka r ma , before dismounting a 
tape you re-wind it by usin~ control SYS ana "re" for "rewind" 
followed by unit * and per iod ; then wait a maximum of 3 minutes 
or until you verifY bY wal~in~ into the computer room and lookin~ 
to see that the tape is finished reWinding . Then you shoUld have 
no prOblem dismounting the tape. 

when copying journal files to tape, plea!e not e : ( ~fter stUdying 

4 

FTS) S 

Make !ure you know Which unit numoer tne Journal reel i! 
loaded on, and that no other tape drive is set to the same 
unit number 

M&ke sure that Journ~l tape 1s ttready't (check light on tape 

S. 

drive) before you try to mount the tape 50 

Hake sure the jour nal tape is the one Bet current (see FTS ) 

M&ke sure to dismount tape as soon as possible after copying 
(COlon) journal file to tape, so that it gets recorded in tape 
ern before next crash 

Alter tape has been dismounted, mount it again and copy tape 
file to a dummy scratch file, load it in TODAS and do file 
cleanu p to error so that if there is anything wrong with t he 

5c 

5d 

tape copy you will know immediatelY Se 

It is especially important to re-wind tape before dismounting 
when you have not written any new tape files since tape was 
mount ed 5f 

When you are finiShed copying a batch of files to Journa l 
tape, set the current archive reel "current" a~ain 

If you have any problems , Dave Hopper is prObably the onlY 
one who can tell you wha~ the Matter is 

It is very i mportant to dUPlicate tapes periodically , It is 
prefer&ble that until a tape is full you dUplic&te it once and 
then the next time you duplicate it you use a new tape for the 
duplicate reel so that you have a slightly outdated backU p 
dup licate , Which you can then use fo r the duplicate reel the next 

2 
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time you duplicate it, etc . until the tape is fUll. This 1s to 
keep you Sane at those times when the system ~s being 
temperamental ana you manage to clobber both the original and the 
duplicate reels on the same day. 6 

In order to duplicate tipes you need a file called TDUP . It 
is supposed to be unaer username SYSTEM , but periodicallY 
disappears. You then read it t r om SYSTEM KDF i nto slash file 
space and set it permanent . If it disappears from SYSTEM KFOF 
you can get a copy off of ArChive reel 17 where it 1s called 
ISYSTEMI TDUP 6& 

When you have located the file TOUP use the following 
procedure: 

set up the original tape on the far ri ght tape drive and 

6b 

set the unit number ~ 0 6bl 

set up a tape on the middle tape driVe and set the unit 
number = I 6b2 

Make sure the unit # on the far left tape drive is 
something innocuous like 6 

Go to the system TTY arid from EXEC , call ()TDUP . 

TDUP will ask you for an input unit numoer (answer 0 
foll owed by period) an output unit nu~ber (answer I 
foll owed bY period). In each case it will ask about format 

6b3 

6b' 

and the answer is "n~ for "new~ and a periOd . 6bS 

TD UP will then do several carriage returns and aSK for a 
"run title" -- I usually give ~ Archive Dup NN " where NN is 
the reel number, but anything will SUffice -- and wait s for 
a carriage return and line feed befo r e proceeding 6b6 

TDUP takes a few seconds to do some things and then cnecks 
to see if you have any requests. The response to thiS is 
~f~ for finished and a period. 

TDUP then asks for an output reel number . This number 
should be the same as the input reel number. For example. 
if you are duplicating Archive reel 37, the response is 

6b7 

~37~ followed by a period. 6b8 

The rest of the Qupl icatin g process goes by itself unless 
the system crashes while it is running, in Which case you 
need to rewind each ~ape (in EXEC ; control SYS • 'Ire'l + 

3 
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unit # + perio~) and give the dismoUnt co~man~ for each 
tape and start over . 

When TDUP finishes by itself, it dismounts both tapes an~ 
leaves you in EXEC . 

It is possible to rub out of TnUp after it has finished 
copying all the files and is merely listing the file 
directory ~- wait until it has a good start BO that you are 
sure that is what it's doing (if you are s tan ding there you 
will see t aces being re-wound prior to this point) . Then 
give a coupld of rubouts anct wnen you get to EXEC , do a 
RESet. and ~ive dismount tape command for each reel to make 
sure tapes are d~s~ounted . Thi~ saves a lot of time if you 
already have a copy or plan on getting a QED file copy of 
the CFD. 

The follo wing tapes need duplicating right now: 

Reels 30, 31, 32 , 33 , 3~ 

Reel 35, the journal tape, has two duplicates that were both 
done since anythin~ has been written on the original. All 
three were in gOOd Shape prior to the moving of the taoe 
units. Since the tape system has not been functional since 
then, it is unclear whether trying to use the malfunctioning 
tape system may have destroyed both the original and one of 
the duplicates . If so , the other duplicate is still in gOOd 
Shape but needs to be duplicated i mmediately before any files 
are written on it. 

Note that no journal files after 4866 ha ve been copied to the 
tape and that 4865 has not been copied to the tape . This needs 
to be aone as soon as reel 35 is Oupli cated . Journal numbers in 
Jernigan KDF are:J4869 J4870 J4872 J4873 J4874. After they are 
copied to tape and tape is duplicated again, they shoUld be 

6~9 

6~10 

6~11 

7 

7& 

7~ 

removed fro~ Jernigan KDF . 8 

Reel 35 ~s the journal tape . The following files are on the 
journal tape: 8a 

under username Caldwell: 

J.800 J'80 1 J480J J.804 J4805 J.806 J.807 J4808 J.809 
J4810 J481 1 J4 8 12 J4bl3 J481. J4815 J4816 J'817 

Under Username Trundy : 

8. 1 

8alo 

802 
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J48 19 J4820 J4821 J4822 J482) J4824 J4825 J4826 J4827 
Jh828 J4829 J48)0 J48)1 J48)2 J48)) J48)h J48)5 J48)5 
J48)7 J48)8 J46)9 J4640 J4841 J4842 J464) J4844 J4845 8a2& 

Under Username Prince: 8a3 

J4846 J4847 J4d49 J4850 J485 1 J4652 J4853 J4854 Jh855 
Jh856 J4857 J4858 J4859 J4860 J486 1 J4862 J486) J4864 
J 4866 8.). 

When the tape system is functional again, the fOllowing files 
need to be re~rieved from archive t~pes to be journalized : 9 

from r ee l 22 : ICAS5ERESINLDEI Ijournalize as number 48711 

from reel 22 ICALDWELL IAPRPL-P 

(NA SA FINAL files) from reel Jh, username Journal: 

BAS-NFCHI 

BAS-NFCH2 

BAS-NFCH) 

BAS-NFCH4 

BAS-nFCH5 

BAS-NFPRE 

BAS-NFLIS 

BAS-NFILL 

BAS-NFABS 

It 1s important to know that the hash table onl~ allowB a given 
number of files to be listed Under a given username's file 
directory at a given time. When a tape is mounted, the system 
puts all files on the mounted tape that were written under a 
given username into that user's file directory . What th i s me ans 
is that there 1& an upper lini~ ~o the nUMber of files that can 
be put on ~ single tape unaer the same usernam~. The limit 
dependS partially on ~he number of ac~ual colon or slash files 
that are curren~ly lia~ed under that username . I don ' t r emember 
What the limit is: it 1S ao~ething around 30 - 40 . When you reach 
that limit, you get an I» When you try to copy a file to the 

9' 

9b 

90 

901 

902 

90) 

905 

906 

907 

908 

909 
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t&pe. 
Since 
&Void 

There are ot.her 
there a.re always 
writin g files on 

times when you get the same mes sage . 
a large number of Journal scratch !iles ~ 1 
t he journa l tape under username Journal. 

6 

10 
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File Tape System Handling 

This file is organized into three parts as follows: 

Introductory comment describing file 

Several branches each containing a task and a listed sequence of 
steps required in the order to fol1m~' to complete the task 

An alphabetized list of names that can be jumped to for a 
definition of a step designated in the task sequence 

To display list of task situations, jump link (,task:xbsyg) 
, 

To see how to do a given step in a task sequence jump name of a 
designated step (step names are capitalized) 

(,step:xbzg) Will list all of the steps that may occur in file tape 
system handling 

To discover all situations in which a given step occurs 

(step) 

["CURRENT"] ; 
["INSERT"]; 
[,'NFXCFD"] ; 

["DIS~toUl\,tT]; ["DRIVE"]; ("FINISIl"]; ["GENERATE"]; 
[IILABEL"J; ["LISTtI]; ["LOAD"]; ["J-kJ1JJ\l1'"]; 
["UNLOAD"] ; 

(COPY) To read or Hri te files on tape , user 

I,lust be in EXEC 

@~ (NLS file name) to (tape file name) .:.. 

System no. = =l:.. (any N depending on which tape is mounted) 

OR 

@~ (tape file naJ!!c) t.o (NLS file name).:.. 

I~ai ts for "@II before giving another cOlTUiland or doi ng rub out 

(CSTCOR) (,current: gnw) 

(CURRENT) To establish a reel as the current reel: 

DIS~()UNT if tape is mounted 

Set exeud1vity to -1 

Type in SYSCStcor. (where :' 1 ... 

and is not printedJ 

1 

C .. :ro l ~, l.ontrol 5; 

-

I 

, 

,. -
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Program will recognize the command and ask for a system number and 
a reel nwnber, which specify t he reel you want to set current . 

NOTE: If the reel n~ber is set to 0, 

system ""ill assume that whatever reel is mounted directly 
afterward is the current reel number. This means that if ever 
two reels are to be mounted at the same time , the reel ntmber 
should not be set to O. 

NOTE: When a reel is set current, no tape with the designated 
system number can be written on unless it has the designated reel 
number. 

The same effect can be achieved t emporarily by taking out the 
write ring before loading a tape. 

To read a file from a tape that is not current, but is mounted , 
use RETRIEVE 

If the system number is positive, the file tape system 
recognizes only the reel numher "1" 

(DIS~OUNT) Current file directory of files on the mounted reel is 
updated and tape is made unavailable to users for writing but 
available to NFXCFD or eSTeOR 

@Dismount tape on unit: N. - -
Where n is 0, I, or 2 = the setting of the unit number knob on 
the tape drive ""here mounted tape is loaded 

(DRIVE) Find available tape drive. 

Available means that either the spools are empty or user has 
agreed to let you dismount and unload his tape and if necessary 
load and mount it again when finished. 

Tape on drive ~ruST be dismounted before unloading (See DISr-lJUNT) 

(FINISH) To get out of NFXCFD 

-Finished. 

You are now back in EXEe 

(GENERATE) Sets up CFD at beginning of t ape and marks system no. and 
reel number on tape. 

DISMOUNT if tape is mOlmted 

NFXCFD 

2 

i 
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-Generate new tape on unit N. 

Reel No. ,. N. -
System No. = N. 

finished. 

Note: If tape system numbel' is positive system recognizes only 
the reel no. "1" 

If tape system number is negative, reels should be assigned 
nwnbers other than "1" , 

(INSERT) Use NLS to insert updated ern as a QEn branch in 
(8&1$,'811) :TAPHt (C,tr.°TALO(D") : :;;).A£C.A 

RtPlP (C.flTALOc.. )~~IU.A TO COtAl..1 F \ L~ • 

Load ~ealEl\o'el1, tapin,2 :Jcl:lesz:;) (CA T '" LOe"."): ;:lAI2CA 

Insert QED branch (sequential file output by NFXCFD) in 
appropriate place (see LIST) 

Output Checkpoint 

Execute file cleanup 

Output fUe :TAPHI 

Edit CFD to match file format 

Output file 
CA-rAL¢(p ;;).APLA 

Make new oaV,,1tiJr KDF copy of TANW 

(LABEL) Each FrS reel should have a label with the following 
infonnation noted as various steps are completed: 

When tape is generatedWj<>< "-"f I', c.4iiJ. 

System number 

Reel mDnber 

Date generated WIth' ~ 

• :xb) 

penci 

is 

arne of branch in T N where updated 1 sting is inserted 

3 • ,. 
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(LIST) 111e eFD (Current File Directory) at the beginning of a tape 

Contains the following information 

Username 

File Name 

Position on tape, Date last written, etc. 

Is begun at generation and updated each time tape is mounted 

Is used to update (ft,TS\~~~~~,:xb) each time CFD is updated 
see INSERT , 

Can be listed while you aTe in NFXCFD as follows : 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

NFJ(CFD 

User types "L" and system replies by recognizing "List CPO" 

If user types a period then the system will list the File 
Directory for all users 

If the user responds by typing a blank, the system will type 
"For User" and wait for user to enter a user name. 

The system will request the number of the tape drive that 
carries the tape to be listed by typing "Unit Nuber" -- User 
responds with the drive number. 

Can be output to any of the following addresses ~ sequential file, 
TTy, 8-level or Papertape (1) 

System will then ask if statement numbers are needed in the 
listing 

If listing is to be printed out on TTY, anS\'o'er lin" fOl' "no" 

If listing is to be output to a sequential file to INSERT, 
answer "y" for "yes" 

System then wi 11 type "Output to" 

If listing is to be output to Tn', type a "t" and after 
system recognizes "teletype" add a period 

If listing is to be saved in a sequential file , type a space 

4 

I 

• 

•• 
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(LOAD) 

System will type irOnto file" and user specifies filename 
as he , ... auld for any other output process 

When action starts, system will type a US"; Hhen completed, a 
" .. " will signal that j'; FXCfD is waiting for another request 

Thread tape and set drive 

Obtain tape from the FrS fi Ie cabinet in compute!' room and check 
the label to make sure you have right tape 

Wl'ite Ring (all ot~er factors being equal) 

If ring is in, tape can be read or written on 
• 

If ring is out, tape can be read but not Nritten on 

Push (at center of tape reel) tape onto right hand spool of tape 
drive and thread it onto left spool as pictured (or like the one 
next to it) 

Set the following knobs: 

Density select = 566 bpi (bits per inch ---this is always the 
same) 

Unit select = 0, 1, or 2 (arbitrary -- must be different for 
each tape uni t at any given time; check the others to see 
which unit number is not in use -- -then remember h'hich unit 
number you chose because this is the value of N for most of the 
control commands 

Hit the following buttons: 

Hanual reset (doesn't light) 

Load (doesn't light) 

LORd point should light up \'/hen reading head detects load point 
- - if it doesn't it means either the light is burned out, the 
tape drive is broken or there's no load point marker (silver 
strip) 

\'fl'len l oad pOint lights up (or doesn t t, but seems to have been 
detected), hit auto (will light) 

(mUNT) Tape is made available to users for reading \'Iriting but 
unavailable to NFXCFD or CSTCOR 

@Mount tape on unit: /~!. 

5 
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• 
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~lount new tape. 

(NFXCFD) To enter NFXCFD 

Sign on with any user name that has executivity 

Set executivity to -1 

In EXEC, type "Go to file O:NFXCFD." System will give starting 
address and type "_" 

(UNLOAD) To remove tape from drive. 

(task) 

Hi t the foUol·ling buttons 

"!anual Reset 

Rewind 

When tape reaches load point, repeat sequence if tape does not 
completely unwind from left spool 

Remove tape from spool 

Close window 

"~e appropriate notations on label and return tape to file 
cabinet 

To GENERATE one or several tares ahead of time. (Note it is not 
necessary to mount tape). 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

NFXCFD 

GENERATE 

FINISH 

UNLOAD 

If a current, mounted tape is full, and a ne\\, tape needs mounting in 
a hurry, do the following first and then mount a generated tape as in 
3c 

DISMOUNT 

UNLOAD 

6 
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If there is time, LIST -- othel'Wise remember to do it later 

To HOUNT a "generated" tape 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

if necessary, CURRENT 

HOUNT 

Can DISHOUNT tape without LISf but if so must do the £ol1OI\'1ng as 
soon as possible 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

NFXCFD 

LIST 
(cP.TAl.OU'yZ.AIU A 

SAVE current file directory in Eealctwell,tapifl. :x) 

UNLOAD 

If a person has his own tape Idth a system number other than -2 and 
it is already generated: 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

COpy 

DISHOUNT 

If listing is desired either befora or after copying file to tape 
file, it must be obtained ,",'hile tape is dismounted (see LIST) 

If a member of the ARC community ,."ants to retrieve or update files 
previously saved on tape 

(Co,.",,,,) iA<CA W (fATALO<»2A~CA 
Search (salli'n'ell,tapin,) to find out which tape file is on 

DRIVE 

LOAD 

~IOUNT 

7 

• 
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COpy or RETRIEVE 

DISMOUNT ,. 
If no changes in tape's CFD, UNLOAD 

If changes in tape's CPO, LIST and then INSERT 

• 

) 
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488 1 HG C 020CT70 
notes on procedure for h&nalin~ NWO / RFC Doc uments 
Attention: JON and J8N 

John Melvin r eceives NwG/~fC Note~ . 
makes I c omplete copy for John Melvin 
MGC. 

He gives them to BER. who 
and I copy ot title page to 

BER transcr ibes NWG/RFC docu~ent and inserts the punched tape 
into the system under use rna me NAC . (see Journal nunber 4~79 re 
files tran scribed and wait inK to Oe inserted as QED branche s into 
NWG / RFC fil es ). If BER transcribes using TODAS , she puts 
docu ments in the appropriate NWG / RFO files. If s he uses paper 
tape, someone else must use insert QED branch to get the tiles 
into R2 fil es , as the insert QED command aoes not yet work in 
TODAS an d 8ER doesn ' t use NLS . 2 

Me&nWhil e MGC XDOCs the new NWQ / RFC documen~ and r eco rds it 1n 
the notes ti~le~ "NIC RiCORD ot ENTRX and PROCESSING" , The copy 
of title page (with XDOC number mar ke~ in red) 113 inserted in to 
t.he black past.eboard binde r lA-belled "N '''O Entry Record" • .3 

These documents are located in J2080 on MGC desk 3& 

periodically MGC has done the following _ It will Btill need to 
be done periOdically and someone should be assigned to do it: 

Inser t. the transcribed versions that we r e put in the system 
via pa per t.ape into the NWO / RFO files in the appropriate Place 

4 

(det.er mined by NWG/RFC number) ka 

Inser t XDOC numbers in the new entries , and make su r e that 
branch header format confo r ms wi th branch nelders of othe r 
ent rie s. 

Oheck to make sure KDF copies of NWO/RFC files are Btill 1n 
gOOd shape, doing file cleanup , etc . on files t hat have been 
ch anged and when finished saving the latest cleaned up 

4b 

vers ions of N~GRFC files on mag tape . uc 
Making a new NWCAT by merg in~ into it an XB view of each 

NWO/RFC file that has been changed (delete oranch that i s 
being replaced) and deleting from the new br.nch all eKcess 
text (see current veri son ot NWCATI . hd 

Save updated version of ~WCAT on archive m&~ tape ~d l 
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In a blac k notebook on bo~tom shelf of J2080, on Whi ch appears 
the label "XDOG Documentation l ! are some notes document ing the 
XDOC system as of November 1970 . 

I was unable to obta in from the archive tapes a copy of those 
files, to up date and comment on them. The no tes can be 
studied fo r details . The procedure I actually follow at 
present i s rou~hly as follows : II 

MEJ or others deposit documents to be XDOCed in the XDoe 'II N" 
basket on table in J 20BO I b 

If DOE needs a document r e t urned immediate l y I check to 
Bee what next aVailable number is and make a label with 
that number, attach it to document, go down to copy room 
and copy title pa ge and other pages with infor maation 
need ed for citation, r e turn document t o DeE and pUt copy of 
title page wit h XDOC numbe r on top of stack in "I N'I basket 
to be citea in XDOC files as soon as possible. lbl 

DCE freqUentlY PUts a no t e ~ XDOC and r etu rn" on documents 
that he wants XDOCe~ . wnen he does t hi s , I enter a 
!ub!tatement to the citation fo r that document , checking it 
out to him , eg o Ib2 

DCE 10/2 /7 0 Ib2a 

If papertape input is to be 
on how to make a pape rtape. 
Do eve r ything else the same . 

used , see BER for instructions 
See also Journal entry :4847. 

If DCE puts a note on the document that says " ~AS ", insert 

1 bJ 

a Bu b stateme nt that rea ds Ib4 

NAS biblio~r,phY DCE 10/2/70 

The date is , of course, the date th e citation 1s 
entere~ 

If the document is to ce checked out t o someone else, 
immediatelY. insert a substatemen t with his ini tialS and 
the date 

I f the document is PUblishe~ by any of the Ne t work Sites 
(se e labels on shelves in J2080) it be l on~s in a Ne two r k 

Ib4b 

IbS 

Site kit , rather than in the vault or in the Rap Roo m Ib6 

Insert after tne citation a 8ubsta t ement t hat rea Os , 
for example: 

MAC Site Kit 10/2/70 

Ib6. 

Ib6b 
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University of I111n018 Site Kit 10/2 / 70 

Then place the document on the ~pp ropriate stack in 
J2080 

If TODAS is used# loa~ XDOC file with highest number and 
print last statement in file to see what Was the last 
number assigned . Enter new citations, doing first i"Y that 
have numbers pre - a ssigned as above , ana labelling documents 
as you go. Save file 1n KDf anO make quickprint copy to 

1060 

106d 

insert in blue XDOC notebook on bottom shelf of J2060. Ib7 

StUdy XDOC Noteoook on bottom shelf in J20aO to see how 
citations are formatted . Tne black paBteooar~ binder labelled 
I'FORMAT" that is next to the XDOC noteboOKS may also be useful . 
It also contains other more or less useful information about 
various catalogs now lying around . 2 

I have not been handling unbound p~riodicals. Roberta Carillon 
was handlin g them until she left, and 11m not sure they're being 
catalogued at all since then. If there seems to b~ any point in 
doing anythin g but filing them in the Rap Room , see Novembe r 
documentation 3 

w~ are out of book pockets to put in hard boun~ bOOKS that go in 
Rap Room. I will call MEJ on Monday to give her the address from 
WhiCh I ordered them originally . 4 

NIC documents are always XDOced, includ in g NWG/RFC dO CU ments . 
Cite them as you would any other document, according to the 
information available, and insert a substatement after the 
citation, cheCking the NIC document out to NIC , as followS: 

NIC 10/2/70 

See J 8N as questions arise about handling NIC documents 

2 

5 

sa 
50 
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Mail File 
~)OOT70 MAIL 4883 

BLP $488) .1 WLB 10105/70 114)'18 THANKS FOR THE INFO. PASS4 
USED TO BARF ON THE FILE WHICH IS NOW KDF (BAS SINIO P. I OAN'T 
REMEMBER IF I CHANGED THINGS TO MAKE IT WORK RIGHT . S 1 

DOE $4883.2 MEJ 10105/70 1252116 (Engelbartl .JRNL i. now 
48848 2 

ARG BER BLP OHI DOC DIA DCE DGC EKV HAL JMY JBN JO N JDH JHH 
JNL JTH JRX KEV LSL HGC HEH MEJ MET MSC NDM VRB VDB WHP WKE WLB 
WSD 84883.3 WKE 10/05 /7 0 1556.56 -- DISC MODIFICATION SOHEDULE --

The ailc tile will be mOdifiea to operate in 36 bit moae 
beginning at 5100 PH on Thuroaay, oot 22. Moaitication. are 
schedulea to be complete by sunaay night, Oot 25. The ailc will 
be unavailable during this time. 

All KDF files will be tranafered to the disc 1n the new format. 
KDF aump will begin at 2100 PM Oct 22. All u.ero should have any 
files that Want in KDF bY that time and be off the system Oolon 
files will not be transfered. S 

WKE &4883.4 WLB 10105 /7 0 1632114 RE 4883.3 PLEASE GIVE 
ANOTHER WARNING CLOSER TO THE 22ND 8 

MSC VDB CHI WHP '4883 . 5 WSD 10105/70 1830.42 NUTILTY 
CHANGED TO LOAD CALC IN NEW WAY (AS FILE '.NCALC', S-PROCI. BE 
SURE TO USE NNUTI FOR LOADING, AND HASHN IS NT SET UP FOR OLD 
VERSI ON. S 

VDB MSa CHI 84883.6 WSD 10/05/70 1834 . 29 P. S. THE COMMAND 
TO LOAD CALC IS. 'LOAD 'KALC' 

WSD JCN .4883.7 DCE 10106/70 1242.17 Billl plea.e give 
early consideration to two mods for the analyzer. 1) delimited 
scan, and 2) much larger program size. ror delimited scan, want 
to be able to say effectively· Between(P1 , P21 ((xxx) AND (yyy) 
OR (zzz)" -- i.e. between the two parens following the 
delimitation declaration, the un anchored Bcans al l are limited to 
the string between Pl and P2, User assumedly did some analysis 
and pOinter setting earlier to provide himself with a meaningful 
search region. EXlmplea: Iaolating the title field in a catalog 
entry, searChing "title only" for given content; or , after 
findin, "memory" in Borne text, moving forward and blckward & 
given number of words and then searching for "comput.er." 

) 

4 

5 

6 

s 7 
JCN 34883 .8 WSD 10/06/70 1714.17 DOES MEJ UNDERSTAND TAT SHE 

IS SUPPOSED TO DELETE ENTRIES TO JOURNAL AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN 
ENTERED?? AND THAT SE SHOULD PUT AN APPROPRIATE MESSAGE IN THE 
MAIL??' 8 

WSD &~883.9 JON 10/06/70 1822.59 YES. BUT SHE HAD TROUBLE, 
AND THEY ARE NOT YET DONE WELL TRY TOMORROW AM ALSO. THE COLSRT 

1 
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DOESNT SORT, I THINK ANYWAY, 1M HAVING TROUBLES WHACHA 
THINK •• CAN YOU TRY IT TOO?S 9 

JCN S488) .10 WSD 10/06/70 2022,42 WITH RESPEOT TO CATALOGUES, 
YOU MAY WISH TO TRY THE FILE "CATPAT' UNDER MY NAME •• EXECUTE 
TEXT ,GO WIT H SHIFT OFF PRODUCES FILE NAMED ',TITCAT'. IT WILL 
NEED SOME SCRATCH SPACES 10 

JCN DCE 5488).11 WSD 10/06/70 2024,1) STRANGE ' ERROR' PROBLEM 
WITH AN-COMP MAY BE GOT AROUND BY SETTING VIEWSPECS TO ' jwh before 
com pilingS 11 

WSD 8488).12 DCE 10/07/70 0920,09 Bill' I' m h.ving trouble 
with Execute Merge. When I get to the I'pickup" file anO strike 
"b" to in~icate that I want a branch, the bug seems to strike, 
anO I never do get a chance to select a branch not visible on the 
display. Is it a chan ge I'm unaware of, or a bug? Dug.S 12 

DCE 8488) .1) MEJ 10/07/70 092),49 Your files h.ve been 
journalized as follows: 
IENGE):J RNL now (JOURNAL ) '4885. 
(ENGE):JRNLA now IJOURNAL): 4884 . 
(ENGE ):JRNLB now IJOURNAL):4887. S 

DCE 8488).14 WSD 10/07/70 1004,22 DOUG ••• WEN WE WENT TO TE 
NEW SPL, THE MERGE COMMAND DIDN'T GET COMPLETELY TRANSLATED, SO 
THAT HE FEEDBACK IS NOT CORREOT rOR PART YOU MENTIONED, I.E. TE 
ARROW DOESN'T MOVE AS IT SHOULD. GO AHEAD AND MAKE YOUR BRANC 
SELECTION ANYWAY, AND IT SOOLD WORK.S 

WSD 84883.15 MSC 10 /07/70 1118,27 IS THERE AY REASON WHY NNUTI 
(WHAT LOADS KALC) SHOULDN'T BE MADE THE STANDARD NUTILITY (BY 
SAVING UNDER (MOL)NUTIL, I'LL DO ALL THAT 'S NEOESSARY WHEN YOU 
SAY ITS COOLS 

WSD 84883.16 MEJ 10/07/70 1123,23 Your tiles journalizea •• 
follows: (DUV) ,JRNLP4848 now (JOURNAL) ,4886. IDUV) :JRN Ll now 
IJOURNAL) :4888. Having trouble with your :JRNL2 -- muat be 
something wrong with file, since program bombs out repeeatedly. 
File cleanu~ shoWI nothing. JON will work on it when he gets 
time. Am deleting thhe two tiles completed, but am leaving JRNL2 
in your colon space.! 

MSC 84883.17 WS D 10/07/70 1507.39 OK TO MAKE NNUTI NUTILTY BY 
MES 

ARG BER BLP OHI DOC DIA DCE DGO EKV HAL JMY JBN JON JDH JHH JNL 
JTM JRX KEV LSL MGC MEH MEJ MET MSC NDM VRB VDB WHP WKE WLB WSD 
84883.18 KEV 10/07/70 200) :55 THE rOLLOWING FILES ARE PROBABLY 
BAD ON THE KDF DUMP TAPES HADE LAST NITE (10/7/70): SYSTEM - B-DTN 
LAMPSON- TAUG ENGELBART- NCP, NFNET, FRJMP, RINS LICHTENBERGER-
MOVIE N1FI LES- CDSPL, OLNUP GUEST- P~ROM, ROMEF HOPPER-
ODRMD T3FILES- BAD HETA- TREE, 20 HOL· THR, MOL NLS -
PROCL USR- AYC, 676 O'CONNEL- 0680R XDOC - X40UP T1FILES-
BAD, CALC ERICKSON- NF5PR , NFCH4 P4DOC- ARGH DURHAM- CHECK 
T2FILES- PRM10 PAXTON- BAD2, RL10 OATALOG- NrCHS I RBY· 
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l}OCT70 MAIL 4863 

BAKUP DIALOGUE- 671, 663, 662, 661, 6510 DIALOGUE- 965 , X663 
NORTON- STUDY PRI NCE - NLSXR YARBOROUGH- TIM TRUNDY- MEMOES 18 

KEV WKE 84863.19 JDH 10106/70 0207.17 TH E DISK TSS IS NOW 
OPERATIONAL. (OR AS OPERATIONAL AS I EXPECT TO MAKE IT.) I WON 'T 
DESCRIBE HOW TO SW ITCH HERE. IT IS STRAIGHT FORWARD. I T IS EASY 
TO INITIALIZE THE DI SK SYSTEM. PUT BPT3 DOWN AND RUN THE 
INITIALIZE TAPE. NOTE NEW rILL TAPES AND NEW PAPER TAPE FOR 
CRASH REC. CHANGES TO THE SY STEM FROM YESTERDAY ARE ONLY TO THE 
PAPER TAPE AND FILL TAPE LOADERS. S 19 

VDB WKE 84663.20 JDH -10/06 /70 021 4: 26 FOUND A COUPLE Of BUGS 
IN XBUF MON. TTY SIM. DISP . LISTS NOT RI GHT . COMMAND TABLE HAS 
NO DIS PLAY UNITS TURNED ON, HAS CORRECT PO I NTERS TO DI SPLAY 
LISTS THOUGH. LOOKS LIKE DISPLAY BUFFERS AND WORD COUNT IN 
DISPLAY LISTS ARE OK. HAVEN'T TRIED WORK STATI ON OP ENI NG HAVE 
WRITTEN BUT NOT DEBUGGED CORRECTION TO DISPLAY LISTS. DON'T 
UNDERSTAND PROBLEM WITH COMMAND TABLES YET. S 20 

WSD 84883 .21 MEJ 10/06/70 0926.18 Your file .JRNL2 deleted and 
now (J OURNAL ): 4889 . S 21 

WSD 84883. 22 WLB l O/ 09 /7 0 l317: 05 PROBLEMS WITH CON TENT 
ANALYSER USING ANALYSEROOMPILER. 

AFTER COMP ILING A PROGRAM IF YOU VIEW THE FILE WI TH I ON BUT 
CAP-O OFF, WHEN YOU TURN CAP-O ON, NO RESTRUOTURING TAKES PLACE. 
(I. E., YOU HAVE TO TURN CA P-O ON BEFORE OR AT-THE - SAME- TIME -AS 
YOU TURN ION. 

I CAN'T GET VIEW RESTRUOTURNING WITHOUT WORK IN G- COPY 
RESTRUOT URING -- HAS THIS BEEN IMPLEMENTED YET?! 

MSC 54883 .23 WHP 10109/70 l616.59 (PRM10,LNM DPY) VSLEV(S 
MSC 34683 .24 WHP 10/09/70 1617.58 (CONT) CAN'T CHECK FOR A 

FIELD BE I NG < 0 SINC E T IT NEVER WILL BES 
WLB 84883.25 WSD 10/09/70 165 9:52 ALL OF THOS THINGS WORK SO 

FAR AS I KNOW •• PERHAPS THERE IS SOMETING WHICH YOU DON'T ENTIRELY 
UNDERSTAND ••• WAIT ••• I T OCCURRS THAT ONCE A STAT!MENT HAS BEEN 
TESTED WITH THE CONAN AND TE THE WORKING OOPY I S CANGED, TAT IT 
WILL NOT BE RE - TESTED AND THE RESTRUCTU RING WILL NOT TAKE 
PLACE ••• I' LL TALK TO YOU ABOUT USING IT WHEN I COME DOWNS 

JC N $4883 . 26 WSD 10/ 09 /70 1812. 06 I TALKED WITH DCE, AND WE 
AGREE THAT THE I NITIALS AT TE TOP OF J OURNA L DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE 
THOSE Of TE AUTOR ••• IS TAT OK WITH YOU??? S 

CHI WHP 84883.27 WS D 10 / 0~/ 7 0 1813141 LET ' S BE COGN IZANT OF A 
POSSI BLE TROUBLE AREA ••• THERE WILL BE A LOT OF CONANISTROON 
PROGRAMS WRITTEN ON THE 940, AND THESE WILL NOT WORK ON THE 10$ 

WSD 54883 . 28 JCN 10/11/70 2057 .59 YES, THE INITIALS AT THE TOP 
OF THE M JOURNAL HEADER SHOULD BE THOSE OF THE AUTHOR, I'LL 
FIX THE CATALOG AND FUTURE ONES •• 

DCE 5488).29 MEJ 10/13/70 1029132 Your ~.mo to journal tile, 
J1, "Notes About ARO Journal!', is 1n you r scr&tch space as IAROJO 
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1}OCT70 MAIL h883 
Mail File 

and entered in the Journal &8 (JO):4890. Your memo to journal 
file, J2, "On Catalog conversion", 1s in ¥our Icratch space as 
.CATOO and entered in the Journal •• IJO) .h891. Both files are 
also 1n your KDF as their own names, Printout copies are in your 
In-Box.S 

JON WLB JBN Ih883.30 DOE 10 113/70 10hS .3S oflh88S). Talked 
9 Oct with Dan Slotnik and Mike SherI Both very ealer to 
oooperate ~1th Net-Dialogue 1.792). Hike will be in oharge of 
selecting and supporting Agent and Liaison Han. Big Changes 1n 
organization going on due to ILLIAC I V aplito!!, but we'll hear 
from A and L by 16 oct, Their IMP won't arrive until January 
(or ••• ) •• S 

JON Sh883.Jl DOE 10113/70 1041:08 11) I didn't oall Dave 
Harris yet. (2) Stanford AI Agent called JBN, Was welcomed and 
told she'd be contacted when JBN returned from ASIa. She haa a 
TTY)?; we'll need see how she can read us with it. (Oata set, 
f1rst?)S 

JON WLB JBN 'h883.32 DOE 10113/70 10hh:28 Reoeived call on 8 
october from Tea Glaser at Case re (4792). Questions apparently 
ironed out. He promised to select Agent in about 2 weeks. IMP 
Oelivery apparentlY delayed to January. They have lots of 
displays but few typewriters, so he seemed to feel the station 
typewriter might be a problem.S 

WKE JTM JON WLB JBN Sh883.33 DCE 10113/70 11011h9 NETINIC 
Note, from phone talk with ~. Roberts 10 Sep: He has 5 more 
candidates seriously being conSidered for Ne twork participant •• 
Told ~e not to worry about them now with regaro to NIC, anO 
Oidn't volunteer their names (MITRE, Waah1ngton , D.C. branch, 
app,rentlY 10 one).S 
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4664 DCE 050ct70 
ARC PROPOSAL TO ONP FOR THE RINS PROJECT (Oct 691 

proposal for Resea rch No . iSU 69 ~1 19 

EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF A SMALL COMPUTER - AUGMENTED 
INFORMATI ON SYSTEM 

I INTRODUCTION 

A. The Augmented Hunan Intellec~ Research Center 

The Augmented H u~an Intel l ect Research Center (AHIRC) ot 
Stanford Research Ins~itute's Information Science and 
Engineeri ng Division ~a an externally supported, multiply 
sponsored group 01 24 persons working ill close cooperation 
on the problem of Itau g~enting the human intellect ." 
"Au gmentation" is a term inaicating the extension, 
improve ment , and ampl~fication of the intellectual 
capabilitie s of humans , both as individuals and aa working 
group s or teams . 

The current approach to tnis goal concentrates on th e use 
of hi~hly interactive computer systems deeigned to aid 
individuals and gro ups in manipUlating the information that 
they work With. This "maniculation of information II 
includes the following: 

Externalization and storage of "ideas " in symbolic form 
-- for examole, English text, or draWings , or compu ter 
programs, or special structures for relating various 
stored items. 

Studyin~ the stored material, bY means of hi~h-Bpeed 
computer display of the text, driw1n gs, etc ., coupled 
with specialized information-retrieval techniques geared 
for this type of application . 

MOdifyin~ ~nd updating the stored mate rial by means of 
a highly soph isticated system of interactive editing 
commandS, Which permit a range of operations frOm detail 
editin~ to wholesale rearrangement of info r ma tion 
structures. 

II SUMMARY 

A. Objectives 

We oropose an expe r imental investiga tion Of techniaues for 
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ARC PROPOSAL TO ORR FO R THE RINS PROJ.CT (Oct 691 

the management, wi~h~n AHIRC , of a collection at externally 
derived information (an "intelligence" collection ), with 
the eventual purpose Of creating , using, and deve l oping an 
"intelligence system 'l adapted to our particular needs. We 
expect to develop desi~n prinCiples applicable to 
information systems for otner grou ps that will be acquirin g 
advanced interactive computer tools. 

We have available a sizable repertoire of special on-line 
tec hniques for information handling , plus specia l 
cap~bilities for the development of more teChniques . The 
Objective of the proposed researcn is to de velop a 
systematic application of these teChniques an d capa bilities 
t o the mana~emen~ of our growing collection of 
" intel11gence " (exte rnal mate r ial) , and to the methods of 
retr ieval, extraction and integration of information by our 

4.1 

on~lin e researchers . k.2 

B. Current 5tatuB hb 

An i mportant characteristic of A!jIRC is its 
"bootstrapping" st r ategy for research on augmentatio n. All 
systems de5i~ned by the Center are intended for actual , 
practical use in the Center itself; once desiEned and 
im Plemented they are Uge~ heavi l y on a day ~ to~day basia. 
This means that AHIRQ staff are both experimente rs a nd 
experimental subjects , and the re sult is stron~ 
"eVOlutionary" pressure upon the design process . 

Eacn sppcial development made by the Center in any of 
its areas of concern (including software design , 
mana~ement, etc .) evolves and is use d within an 
inte grated working environment that pr ovides an 
otherwise unavailable conteXt for evaluation of the real 
usefulness of ~ne deve lo pment. Such evaluation is of 
great importance in ~esigning an~ developinR tools and 
methodolo~ies fo r the future world of on ~ 11ne wo r king 
groups. 

One focus of effort within t his approacn is the 
devel opment of sys~eMa for manag in y. the wo r kin~ information 
of th e group. Considerable work has been done in the 
devel oprnen~ of small , ~ssentiallY pe rsona l information 
Byst~Ms, and the Center is beginning ~o investigate the 
proble ms of somewhat larger systems of coordinated work ing 
records for use by tne group as a wnole. 

We want to devote simultaneous Attention to manag ing our 

2 
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"external " records, AR herein proposed . As a beg i nni ng , we 
hav e collected some ~OOO items (books , periodicals , 
clippin~s , pte . ) over the past ten years. This "XDOC " 
(external documentation) collect~on has a very rudimentary 
catalog whose citation entries are stored by ac cess i on 
number in computer-held files wnicn we can search on 
content fro~ on~llne CRT consoles , but for which t he r e is 
no fo r mal indexing . With its present fo r m and i ts c urre nt 
primitive management and usage methOds , the XDOC col l ection 
1s little used or valued . 

We need to expand the covera~e so that we can manage all 
i mportant forms of usefu l exte r nally oerived info r ma t ion: 
trip r eports , visiter records (inclUding notes on 
informa~1on acouired from visi~ors) , catalog and hear s ay 
in f orma~ion on hardWare , press Clippings , conf~ rence 

announcements, etc. hb 4 

We need to learn to apPly our adVanced inte r active 
computer a~ds to the procedures for en~ering , filte r ing , 
c a talogin~ and indeXing. We neea to explor e various fo r ms 
of file or~anizat~on and indexing Which, togethe r wi th tne 
as sociated methods of retrieval and extraction that our 
1 n~eractive aids Offer, COUld provide a practica l and 
useful " intPllipence'! sys~em for us . 

Our curren~ on·l~ne tools and methods are applic able t o 
t hese needs . In addition, fUrther tools a nd methodS of a 
hi ghlY relevant na~ure are cur r ent l y unde r development f or 
var ioUS 5pee~al purposes within AHIRG . hb6 

c. APproaCh he 

I. General hcl 

This proposal represents a short - term and r elati ve ly 
small project in a long-term ac tivi t y , all of whose 
componen~s are continuously developing . 

~e plan to launch a working "intell i gence " sys t em , 
and to pass through several phases of development. 
At ~he end of a year we expect to have an initia l 
system whiCh w~ll be usable and r eaaonably effective, 
incorporating unusual features anO revealing furt he r 
posslbil~ties. hc l a l 

We expect to spend most of the project resou r ces a t t he 
information - systems level (procedu r es , f i le 
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or~anization. indexing me t hods, e tc . ) and a relative l y 
small portion on special softwa r e development s . 

~e are already ve r y s trong in r elevant interactive 
computer a~aB , in tec hniq ues fo r progr ammi ng new 
ai dS, and in techniques for tailori ng the function 
and control proce dures of these aids t o tne user's 
neeOs. 40101 

The deve lo pment of the sys t em will follow the needs of 
t he AHIRe staff for accessing a nd inte Er at i ng externally 
derive d inform~t1on . Each incremental allocation of 
thi s project ' s system- development resources wi ll be 
aimed ei ther at acnieving an increase i n system utility 
or at experimentation on me ans for increasing utility . 4c lc 

2 . Specific Aoproacn 4c 2 

We plan tne following specific tasks : 4c2a 

( I ) Conduc~ a bibliographic search for material 
relevant to our ~oa l of se~ting up an "intel11gen c e ~ 
system fo r use by our group . 4c2al 

Usin~ the results of this search as an 
experimental infor mation ba se~ design and use 
prototype orocedures, file structures~ indexing , 
etc . to aevelop a ~etter feeling for the nee ~ s, 
proble ms , and possib~llties . 

(2) concurrently ~ develOp a worki ng relationship 
with a soecialist in library science and/or 
infor~ation retrieval for ass i stance in carrying out 
the pr oposea resea rc h . 

(J) Make a str aig htforward, first - pass organization 
of ou r existing COllection , to provide consistent 
catalogin~ procedures for t he va r iety of materia lS we 
will be aea ling with . Conduc t initial developme nt of 
indices for use in r et r ieval of i nfor mation fro m the 

402a2 

c ollec~ion. 4c2a3 

The aim of this will be a usa ble starting sys tem, 
implemen~ed wi t h min imal sof~Ware investment 
consisten t w~th effic i ent SUbsequent development 
toward antiCipated i mprove me nts . 4c2a3a 

( 4) Give special attention t o several specific 

4 
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needB~ such as a hardware~proaucta reference system , 
a corre50ondence recor~ system, and b1b11o~raphic 
stud~eB conducted under other projects in AHIRC . 

(5) Evolve a plan for developing the system ~nd its 
usage. Consiaer special poSS ~bilities for 
integration into the !'intelligence " corpus of notes, 
reference l~nkages from the group's working records , 
subseauent extracts of already cited ite ~ B, partial 
extracts , e~c . to enrich the ~nformation and to 
provide more access pathS . 

(6) Follow a cont1nu1n~ CYCle of i mprovement a nd 
development . 

5 
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III DIS CUSSION 

A. General 

AHIRC has 
use r s can 
di s plays . 
fra mework 

~evelopect an on - line compu~er system with 
stUdY t ext and associated line drawings on 
Certain features of this syste~ provide a 

for building an "intelligence " system . 

wh ic h 
video 
uni que 

The system includes powerful editing commands that 
enable the user to compose ana mOdify text quickly , 

We can generate micrOform and paper repr esentations of 
the text and drawings stored in the computer . Doc ume nts 
can be published directly f r om th i s hard copy~ using 
photO-Offset techniques . 

Information can be stored and displayed 1n a 
hierarchical structure Of "statements" . TnuB we can 

4e 2&6 

5& 

Sal 

Sala 

Sa lb 

construct classification schemes easilY . S&le 

(A "stateMent" is a structural unit of stored 
inforMa~ion# and can contain any Bart of text string . 
Statements are frequentlY used as the equivalent of 
conventional para~rpahs, or ino1ividual entr ies in 
11s~s.1 Salel 

Another feature allows a user to Hlink H any statement 
in the system w1th any other , creating trailS of 
associations. 

(A link is a machine ~executable equivalent of t he 
conventional "craBs - refe r ence . " Thus a link 
establishes an aSSOciation between two ~tatements ; a 
subsequent user, seeing tne l~nk embedded in a 
statement, May cause the associated statement to be 
displayed i nstantaneously.) 

Another user can follow these trails of associati on s, 
and add hiS own, if he wiShes . Witn t hese links we can 
build and stuuy complicated relationShips within an 
information sYBte~. 

An in~eractive conten~ analyzer lets tne on - line user 
define patte rns of words and phrases on- l i ne and 
retrieve statements that contain these patterns. This 

6 
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tOOl can be apnlied to a fairlY simple catalog to 
provide consideraole retrieval power even with no 
exolic1t 1ndex~n g . Applie~ ~o appropriately st r uctured 
indices# the content analyzer adds a new dimension of 
retrieval power. 

Another interactive tool lets us group r e lated 
statemen~s under a single identifier, c alled a 
"keyword,11 One can selec t one or More Of these keyword s 
and diSPlay the statements referenced by all of these 
keywor ds; a " scoring " techniq ue is employed 80 that t he 
statements referenced by the grea t est number of ' the 

S.lf 

selected keywords appear at t he top of the list . 5all 

Since st~tem~nts May contain links to other files, 
this capabili~y can be used to retrieve whole files, 
as well as simply retrieving statements within a 
file. S- Ig l 

Using the keyword feature with a hie ra rch ical 
catalogue, we c~n retrieve documents r elevant to one 
area of interest or to several areas. 

Our current techniques for composing , mo~ i fying , and 
pu blishing woula alone have a uni que imp~ct upon th e way in 
Whic h the grou p ' s "intelligence" system could be set up and 
main tainedj our study aids , including toe content analyzer 
and keyword system, add unique possiblities for using this 
syst em . 

We plan to go slowly in settling on an over - all deSign for 
the "intelligence " system . We expect t o go through 
considerable stuay, ~nought , and pilot ex~erimentation 

5.lg2 

5.2 

before we commit the whole system to an i ntegrated design. SaJ 

B. Design considerations for an "I ntell igence '! System Sb 

Our 1'1ntelligence" Bys~em must satiSfY many differen t 
k1n~s of information neeOS . 

A small rea e~rch group rece ives infor mation f rom many 
different sources and in many diffe r ent fo r ms . 
Journals, books, newspapers , informal conversations, 
correspondence , conferences , visitors, and manufacturers 
are only some of the sources of our working information. 
This ~nfor~ation may be recorded 1n print, in 
computer-held files , on audio tape, on film, or in 
microform. 
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We neeO ~o cite all of these items 1n one central 
ca~alo" and we need to o r ~anize these citations so that 
we can easily f~nd 211 the ~nformation We have about a 
particular topic. 

We also need to provide techniques th~t enable us to 
individually tailor "views'! of the items in the 
collection. For example. if a member of the ~roup is 
stUdying conmerciallY available vi~eo devices . he may 
wish to add a trail of associat1onal links that lets 
him , and other membe rs of his team, compare the prices 

Sblb 

of th eDe devices at a glance . SblC 

our '11n~ellig~nce ~ system should provide a well -or gan ized 
library collec tion that can be excanded or reorganized 
easily. It should allow each individual to main tain the 
inte~r1~y of his own pe rsonal collection while Sharing this 
informa~ion with tne ~ roup . Sb2 

C. MethOdology 5c 

Our in1~1al effor~s at desi,ning an Hin~elligenceH system 
WoUld focus on ~he techni~ues for organizing the collection 
and for re~r~eving in~ormat1on trom it. The StUdy of theBe 
two areas of concern would proceed dialecticallY: 
experimen~al catalogs and indices woula be orKanized to 
confor m to ~he recuirernent s of a carticUlar re~rieval 
teCh nique , and ~he development of the retrieval tOols would 
in turn be influenc~ct by the demands of e!fic1en~ schemes 
of orranization . 

I . Specific Topics for Study 

During the per~od of this contract we hope to stUdy 

Sci 

Sc2 

several specific problems . Sc2a 

a . conven~ions for Organiza tion of Cen~ral Oatalog 

The usefulness of our collection will be strongly 
influenced by ~he convent~ons we ~dopt for ci~ing 
1tems in ~he central catalog . This catalog should 
provide a primary source of infor~ation for 
genera~ing indices and sUbjec~ classifications of 
i~ems in the collec~ion . 

The central ca~alo( should be organized so that 
~nen the user retrieves ~he citation for a gi ven 
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item in the collection , he may also retrieve the 
citations for all other items 1n the collection 
which ~re known to refer to the r.~ven item . 

111 aOdition, the catalog conventions must be 
flex~ble ~nough to admit many different kinds of 
items, wh~le havin~ the standard1zation necessary for 

5c20 1. 

convenient maClline retrieval . Sc2b2 

Fo r example . we mLY wish to put the tape 
recording of a conference in the collection . I t ! 
citation might inclUde a brief abstract of t he 
mate rial discussed , the names of panel members , 
and the date and location of the proceedings . $c 2b2& 

b . Procedures for Ent ry ot New Ma teri81 SC2C 

The procedures used to enter items into the 
coll~ction and catalog must also be ~eveloped 
carefullY alld experimentall¥ . We hope ~hat ~he 
collection can oe maintained b¥ someone without the 
train1n~ of a pro£ess1onal 11brarlan , so these 
procedures nust be uncomplicated . 

c . Treatin~ Catalo~ Items Accordin~ to Their Importance 

The collection ~ust be organ~zed flexiblY enough so 
that information about an item reflects its current 
importance in t he worKing atmosphere of the group . 
For example, a journal article may ente r the 
collectlon with the notation that a reprint of i t has 
been requested from the author. After it arrives , it 
may become import~nt enough as a workln~ paper to 
transcribe into machine-readable form and keep 
on-line . As the work of the gr oup pro~ r es se8 , the 
article may be Used very inf r equently ; at this point 
it snould be put into a magnetic tape archive . The 
proceduree for naintaining the coll~ction must allow 

5c2cl 

5c2d 

an item to evolve throu~h these Bta~es . Sc2a l 

2 . Retrieval Tools and Techniques Sc3 

As we experi~en~ With different schemes of organization 
and adminis~rative procedures , we will also be 
Oevelopin~ retrieval tools. 

We Plan to begin studying the information -retrieval 
techn~queB used in other systems , with the aid of a 
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pr ofessional libraria n . We inten~ to incorporate 
this information into ou r II intell igence II system and 
to study and manipulate it as the wo rkin g body of 
information with whi cn to tryout various retrieval 
techniques. Sc 3a j 

We will construct exper i mental indices of the i t ems 
in the collection. These indices, and other possible 
cla5 si£icat~on schemes such as thesauri, will be use~ 
t o locate citations in the catalog file bY subject . 
We intend to u~e these i nd ices and jUdge their 
relative nerits as retrieval techniques . 5c3a 2 

Several features of our current system -~ 
especially t he conten t analyzer and the keyword 
system -- will prove useful as retrieval tools to 
ex~r ac~ ~nformation and citations from indices . 
We can use Lhese same tools to create the 
experimental indices and claSSification schemes . 

Besides such current ~echniquesl we are 
consiCering a num ber of i mprovemen ts over the 
comin~ yea r t ha t would increase the power of our 
tool s quite SignificantlY . If i ~plemented, these 
improvemen~s would be developed cooperativelY by 
several of the various projects Within AHI RC, 

5c)02& 

including ~ his proposed project . Sc3a 2b 

We may expand the power of ou r "keywor d " 
operations . These extensions would let us save 
references reordered by tne keywo rd s ystem in 
their new order. We could use this technique 
to build comprehensive Classification schemes 
from reasonably simple ones . This expanded 
keywo r o system would also l et each member of 
th~ troup construct nis own claSSification 
schemes ana store the m tor others ~o use . Sc 3a2b l 

We may alao ~evelop a oatch-orocessor faci l i t y 
th~t cou l d reorganize files in accord wi t h a 
use r' s specifications. such a processor could 
convert the entry format of our catalog files . 
It could also collect all of the items 
referenceQ by a trail of linkS in a new file . 
Such pr ocessors would also be useful for 
updating catalog Rnd index tiles from 
informat~on entered 1n a format best suited to 
the clerk . 5c)a2 b2 

10 
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Ano~~er aspect of retrieval in our ~intelli~enceH 
system centers aroun~ the prOblem of locating , t rom 
the on ~ line catalO~ , items that are not in 
machine-reaaable form . The citation catalog will 
indicate the phys ical location of e~ch sou r ce 
document . rroce dures must be deve l oped fo r moving 
this ~ocument to ~nother office and updating the 
informatiort in the central catalog . 

We also plan to develop procedu r es for ~eneratinl 
microform and paper versions of the on-line catalog , 
and of selected indices or port ions of indices. We 
already have the tools to perfo r m t he mech a ni cal part 
of thpse operatlonSj howeve r, we need to adopt 
conventions that would make th~Be Oocument s usefu l as 
worK~n g b 101~ograpnieB or for pUblica t ion . 

I I 
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IV PERS ONNEL 

It is planned that ~ he Principal Investigator will be Dr. 
Douglas C. Engelhart, Head , Aug~ented Human Intellect Resea rch 
Center. Dr. hngelbar~ ' s Social Security number is 
540-22- 2706. 

Other significant contributions, including project 
manage ment, are anticipated from Mary S . ChurCh, Pro~r&mme r, 

V ESTIMAT ED TIM~ AND CHARGES 

It is proposed that the research work outlined herein be 
performed during a period of twelve months, startin~ 8 
February 1970. 

Pursuant to the provisions of ASPR 16-206.2, attached 1s a 
co~t estimate and support schedule in lieu of the DD Form 
633-4 . Also encloseQ is a signed form complete except as to 
the "Detail Descriptlorl of Cost Elemen~s.'t 

VI REPORTS 

A fin al report will be submitted upon completion of the work. 

During the period of the proposed work , we expect to be 
developing a "HandbooK," which will be a comprehensive 
Oescription an~ history of all work 1n the Center, suitably 
s tructu red for study and manipulation with the Center's 
computer aids. It is anticipated that individual projects, 
such as the proposed work, will be covered in the HandbOOK as 
~chapterB " and reoorts will be produced in ha rd copy directly 
from the Handbook (with suitable eQiting t o produce useful 
hard-cOpy for mats ). Depending on tile state of Handbook 
develop ment at the completion of the proposed work, the final 

5c3.4 

6 

6. 

6b 

7 

7b 

6 

8. 

report may be in th~s for m. 8b 

VII GOVERNMENT-I URN I SHaO EQUIPMENT 9 

The performance of the proposed work will involve the use of 
eqUipment £urnished under Air Force Contract F30602-68-C - 0286 
and NASA contract NAS I-7d97 . 9a 

VIII CONT RACT fORM 10 

It is requeste d toat any contract reSUlting from this 

12 
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proposal be awaraed on a cost Plus fixed £ee baSis , l Oa 

I X RELAT ED SUPPORT FHUh OTHER AG1NCIKS I I 

The Au gMented Hu~an In~ellect research pr ogram has been 
sup ported largely by tne Advanced Resea rch projects Agency on 
a cont inuinp oaSis. support has also been provided by 
NASA - Langley Kesearch Center and t he U. S . Air Force Rome Air 
Development Center . 

I) 
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X ACCEPTANCE PERIOD 

For staff scheduling pur poses , this proposal will re~a in 1n 
e!fec~ un~il 3 1 Dece~ber 1969 . If addit10nal time is required 
for ita consideration , the Institute will be glad to consider 
a reque~t for an extension of the periOd . 

XI BIOQRAP HIES 

The f ollowing pr ofessional bio~raphieB are presented &8 being 
representative of SRI personnel who may contribute to the 

II , 

12 

12. 

13 

pro posed wor~. 13& 

Dougl~s c . Engelb~rt , H~ad , AHIRC 
Information Science and En( ineering Division 

Dr. Engelbart received a B. S . de( ree 1n Electrical 
Engine e ri n~ froM Oregon State College in 1948 . 

In 1953 he received an E. E. deg ree f r om the Univers ity 
of California; h18 thesis de scribed ~he logica l design 
an d pro~ r amminr of a dru m- type general-pur pose com pute r 
~o obta~n increased flex1b11i~Y and speed by op~imiz1n, 
t he utilizaLion of the elect ronic re g i8~er capaci~Y . 

In 19~5 he received a P~ ~ D . degree 1n Electrical 
En~ ~neer1ng , also from the University of Califo r nia . hiS 
thesis dealt with tne development of special 

13D 

13 DI 

13Dla 

ga! - diBChar~e tubes for compute r use . IJblb 

Wh ile studying at the Uni versity of California , he was 
an Assoc~ate in Electrical Engi neering. 13Dlc 

He served as an Aasistant Professor in 1955 -1 956 . 130ld 

Since 19~9, Dr . Lngelb&rt has been p r~ nci pal ly occupied in 
deve loping a progra~ at Stanford Re search Institute aimed 
at improvinr human intellectual effectivenees th r ough 
real- time computer aid . 13b2 

First with only Institute in ~ hou se support, and since 
Ma rc h 1961 with jOint support from AFOSR, he formulated 
a comp r ehensive conceptual f ra mewor k for roan - machine 
stUdies with both broad arId specific r esearch ~oals. 13b2a 

The specific goals hav~ been translated into the 
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establishment of a computer - based experimental 
laboratory ana a number of on - going projects within a 
coordlnatea ana growing prog ram for Which Dr . Engelhart 
serves as Head . 

Fr om 19 46 to !95 11 he was an Electrical Eng i neer i n the 
Electrical Section at the Ames Laboratory, Moffe tt Fie l~. 

13b2 b 

Oali£ornia. 13b3 

In 19~5 -1 956, Dr . Engelbart was a coneultant to 
Marchant Research , Inc ., Oakland, where developmen t work 
has been carried out on pa tents bought f r om him. 13b3a 

In 19$6 he formed and directed a corporation , Di gi tal 
TeChniqups , Inc ., whicn 1" 1956-57, a i d further 
~evelopment work on his inventions . 

In October 1957, Dr . Fn~elbart joined the staff of 
Stanfora Researcn InRtitute, where he was initially 
concerned with basic developmental work on magnetic 
components for computer~ and with other fundamental 
research into the physical techniques a! computers . 

In 1959 he be~an , under Institute sponso rs hip , to 
expand and develop the b.sic concepts for the Augmented 
Human Intellect program Which he had developed 
independently since 1950 . 

His fields of 3pecia~ization have included circuits , 
special components, logical des ign, and programming of 
digit~l c ompute rs; vacuum and gas-diachar~e techniques; 
large intercommunication systems; Wind - tunnel dri ve and 
c ontrol s~stems; electromechanical control systemsj 

13b3b 

13b4 

13b4. 

information systemSj and man - machine systems . 13bS 

Dr. Engelbart 1s a membe r of Pi Mu Epsilon , Sigma Tau , Tau 
Beta P~, Phi Kappa Pni, SigMa Xi , Et a Kapp a NU , the 
Inst itute of ~lectr1cal and ElectronicS Engineers, ~nd t he 
IEEE Group on ComputerR (Elect r onic) . 13 b6 

He was Chairl1an of the San Fr ancisco Chapter of I RE 
PGEC in 1959-1960 and has served as memb er of the IRE 
Solid State C~rcuits Subcommittee 4. 10 and of the IEEE 
Cybernetics Committee . 

Mary S. ChurCh, ProKrammer , AHIRC 
Information Science and En~ineering Diviaion 

IS 
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Specialized prof~ssional co~petence 

Development ot large ~ Bcale multifunction comp uter 
systems; integration of nonstandard dev ices (suc h i s 
s pecia11zed computers) into genera11zed software 
systems. 

Curren t Nesearch Assi~nment at SkI 

Development of infor~ation-retrleval cente r for a 
computer network. 

Other Professional Expe rience 

Columbia UniverBity~ Technical Writer; suoervisor of 
syste ms orograMming , res ponsible for prog r amming group 
implementin e gCIleral operating system to support large 
computers, small satellite compu t e r s, ana low ~ speed 
terminal ~evices_ 

Aca demic BacK ground 

8 . S. in biochemistry (196h) , Radc lif!e College . 

Graduatp worK in hn~lisn literature {1965~67l~ columbia 

13cl 

13cl' 

13c2 

13c2. 

IJc J 

IJcJ' 

13c 4 

IJ04. 

University . 13c4b 

Professional Associations 

Association for Computing Machinery. 

Ma ry G. Caldwell, Resea r ch Assistant , AHIRC 
Information Science &nd En~ineerin g Division 

Professional Experience 

Research Assistant, Me d~cal Fact ~ank project, Missouri 

IJcS 

IJc5a 

IJd 

IJdl 

Regional Medical project 1967 - 68 . IJd l _ 

Conducted feasibility stUdY of Use of IBM 1050 
aUdiovisual sys~em (on-line, remote) for planned 
MUltidisc i plinary Learning LabOratory. 

Planned construction of a medical thesaurus fo r Fact 

IJdl'l 

Bank retrieval. 13dla2 

Academic bAckground IJ d2 
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B.A. in En~11sh (1967), Universi ty of Missouri. 

David Casserea, Technical Writer, AHIRC 
Informa tion Science and Eng ineering Division 

Specialized Professional Competence 

Text~handling procedures in an automated envi ronment. 

Information structures for compu ter-held text. 

Technical writ1nr. . 

Representative Research Assignments at SRI (since 1966) 

Construction and coordination of documentation from 
existing computer-held information. 

Techniques for genera tion of documentation using 
advanced computer - aid systems . 
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Ot her professional Experience 

Technic~l Report ~ditor , Eng~neerin g , SRI , 1965 -1 966 . 

Academic Backgrouno 

B. A., Heed College , 1 96~ . 

Professional ASSOC1&tions 

Member , Assoc~at1on for computin~ Ma c hinery. 
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Note: This biblio~r~phy is arranged in chronological order . 
Reports with AD numbers are available irom Defense 
Documentation Center , Building 5 , Came r on St ation , AleXandria , 
Virginia 22314 . 14. 

I. D. C. En~eloar t, "special considerations of the 
Individua l As a User , Gene rator, and Retriever of 
Information ," pa pe r presen ted at Annual Mee tin g of American 
Documentation Institute , Be rkeley, California (23-27 October 
1960). 14b 

2, D. C. }o~ngelba rt, "Augl'lentJ.nr: Human I ntellect : A 
Conceptual Frarne~ork,tl Su~mary Repo r t , Contract AF 
~9(638)-I 024 , SRI Pr oJect 3578 , Stanford Re s e arcn Institute , 
Men lo Park , California (Octobe r 1962 ), AD289S65. Ikc 

3. D. o . Engelbar~ , "A Ooncep~ual Fra mewo r k for ~he 
Augmentation of Man ' s In~ellec~," in Vistas 1n Information 
Handlin g , Volume I , u. W. Howerton ana D. O. Weeks , eas., 
Spartan Dooks , WaSh i ng ton, D. O. (1 963) . 14d 

h. D. C. En~elbar~ , " A u ~~en t in, Human I ntellect : 
Experiments , Concepts , and Possib1lities ," Sum~ary Report, 
Contract Af 49 1636) -1 024 , SF I Project 3570 , StanforO Re Bearch 
Institute, Menlo Par~, California (Ma rc h 1965 ), AD6h0989 . 

5 . D. c . ~ngelbart and B. Huddart , "Resear ch on 
Computer- Augmented Info r~at1on Management ," Technical Repor~ 
~SD-TDR- 65 -1 68 , Contract AF 191626) - 4066 , St anf or O ReBearc h 

14e 

Institute, Menlo Park , California IMarch 1965 ), AD622520 . 14f 

6 . W. K. Engl ish, D. c . Engelbart .. and B. HUddart, 
"Computer-Aided Display Control .. " final Report , Con~ract 
NAS I-3988 , SPI Pro j ect >061 , Stanford Res earch Insti~ute, 
Menlo Park , california IJuly 1965 ) . 141 

7. W. K. En~11Bh , ~ . C. Lnge lb&ft, and M. L. Berman, 
"Display - selection TechnlqueB for Text H anipula~ion, " I EEE 
Trans. on HUIIl&n Factors 1n ElectroniCS, Vol . HfE- B, No . I, pp . 
5-IS IMarcll 196 7) . 14h 

8. D. C. Eng~lbart , w. K. En glish, and J . F . Ruli fBon .. 
"S~UdY For The Develop~ell t of Hu~an ln~ellect Au gmen~a~ion 
Techniques , 'I Inter1~ Pr ogr e ss Report, Contr&c~ NASI -5904 , SRI 
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Project 5890, Stan£or o Researc h Institute , Menlo Par k , 
CalHernia ('larch 1967). 141 

9. J. D. Hoppe r and L. P. Deutsch, "COPE; An Assembler and 
On-tine-CRT Debu~gin g System fo r the CDC 3100, " Technical 
Report 1, Contract AS 1-5904, SRI projec t 5890 , stanfor d 
Researcn Institute, Menlo Park , California (Marc h 1968 ). 14j 

10. R. E. ka.y and J . F . Ruliison , "MOt940 : A 
Mach1ne- Oriented ALGOL - Like Lan~uage for the 5DS 940 ," 
Technic al Repor t 2, Contr act NAS 1-5904 , SR I Pr ojec t 5890 . 
Stanford Research Institute , Menlo pa r k, Ca l ifo r nia. (A pril 
1968). 14k 

II. D. C. En~e lba.rt, W. K. EngliSh , ana J . r . Ruliison, 
"Development of a MuJtiais play , Time - Shar ed Comp uter Facility 
and Comouter-Augmented Management - System Researc h," Final 
Report, Contract AF jO(602)4103 , SR I Project 59 19, Stanford 
Research Institute, Menlo Pa r k, California (April 1968) . Ihl 

12. D. C. En~elbart, "Human Intellect Augmentation 
Techniques ," Final Report, Con~ract NAS 1- 5904 , SRI Project 
5890, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo park , California 
(July 1968). Ihm 

13. D. C. E.nrelbart, 'fl . K. EneliBh, and D. A. Evans , "Study 
tor the Development of Computer ~Augmen~ed Man agement 
Techniques," l.tuar tt"rlY Pro!,!;ress Repo rt I, Oontr a.c~ 
F30602~68~C-0286 J SRI Project 7 101, Stanford Resea r ch 
Institute, Menlo parK , california (October 1968 ). 

Il.i.. D. C. Lnl!elbart and. w. K. English , "A Resear ch Center 
for Au gment i ng Human Intellect," in AFIPS Proce ed.in~s , Vol . 
J3, Part One , 1968 Fall Joint Compute r Conference , pp . 395- 4 10 

14n 

(Thompso n Book Co ., 'Washinl?;ton , D. C. , 1968) . 140 

IS. D. C. ~ngelbart and. Staff of the Augmented Human 
Intellect Resea rc h Center, "Study for the Developmen t of Human 
Intellect Aurmentation Techniques,!' Semiannual Techn ic a l 
Letter Report I, Contract NAS 1- 7897 , SRI Project 7079, 
stanford Research Institute, Menlo park , California (February 
1969). 14p 

16. D. C. Engelbart, W. j( . Engl ish, and. D. A. Evans , "Stud.y 
for t he Development of Computer Augmented Mana~ement 
Techniques ," Interim Technical Report RADC - TR - 69 - 98 , Contract 
F30602~68 - C-02B6, SRI Project 7 10 1, Stanford Research 
InBtitu te J Menlo Park, California (Ma rch 1969 ). 14q 
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17 . D. c . Ln~elbar~ and Staff of ~ he Aug men t ed Human 
Intellect Research Center , "StU dy for the Deve l opment of Human 
Intellec t Au~men~ation Techniques ," Semi annua l Technic al 
Letter Report 2, Contr2ct NAS 1· 7897 , SRI Proje c t 70 79 , 
Stanfor~ Research In s titute , Me nlo park , California (A ug ust 
19691. 14r 
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~886 ~SD 50CT'I0 
Hail I'He 

ARO ~ER ~LP CH I DOC uIA UCE DGC EKV HA L JMY J8N JON J DH JMH 
J NL JTM J RX KE~ L5L MGC MeH MEJ MET M C NDM VHB VDB \o(HP WKE "'LB 
WSD 54848 . I WsD 09/25 / 70 1440 : 30 A NEW COMMAND I N COLSORT ALLOWS 
YOU TO SELECT LoNOTH AS A CRITER I A rOR sOHTs . TYPE ' L FOR ' LENG TH 
KEY? ' S 

KEV WKE wHP CHI JTM 84848 . 2 JDH 09 / 27/70 0005 : 49 I AM 
LEA VI NG A VERS I ON or THE SYSTEM RUNN I NG WIT H BLOCK POSITION 
DI SABLED ON THE DRUM INTERFACE . IT DOES NOT SPL IT PA GES 50 I S A 
LI TT LE SLOWER THAT THo "EGULAR SYSTEM . I MADE FILL TAP ES THAT 
CA N RUN I N t I THER MODE . TO CHANGE FROM ONE MonE TO AN OTHER , HAKE 
A FI LL TAP E WITH THE USER DIPECTOYH Y ON IT IUSE IS¥STEH ) SWO T OR 
IHO PPER) BWD T) , STOP S¥STEM , CHANGE DR UM I NTERf ACE , RUN US ER 
DIRECTOR¥ FI LL TAPE , THEN RUN THE APPROPR I ATE RE COVERY TAPE AN D 
REOOV ER. I F ¥OU nAVE TROUBLE , I ' M SOMEWHERE IN DESOLA TI ON VA LL E¥ . 
S 2 

wso S4848 . 3 JCN 09 / 27/70 0237 : 45 IDUV ):JRNLI I S NOW 
IJ O) : 48 788 

WsD 84848 . 4 JoN 09 / 27/70 2232: 12 LI KE A CHARM •• NEXT IVE OOT 
LEARN HO W TO Usl IT I~ bPECIFIC CASES •• TH~ CATALOO - BUI LDER , 
THAT I S. Wl b WILL PROBAbLY bE READ¥ TO CARR¥ ON THI S FRONT FROM 
HERE ON , AND I CAN BEND THE TECHNIQUES TOWARD MANAGEMENT I NFO •• 
MU CH HELP FROM YOU WAS 'PPHbCIATED , IN 'ACT ALLS 

WSD $4848 . S MEJ 09/28 / 70 1044 :1 6 IDUVA LL) : JRN L 48 65 AND 
IDUVALL ): J RNLP 4865 ARE NOO~ J4865 . $ 

ARG BE H BLP CHI DOC DIA DCE 000 EKV HAL JMY J BN J ON J DH JMH 
JN L JT M J RX KEV LsL MOC MEH MEJ MET MSC NDM VRB VDB ~H P WKE WL8 
wSD S4848 . 6 KEV 09 / 29 / 70 1045 : 48 PLLE ASE TRY NOT TO I NITIALIZE 
THE HSTEM EVER . I CHECK WITH ME IKEV ) IF YOU TH I NK IT NECE SSARY 
TO INITIALI ZE . SOON THERE WILL BI FRESH FRBSH INSTRUO TI ON s IN 

3 

5 

THE MACHI NE ROOM . S 6 

ARG BER BLP CHI DOC VIA DCE DOC EKV HAL J M~ JBN JCN J DH J MH 
JNL JTM J RX KEV LsL .GC M~H MEJ MET MsC NUM VRB VDB WHP IKE "LB 
WSD 64848. 7 KEV 09/29/70 2007 : 31 THE FOLLOW I NG FI LES ARE PRO BA BL¥ 
BAD ON TH E KDf DUMP HADE LAST NITE ( 9 / 29 / 70) : S¥STEM- B- DTN 
LAMPsON - TAUG ENGELhART - NCP , NFNET , FRJM' , RI Ns 
LI CHTENB ERGER- MOVIE NIFILES - CDsPt, CLNU' N2F I LIS- s EQGE 
T3FILEs - TXTED HITA - TREE , 20 MOL - TMR , MOL Nls -
NPRCL,'ROCL UsR - AFD , 676 O'CONNl l L- C68uR, TEMP XDOC - X40UP 
TIFI LEs - BAD , CALC ERICKsON - N'S.R , NFCH4 P4DOC - ARGH 
DUR HAH- CHECK PAXTON - BAD2 , RLIO CATALOG - HFCH5 nIA LOQUE-
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Mail File 

67 1, 663, 662, 661 , 6510, 965 , X663 CALDW£LL - 634 
BASS - XWRI T THUNDY - ME_OEb 

PRINCE- NLSXR 

ARG 8ER 8LP CHI DOC DIA DCE DGC EKV HAL JMY J8N JCN JDH JMH 
JNL JTM J RX KEV LSL MGC MEH MEJ MET MSC NDM VRS VD8 WHP WXE WLa 
WSD 54848. 8 KEV 09130/70 0842 : 58 THERE IS A NEW SET Of 
INSTRUCTIO NS IN THE MAC HINE ROOM fOR 8RING I NG UP THE SYSTEM AFTER 
A CRASH. A NEW PROCEDURE HAS BEEN ADDED THAT SHOULD BE TRI ED IF 

7 

A MAG TAPE RECOVERY FAILS, ~UT BEFORE AND I NITIALIZ E IS TRIED . S 8 

JDH KEV WHP S 4~48 . 9 WKE 1010 1/ 70 1146 : 50 Doug expects that 
in J to 4 weeks we will oe ready to o£fer NIC service over the 
Netwo rk. MY note (eng,11sh,netac,:Xb) describes the proposed 
system i mplementation. 

Please let me know how much of this could be ready bY then and 
with how much effort. I would alBo welcome any alternative 
proposals. ! 

JCN 54848.10 DGC 10101/70 1645 : 0 1 MY FILE DIRECTORY 
ICASSERES,F D,) NOW HAS A FIRST BRANCH THAT LISTS FILES THAT 
PEOPLE ARE LIKELY TO a. LOOKING FOR . S 

BLP 54848.1 I "L8 10/02/70 1720:26 CARRIAGE RETURNS ARE COUNTED 
AS OHARACTERS AT THE END OF A LINI IN NLS . THIS MEANS THAT THE 
VISIBLE TEXT IN A LINE TER~INATED BY A CR IS ONE CHARACTER 
SHORTER THAN THE VISIBLh TEXT POSSIBLE IN A LINE NOT TERMINATED 
BY A CR, WHICH IS N' T NICE . 

ALSO: HAVE YOU IVER TPIED ISOLATING WHATEVER IT IS THAT CAUSES 

9 

10 

PASS4 TO BARF ON TABS? ~ I I 

WSD $4848.12 _LB 10/02/70 1722: 06 SUGGESTED NEW MAI L OOMMAND : 
"INITIALS" WHICh SIMPLY ALLOWS YOUU TO OHANGE INITIALS WITHOUT 
QUITTING AND CONTINUEINU $ 12 

WLB S4848.13 BLP 10 /03/70 1226:07 PASS. HAS A DIFFERENT 
ALGORITHM FOR B~EAKING LINES THAN NLS HAS -- IT LOOKS ONE lOR 
MORE) CHARACTERS AHEAD . THE NEW PASS4 WILL USUALLY BREAK LINES IN 
THE SAME PLACE AS NLS HOWEVER . THE THING ABOUT CARRIAGE RETURNS 
IS A PROBLEM OF NLS NOT PASS4 . THERE IS A REASON FOR IT I N NLS -
YOU WANT TO 8E ABLE TO SEE THE CARRIAGE RETGR CARRIAGE RETURN SO 
YOU OAN EDIT IT. GREATE DISPLAY WOU LD HAVE TO BE CHA~GED 
CONS IDERABLY lIT TOO .OU LD HAVE TO LOOK ONE CHARACTER AHEAD) TO 
DO WHAT YOU WANT. 

PLEASE SHOW ME THE FILE WITH TABS THAT PASS4 BARFS ON . I THOUGHT 
PASS4 HANDELED TABS OK -- ALTHOUGH DIFfERENTLY THAN NLS --

2 
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THERE' S A BUG IN NLS . S 13 

JB N S4848.14 JON 10104170 2149:40 THERE'S A DRAfT OF THE nic 
I NI TI AL CATALOG ON THE PRI TER ( IF THE FILE i SENT FROM HOME 
TONITE GOT TH.Rt). i ALSO So NT ONE OF THE DIKECTORY ••• DRAFT . TH AT 
IS .aLTHOUGH i'LL BE AoAY fflONDAY . YOU MAY FIND A WAY TO GET THEM 
FARTHER TOWARD SoNDABLE STAGE . tHEY AHE ON LI N. UNDhR (no r ) : NIOAT 
AND (nor): DIREO AT LEAST IN kdf . sE~ YOUS 14 

WSD ~4848 . 15 MiJ 101051 ·(0 Ob39:21 I am temporari l y Bhort of 
KD F sp~ce, so I nave haa to eliminate my KDF copy of you r fi l e 
MLDOC, s o don ' t eliminate this £~le from your KDF space think1n~ 
you are backed up by a file in my space a Si t uation 1s only 
t e mporar y , however . ! IS 

3 
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Por~rayal Generatnr APproach and NLS Picture Manipulation 

These notes were developed to support a meeting t odaY . The 
purpose Was to begin the process of i ntegrating Borne related 
developmentD within a framework that is on the one hand 
coordinated in timing, resource allocation , payoff etc . (as good 
little plans shOUld be) , but brings coordination also into the 
architectural and conce ptual appr oac h . 

The topic bears gene rallY upon those proc esses we use, and 
will us e , to construct viewB , aialays , printout, or etc . of 
our wor ki ng files for the different pu r poses , It seem overdue 
to integrate them . la 

This 1s part of a current gener al move toward de velo pin k ou r 
needs alld pOSSibilities, in t~rms of a tri a l set of designs , 
allocations and schedules , whose continual examination, 
reVision , improve ment , and extension I vie w as t he central 
component of collaborative dialogue among a team of system 
~evelope r s •• i.e . learning how to do this p roc e~a well, an~ 
to aug ment it etc ., is to be offer r ed as A~C IS current 
contribution to the team-augmentation effort . The DialogUe 
Support System should gauge its value by the support it 
provides to ARC COllaboration on deve l oping and main taining 
its "Baseline Recorda . II Ib 

About Portrayal Generator: 2 

~ant to i ntegrate all of the po rtrayal-generation processes 
within one package . UBe common concepts, arChitecture , 
procedur es , code wherever possible . Common evolution 
combining functions currently served by Create DiSP l ay , Pass4 , 
Output OED , OUtput Compiler , QUi ck print, etc . (and affecting 
~he IML AC sys~em) . 2& 

Allow a user at a display , for instance, to call upon as much 
of the package as he wants, knowing th~t he ha s to pay the 
price in computation time , screen f l i c ker , or etc ••• but 
assumin~ that the quality of dynamic display systems will 
steadily i~prove so that for instance the kind of portrayal 
construc tion we ld now consider only for a hi~h - g rade CO~ 
prOduct woula be a standard kind of "v iew specification l ! to an 
on-line user . We want on-line usage to be able to eVolve 
smoothly toward this, While uers a r e experimenting fUlly with 
exotic portrayals as generated with generous use o f processor 
time, on the best hard - copy output aev1ce . 2b 
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Portr~yal Genera~or Approach and NLS Pic t ur e Manip ul a tion 

We could expect !a1rly early (like bY next su~mer~ at 
lea s~) t o oe able ~o work " interact i ve ly " by ge t t i ng a Pag e 
of output - processor product in view on a te l evis i on s creen 
as quicklY as it can be generated by the Output pr oc e s sor 
-- inspec~ th i s, use NLS (with same sc r een swi t ch ed t o NLS 
output , or a separate NLS station ) to make ch a nge s i n th e 
dri ving directives or the source text , and tr y a~a1n . 2bl 

at at least one console a r ound he r e where th e f ul l pag e 
content of clr output pr ocesso r can be gotten on a screen, 
and with a mouse for selection and regUlar Nt-like 
o pera t ions for editing . 2b2 

Try a s soon as p05siole to get our futu r e deve l opment s in the 
Outp ut Pr ocessor and ~ne Create DiSPlay doma i ns in t eg r a ted . 2c 

portra ya l - Generato r cteve l oprnents interact with : ) 

Picture - package evolution )& 

Di s pl ay - CalcUlator evolutlon 3b 

Ha r d- COPY output facility 3c 

A s soc ia~ea OF facilities 

I MLA C n r ogrammin~ 

Inte gr a t ed Seq - Gen 6 collector , aalyzer , forma t te r, s or te r, 
calcula t or, picture system , 

We want use of the hard - copy OUtput faci l ity ae s oon as pos si ble 
-- Which could be like in Feb r uary . au t i~s utility will de pe nd 

3. 

upon the coor dinated featUres provided in NLS /T ODAS . 4 

Abo ut picture-manipulation S 

CalCUlator packaEe is inportant f or MSR wo r k (at leastl, a nd 
especially 1f it coUld interact with the pictur e par ts of 
statements Sa 

like getting operands from selected entiti es, re pl acing 
se lected entities with new l y calcUlaed vecto r cons t r ucts, 
repl ace the function - curve part of a graph with a newly 
calculated one derivea from a la~est pass t hr ough t he 
s ource - data file (s) . 5&1 

2 
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portrayal Generato r Appr oac h an~ NLS Picture Manioulation 

Havin~ a calculator packa~e that could interact reasonably 
both with the user and with the picture da ta in a statement 
woUld see mi ngly pr ovide tor important experimenta tion, 
epecial- appl~caton, and growtn pos sibilities with our 
graphical roanloulat~ons . korking up specia l entities, and 
special operations upon theM, could be done a t the 
"us er- pro grammi ng" level. Constructs such as boxes and arrows 
could be inserted on a calculated basis, so that the user 
could know t hat things a re square , centered, etc ., despite 
the evidence transmitted to him via the Taske r ha rdware, so 
that on prin to ut there could be achieved gOOd , 
documentation- quality graphics as developed and manipulated 
with in NLS /Calculator . Sb 

HaVin g a wider choice of fonts , Sizes, ch a racters and weights 
WOUld be ver~ useful in p roducin~ rea da ble documenta tion . So 

Software gUYs apparently want t o make changes in the 
picture-data st ruc tu re an~ organization within statements. It 
would seem mo r e economical to do these when fi rst movng 
pictures onto the IONLS, rather than converting the old 
picture pa ck& ge to the 10 and then SUbsequently maKing file 
and NLS mod s. 5d 

Here are some recommendations that emer~e for me , fro m my 
current state of understan61ng and de sire : 

I' d like t o consider making the file · structure 
picture-data mods as we move onto the 10 , assuming the same 
picture- package UBe r features as we now have, with 
coordinated, calculator- picture interaction features 

5_ 

implemented as soon as possible. Sel 

lId like t o see the users being able to write 
interactive calculator pro~ ram s for constructing and 
manip ulatin ~ picture entities . 

Then l'd like to see the evolutionary improvement of 
t he "built - in , picture- man ipulation" NLS use r features 
subsequently be aone in coordination with t he kinds of 
usage that emerge thereaf t er. 

HopefullY, the progamming for the picture- package feat ures 
that might be embed oed wi hin NtS would eventually be done 
in a nice language auch that smart users Can r ead the 
source code to see wha t are t h real defini tions of entities 
and operations . To thiS end it WOUld seem worth 

3 
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Portrayal Genera~or APproach and NLS Picture Man1 pUl~tion 

cons iaering t o pro gram these features with the same 
~ra phical~calculato r language that the users have 
available. Se2 

It will be important to proviae typewriter users with as much 
manipulation capability ove r t he graph ic doma~n as is 
possible . eer ieal support, being caught at home with an 
Execuport, NIC users shapin~ up their documentaion . or etc . 5f 

At first we c an a t least offer to move, copy, and Oelete 
pictures. As we e volve our partiCUlar brands of pictures 
and manipulations which we use i n our dOCUmentation, plans, 
etc., weIll watchfor other operatlons that can be usefully 
be done from a ty pewriter. Sfl 

Notes after meeting, with WKE , WHP J BLF , CHI : 6 

Agree d that we would ~ene rat e a pl a n for Out put-processor 
evolution that incluaed i n tegr a tion of the new Create Display 
as a specia l - device output . (SLP to prOduc e this) 6a 

Also gene r a lly acknowledged that both kinds of port rayal (for 
hard co py or for display) WOUld have the equivalen t of a 
t'display list " (What will beco me a !' display st ructure" I 
guess)J gene rated and ke pt associated with that portrayal, to 
be referenced when t he need arose to identifY the file entity 
refere nced by a coordinate-pair va riable as ~ enerated bY a 
mouse selecti on (or bY some coo r dinate-pair operatnd provided 
with refe rence to a hard -copy pa~e ). 

New graphic packa~e in NLS woul d seek some temporary 
solutions to Label manipUlation -- although it is realized 
that somed ay labels wou l d probably be ha ndled as just anothe r 

6b 

form of "text area". 6c 

WHP will lOOk i nto the possibility for us1n~ the ~ everyman 's 

NLS calc ula~or lan ~uagell, equipped pe r haps with special 
procedure calls fo r aoing basic things with picture 
constr ucts, to build up wha t eve r extenaed~entity features held 
add into t he picture package . DOE would like this approach 
because of its compatibility with the way other users could 
add special features of their own using the calCUlator/graphic 
!acility . ' 6d 

The new hard ~c opy hardware system looks now to be likely made 
up of: 6. 

4 
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portrayal Generator ~pproach and NLS Pic~ure ~anipul a t1on 

The Kuts from an ARDS ter~inal , providing ASO II comp atible 
interface , r eady- made char acter gene rator, and a general, 
poin t - lottin~ capaDillity. (at a cost of l i ke $6000) 6el 

A Princeton-Electronics sc~n converter uni t, that takes 
the xyz signals from the ARDS and stores the resultin g 
" Qis c la y " pat t ern on 1tS storage screen (no t ~ irectly 
vie wable) . 6e2 

A TV monito r, into which t he scan converter c a n provide & 
vide o piture of what ~t has stor ed -- thus prOViding a 
chec k view (i! desire) before convertin g to hard copy. 6e3 

A Xe r ox lUX, hign -resolution scanning receive r, Which can 
take output from ano ther video output of the s can 
converter ~o prOduce a page copy of ~he stored display. 6e4 

Considerabl e discuss i on as ~o whether the char acter generator 
would have adequate qua lity ~o have general Us e to us, w~e t her 
the point-plotting r ~ater woul~ be fine eno ugh for us to 
produce characters of the Quality we ' d like (and that the 
sca n-converte r and LDx unit evidentlY can acc ommodate), etc. 6£ 

Reques t by DCE that the speci f ic detai ls of our plans and 
deSigns, as ~hey will be Shaping up i n our Basel i ne Reco rds, 
soon be ~ins to show the effects of the a bove agreements and 
conSiderations . 

WKE for coordinating responsib~lity, WHP in gr aphics and 
lan guages, BLP 1n the Port r ayal Gene r ator pl ans and 

6g 

des1~ns, CHI in t he ba l ance of user - feature de tails. 6g1 

5 
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A Brief Description Of the ' core NLS' Concept, and a gui de to usi 
g super processors on the 940 

Core NL5 

The core NLS ~odel viewB what we now call ~LS as a tree, with 
the lowest no~e on the tree being a Li ~rary of r outines for 
performing NL S functions ••• 1n effect a ' Core NLS '. I~ 

The functions performed by the ~ibrary a r e essentiallY the 
non-interactive fUnctions in NLS , e . g. lal 

Structure Manipulation 

Text ecU tin I! 

File hanCllinlt 

The remainin g functio ns of our (current) NL5 a re pe rformed 
eithe r by libraries at intermediate nodes on the tree , or 

1.1' 

I.I~ 

laic 

by Term~nal Node Programs (TNP) . 1&2 

An example of an intermediate node librar y would be our 
curren t Input/feedback SPL library . and an example of a TNP 
woUld be the Main Control portion of what we now ca l l NLS , 
or TODA5 . 

All pror ra~s at a gi ven level node in the tree ~ay depen~ on 
any pro~rams at lower levels on the same branch, but must 
operate independentlY of any prog r am ~ no~es on ~ifierent 
branches or at different levels . 

Any TNP may, however , call any othe r TNP i n one of two 
manners: 

( 1) 8ranch 

A ter minal node may pass control to another TNP . This 

103 

I ~ 

Ie 

I c I 

i s in effect a br anch, insofa r as t he r e may oe no return Icla 

(2) call Ic2 

A TNP may call anothe r TNP as t hough i t were a 
procedure . I n this instance J a r e turn loc ation is 
st~cKed, so that the called TNP may return control to 
the callin g TNP. Ic2& 

super oroce ssors . 2 
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A Brief Description Of the ' Core ~LS ' concept, &nO & gui de to using supe 
processors on tne 940 

Super Processors on the 9hO are a first step toward the Co r e 
NLS described above . 2a 

Tney allow a front end to be written tor what is now a 
greatly expandea Core NLS , i . e. the current Core NLS 
contains many routines which rightly belong in intermediate 
nodes. 

In other words, a super processor is rourhly the 
equivalent of a TNP, and all of the lower nodes on the 
tree are included in the Co r e NLS (or in some cases, the 
' Super Processur ' ). 

Creating a Super Processor: 

A super processor is desc r ibed bY a 'Super processor 

2.! 

2.!a 

2.2 

Informa~ion block'. 2a2a 

Word I: sta~ion ~ode (O =DoeB Not inte r act, !; Work 
Station, 2=typewriter terminal) 

wares 2-n: Lis~ of overlays used hy SP. First in 
list must oe overlay in which control is to be 
init~ a llY passea ~ and overlay position in list mus t 
reflect pos~tion Of overlay (pagel in save file, If 
SP is in separa~e file . 

The li3t is terminated by a -I. 

word n+l: Numbe r of characters in Processor file 
name, or B~artin~ address if no file . 

Wora n+2: ~umber ot c haracters to skip over in file 
name for running ~ystem 

2.2. ! 

2.202 

2a2a2a 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

Wo r ds n+]-m: Numbe r of characters in file name 2&2&5 

The Buper processor file mus t be a save file with the 
desired overlays 1n the same order as in the l1st in the 
information block. When a super pr ocessor is called, 
any overlay Which is not in the relabeling is read from 
the ind1cat~d file. 2a2b 

The startin~ aCd ress of the file must be equal to the 
s~artin g address of the processor + 187. Th e IB7 wi ll 
be unecess~ry ~t aome future date . 2a2c 

2 
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A Brief Description Ot ~he ' co re NLS' Concep~J and a guide to using supe 
processor s on the 940 

Calli ng a super Processor . 2a3 

To call a super pro~essor : 2a)a 

EXU recint; 2&)&1 

spcall( $procib~parm)l 213&2 

procib is the name of the pr ocessor information 
block , and parro is a bit mask Which indicates which 
overlays of the calling processor are to be released 
from the PMT when t he call is executed, A one in a 
bit position means to release the overlay i n the 
correspon d in~ position in the information bl oCk list. 
The high or eer bit r epresents the first entry i n the 
list. 2aJaJ 

speall Skips if there are no e rrors in the call , an d 
no fatal ~rrors in the processor. 

A no-skip return meana that the processor was not 
around_ or something was wrong wit the fil e _ or an 
rerror or serious error occcurred i n the 

20J04 

processor. 2 a3 ~ 4& 

Returnin~ from a sucer processor: 

EXU r ecint; 

spret(errorf_parm) 

parm is the same as in spcall _ but refers to 
processor wh ich is returning 

error!; I for no Skip return. 

J 

2.3b 

2a3bl 

2aJb2 

2aJbJ 

2aJb4 
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PROG RAM FOR PROLUCING A TITLE CATALOGUE FROM JOURNAL ACCESSION NU 
BER CATALOGU E ITITL ES SaRTEll ALPHAB~TICALLYI 

(pall pat tern for re - organiBin~ catalogue 

PROGRAM IpIPROCEDUP.L; 

:c D SD T PI ~ P I I " 
") SNP tP2: 

IF £lag ThEN : C SEIFII tF3 < ( "OS "J SNP t P3 ; ST P I • P2 
P3,it 

SF I P I I P I: fla~ • I; hNDF 

RETURN ENL . FI NI &H 

(pa2) pat tern t o use for sorting 

PROGRAM Ip IPkOCEDURE ; 

' C HI - ,,, 'X'' SF IPII n $NP tP I ( NPJ tF2 . P2 . P2 ' I F nag 

" , 

1< 

1<1 

la2 

la3 

2 

2. 

TH EN : 0 ST P I " "Qu, PI P'2 ," tI ", PI SE{PI ): ENDF 2al 

I go levc~ % ca n~so'f cO%~~e t: K ol % 

Igollea , p.1 ~iviO'e t : g02% 

Ig02lex%f I jol , newJo %o xnewjo~et , g03% 

Ig03Ig %eq%lflauvl :catpat%et : g04% 

Ig04Iv j%ea : pa2 ~%vio%et : go5% 

(goS)e xl f xnewjo l, xnewjo2 %o titcat%s %d%lng i eq l ppl%J%eq% 

2a2 

3 

3< 

3b 

30 

3d 

3< 
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Notes About ARC Journal 

Speci~l no~e regarding latest NASA report: 2c 

Since we have to re-publish it anyway to achieve 
better-quality typescript, we perhaps coul~ Use new, 
Journal-consistent printout conventions. 2cl 

I will contact Gene Gribble aoout his feelings thereto. 2c2 

WKE .n~ BlP have rai.e~ the possibility of u.ing III COM 
service for pro~ucing an im proveo verSion. This would be a 
Valuable experiment. If we 60 it, I want to fino out (vi a 
BLP) if we could put some small-font referencing items on 
the pages. 2c3 

E.g ., use an SHF-directive varition to PUt 
unObtrusive, tiny stateme nt-location numbers down the 
right m. rgin. 

Somewhere on each page put the ARC catalog numb er for 
that chapter's tile. 

2 

2c 30 
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On Catalog Conversion 
~200T70 DOE 4891 

Here are some notes about converting ou r catalog into the 
Unified system we're aiming for: 

we begin with a number of different conventions. used f or 
ex1stin~ entries: 

About four ~i£ferent XDQC conventions, each over a 
stretch of XDOC entries (Refer to them ~s CATX1, 
CATX2,. •• ) • 

The biblio collection generated for Geoff Ball on 
computer-aided text manipulation (CATU5 R), 

The early NIC items, .s Oevelopeo by M i~i (CATNC), 
A ~eneral new form, for current NIC collection (CAT NEW ). 

We'll Plan to end up with one uniform convention -- hut this 
may well have many Variations. 

One I'variation" whiCh I expect to have around for some 
time (maybe forever) are some that have an unambiguous 
descriptor tag, NYC , saying "this item is NOT YET CONVERTED 
to stanOard form" -- for items we haven't gotten arou nd to 
converting ye t. 

Another tag, NLR, which says "NO LONG ER RELEVAN T", can 
retire some of the older entries from any concern about 
reformattin~ anO (added) classification concern. 

The conversion process needs t o produce : 
An official Master Catalog File Set, kept up by a Catalog 

Develop me nt and Maintenance Activity that serves NIC , DSS, 
RINS, individuals, etc., in their various cataloging 
activities . 

A safely protected, archived version of MCFS . 
A generally available (read onlY) working version of 

MCrS. 
procedures and processes for developing and maintaining 

special SUb-collections -- Which each shoUld be viewed as a 
subset that can easily expand and contract ove r the master 
set, and that may have arbitrary intersections with other 
special-collection sets. 

ThiS, for instance, leads toward consid~ring the form of 
a catalog entry to be affected more by the i ntrinsic nature 
of the item being cataloged than by the current expectation 
of special-collection membership . 

For instance, a catalog entry tor a hardware-design 
plan could end up in collections havin~ to do wit h 
pa rts-acquisition. funds allocation, desi~n discussion, 
maintenance planning, desi gn - methodology study, 
managemen t-system study, stUdy on analytic-calcUlation 
aids, stUdy on portraYal - generation teChni que s. etc. 

Some cons1dera~ion and possibilities for the way we ~o about 
the conversion process: 

Estblish a Master Ca talog File Set . 

1 
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On C~talog Conversion 

A procedure for storing, backing up, an6 accessing that 
keeps it safe but accessible. 

A very unified "custodianShip" organiZation -- providing 
careful and well-observed responsibiities and procedures 
lor producing updated versions. 

This is very important: Like even requiring five 
officiallY responsible people to produce notari zed 
statements of approva l for a Brinks-guarded next-version 
candidate, etc. 

At least, we shouldnlt have different people going 
into MCFS , independently editing, adding descriptors, 
etc ., without careful coordination. 

A general means of organizing various conjOint efforts 
toward building and updating the MCFS -- e.g., converting 
entry formats, establishing classification groupings, 
assigning descripto rs to entries, inserting descriptors , 
developing proces ses and procedures, etc. 

put all entries, of all forms, into the Mcrs, each with a 
standard "Descriptor Field". 

The Descriptor Field must be uniquelY delimited, for 
every catalog-entry form, bY one common analyzer pattern. 

Multi-statement entries (such as from CATUS R and CATNe) 
maY be entered in their full-branch form -- with the 
top-level statement having the Desc riptor Field. 

Add to each entry a descriptor identifying its catalog-entry 
format. 

This may evolve into a group of descriptors during the 
conversion process: l~entlfYing, for instance, the stage 
of converSion, the nature of special content (entered by 
hand to guide an automatic conversion process), etc . 

From here on, eVolution and addition of descriptors coUl~ 
proceed in parallel with the format-conversion activity. 

Format conversion steps need always preserve the contents 
and the unique delimi ting syntax of the Descriptor Field. 

E.g., that the Level-l statement contains the DF, 
delimited with Pl and P2 by : 0 'Pl SEIP1) < {"ld'"} > 
{"*"} ' P1 {I'*II} < {SP} 'P2; (assumin g "*d1" is a front 
delimiter and 11*" an end delimi ter to the field. 

or, always at the end Of the statement, delimited by 
Pl and SE(Pl), with :0 'Pl SE (P1) ( ("la*") > {"*"} 'P1; 

Format conversion could be viewed in several ways. We 
should seek a balance between them: 

Getting it done soon, by any means (retypin g, or bi g 
on-line pUSh on a weekend, or, etc.); 

Exercising Analyzer -Formatter processes, to helP Make 
chan,es faster and more accuratelY, to shake down the 
language, to learn the triCkS, etc.; 
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Perhaps writing some special, one-ahot programs (e. ~ . , t o 
collapse mult1~statement entries into one statement). 

3 
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Mostly history of ideas about the Output Processor 
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~OOCT70 BLP 4893 
Mos tly history of ideas about the Output Processor 

This version of this file has been entere~ into the Journal for 
historical reasons only. It was last alterred in JUlY 1970 and 
18 thus currently sadly out of date. 1 

2 
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Mostly history of ideas about the Output Processor 

OTHER RELEVANT FILES 
all the following files are 1n Tomlin's KDF space unless 

otherwise noted 
ADSUG ADditional SUGgestions or new PASS4 Directives 

List of suggestions for new directives for PASSh from 
members of ARC. 

AX PASS4 ~irectiv •• to get the AX 
This contains a list of current PAss4 Directives pro~osed 

to be deleted. It also has a list of the directives that 
will be kept. 

FMTDS ForMaT DEsigner/user interface 
A presentation of the questions the Format Designer will 

ask the user. 
OPGLU output Processor 

An outline of all the envisaged features for the fu l l 
output Processor and sort of a proposed implementation 
order. It also contains some thoughts on the internal 
deSign of some of ~he fea~Ure!. In p~rticular it con~aina 
the beggining of a taxonomy ano listing of attributes for 
Areas. 

OPROP Output Processor PROPosal 
proposals tor order of doing things for the OP 

OPSCN Output Processor SCaN 
List of SUbjects relevant to the ou~put Processor to be 

used for scanning Doug 's notebooks. 
TBtC TaBLe of Contents for the OP notebook 
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ITo 001 
see (pa.rsley I todon .la : Wh) 
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I Question. J 
Wh.~ I. ~he be.~/coo~ COM Iwi~h gr'Phic •• n~ infini~. 

cha.racter set) 

5 
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(people) who know something about. OOM's and/or microformin, 
Elmer Shipiro 
Kaye To~lin 
Steve Hiller 
Humphrey 

CRT'S 
h.r~ copy 

what is EB ~oinl 
l!1icroflche 

how write on it 
Hofferth 

ESls microfiche research 
state of the research 
whO's dOing it 

any goad? 
PIA conference 

Eigel 

6 

5 
Sa 
Sb 
Sc 
S~ 

S~l 
S~la 
S~2 

5~ 2a 
S~2al 

se 
Sel 

Sua 
Selb 

Selbl 
Se2 

Sf 
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(Meetings) notea from 
Talk with Dou~ 

date forgotten 
USE 

must h~ve graphiCS 
color col1ing 
slow 
local 
our pUblications 
NICX subset of computer held stuff 

RCA man says: 
no advantage to large volume printing 
advantage is fast turnaround and machine readable 

text 
HCGUW-Hill 

getting into this 
EB haB of course 

Talk with Steve Miller 
date forgotten 

nObOdy else there 
there exist three classes of COM's 

1. printer-quality photocompositors 
Videocomp , IBM 2860, Ha rri s Intertype, linotype 
about S350K 
V1deocomp has a new model tha~ writes J5mm 

MicrOfilm and does point to pOint graphics 
2. inbetween 

S-C 4060 
3. line printer or WOTse quality (usually no 

guphicB I 
Beta , Information International, CDC 
m~g t~pe thru character generator (to CRT) to 

film 
NCR Ooes ultrafiche things (ForO mainten~nce manual) 
there exists a Mossler 
talk to SRI printing plant -- Felix? 
Dan Paymar unOer Ruml 

left EB 
Talk with hye 

Oa.te forgot.t.en 
read BBiN Oocument 
Depart.ment. of Defense communicat.ion 

they mictOfiche eve rything (report., 
can order t.hem cheap 

D&t.amation , oct.ober 1969, p261 
GODa S not.ebook from Ann Geoffrion gives problems 
NLS Tomlin GODFD file directory 
M~rk Larwood System 

7 

6 
6a 

6&1 
6.10 

6al.l 
6.1.2 
6.1.3 
6&1 •• 
6.105 
6a106 

6&lb 
6.1bl 

6alb2 
6alc 

6alcl 
6ald 

6b 
6bl 

6bla 
6blb 

6b1b1 
6blbla 
6blb1b 

6blblc 
6b1b2 

6blb2. 

6blb3 
6b1b3a 

6b1b3b 
6blc 
6bld 
6ble 
6blf 

6blfl 
6c 

6cl 
601. 
6c1b 

6clbl 
6e1b2 
6clc 
6cld 
6cl. 
6clf 
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microfiche trom microfilm 
Grant C.Lang 

George Lithog raph 
940 files-mag tape-SO 4060 

can't get documents 1n their real for m into NLS form 
Computing VB. PUblishing Panel at the FJCC 

~uring tne FJCO 
RAND has a publishing !ystem that does kerning" 

diacriticals, maybe everything 
(remember TV Guide) 
NY Times will use its index as a key into a data base 
ask IBM guy about who's doing the map thln~ 

IBII'. ~oing it 
IBM gUY says keep text and layout in separate data 

bases 
Q, What do you see for new representations and 

manipulations of 1nto display 
organize 

IBM 
they didn 't understand the question 

does item layou t graphicallY 
then computer tries pace layout graPhicallY 
then fellow at CRT moves items around 

Talk witn Snapiro 
date forgotten 

.tan~ar~s NMA 14x7 COSATI 12x6 
on-line files Shapiro 019 and some pr eVious l y 

these are Elmer's HIC tiles 
see Kaye 's stuff too 
they contain a history of the people talked too 

George has a package that runs on their DDP 516 
right justi£ication,etc. 
no graphics 

ODe 280 is ~a~ nar~ware quality 
very slow 

Kaye Tomlin looked at viewers at Fall Joint 
took Kaye 2 weeks to write Output to Deviee Printer 

it was a rewrite of the output to the 280? 
Pa •• 4 n.s p.gin~ 

Meeting with Microform Data Syatems 
3 Dec . 1969 

Robert Davies 
Mbi and Bill 
S25/master 
S.JO/COPY 

was marketing min that we talked 
Eng liSh were there too 
film tnru UCR to ultraficne 

n.r~opy is 2000 p.ge.l_trip 
COM _tuff i. 1500 page./strip 
8 .10-20 per printed document page to 35mm film 

8 
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6011 
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6~lb 
6~lc 
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6~1~1 

6~1O 

6~lf 
6~lfl 
6~lg 

6~lgl 
6~lg2 
6~lgJ 

6e 
6el 

6.1a 
6elb 

6elbl 
6elb2 
6e1~3 
6elc 

6.1cl 
6elc2 
6el~ 

6el~1 
6e1O 
6elt 

6elfl 
6elf2 

6f 
6fl 

6fH 
6fl~ 
6flC 
6fl~ 
6flO 
6fH 
6£1g 
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hS hours mag tape to master 
S .02-l0/00M page 
Beta dOeS Oal/camp things 
Byron Mandel at MDS knows about. pro grammin g Beta 

Meeting with Will Meyers 
10 Dec. 

Mimi was there thruout,. and Doug for a lew minutes at 
the enO 
read: Data Processing Magazine; August 69 p)h; 

"Computer Output Microtl1mers. Part. I"J september 69 
p)h; "Computer OUtput Microtl1mers, Part II" 

book: Oomputer Output. Mlcrofilmers iNational Microfi l m 
Association; Annapolis; about 810 

NMA meeting April 28-30 in S. F. 
1/2 of eXhibits will be OOM an~ related 

100 1 cartrige 16mm 
2400 i m. ges 
• as .. ch 

1 ultrafiche with 2400 images 
• $1 per copy 
+ 8500 per master 
several systems now at PUblishing catalogUes (parta 

spec sheets) 
.M 

leave the basic info alone (except. for prices) 
just ch~nge the in~ex 

new index just doesn't point to an old version 
a p~ge 

index can be hardcopy 
st~ndards for fiche 

OOSATI - 4x6" Sx12.60 image. about 18-20 X 
re<1uct10n 

NMA - 4x6" 7x14'98 image. about 24X 
redUction 

you h~ve to clean your reader to get read~bility 
ES's library publishing 

is going 6SX reduction (super-fiche) 
3XS" fiche 

rR~80 -- might be able to go 80X reduction, i.e •• can 
write super-fiche directly 

FR-8 0 first customer (LA service bureau) they verY 
happy with it 

he impressed by Beta 
Planning meetin g , With Bl11 English, Bill Paxton , Mimi, 

Chuck 
11 December 

meetin g was held essentiallY at sug gestion of Do ug 
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purpose was to allow Paxton ~o do coordinating role for 
software people 

specifically ~o integrate work on the output 
processor with other software stuff 

results: idea of user interactively setting up output 
formats was liked 

another meetin 18 to held on or about )0 Dec. I am 
to work out a more or less complete, general plan for 
the output processor plus an order of 1mple~entation 
plus some time estimates 

Discussion with Doug 
12 Dec .; nobody else there 

there will be a great deal of press ure from ARPA on ARC 
to pr ovide NIC with some fairlY sophisticated featUres 
and soon 

first of al l Doug sort of stole the pr1velige1 of 
doing NIC 

several of the other no~es would like to 00 NIC 
and can aPPly a lot of pOlitical type pressure on 
ARPA to let them do it 

ARPA must justilY ita dispersal of fund! and Network 
support is justifiable , so our support of NIC goes a 
long ways towards guaranteeing us funding 
the soon comes because the schedule for the Network 

has been greatly accelerated because of pressure from 
ARPA 

Doug sees the "Output Processor!1 as inClUding as an 
integral part of the output specification and functions 
to be performed such things as automatic generation of 
table ot content8, indices, concordance s, link 
conversions to page references, and KWICs . 

Doug Bee~ the output Processor as having grea t 
importance, both because of the political c onsiderations 
mentioned above and because the Output Processor could 
be an important, integral part of an Augmentation System 
downstream sometime, 

Doug sees himself as having at least two roles (not 
positions) 

one is as manager, i . e ., as order giver, overall 
coordinater, and general strategist 

the other is as promoter of systems designs that 
definitely facilitate system evolution (see below tor 
more on thiS idea) 

this is a general deSign princiPle ot his a~a is 
seen as an integral part of the augmentation and 
bootstrapping strate~ies 

In this last role Doug wants a hand in on a t least 

lO 
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the design of the architecture of the output 
Processor 611d3 

Doug wants something like dailY conversations with 
me to insure that at least his minimum requirements 
for an evolutionary systems design are met and that 
service for the NIC is provided at an early date 611d4 

to provide t his last I am also to keep close 
contact with Mimi 6ild •• 

it is to be well noted that Doug allows and expects 
negotiation between me, him, EngliSh, Mimi and Paxton on 
all these points and that he can be persuaded and/or 
outvoted 611e 

In keeping with the above considerations Doug offered 
tne following ideas and suggestion.: 6ilt 

it might be wise to l~plement as the first step an 
index generator, table ot contents generator, link 
convertor, or other Nlc-wantea fea~ures 611f1 

these m1gh~ init1il1y be separate, selt-containea 
"processors" 6i1!1& 

we must cons1aer how much time woul~ be lost by 
such an app roaCh 611flb 

how much at the work on these processors COUld 
be carried over to the eventual output 
Processor 611tlbl 

how soon coul~ these processors be programmed 
as usable features anyway 6iltlb2 

For a system a rchitecture Do ug Bugreste~ that the 
output Processor work thru & portal with NtS an~ that 
its architecture look something like the present NLS , 
namely that there be three hierarchical levels: a 
state machine that 1nterprete~ commanas and went to 
the right place to execute them, a section that 
containea the algorithms tor executing each of the 
features, and a group ot sUbroutines that actually 
did the dirty work. 6ilt2 

Doug presented his phlosophy that a system could be 
designed to allOW evolution 1n four dimensions l 

1. the languages for programming functions 
2. new or added functions 
). the means a user has to specify what he wanta 

done 
• • the architecture of ~he system? 6il£3 

Another idea was tha~ since the portal Processor is 
unlikelY to be readY soon, the possibil ity ot driving 
TODAS with MOL programs be inves~ig.ted I.ee Duvall). 6il£4 

I am to come up with at least two approaches to the 
Output Processor. one will be as a grand deSign, the 
other ap~roach will implement ~he NIO-wanteO features 

11 
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!lrct. The thing 1 1 m to come up with wi ll include at 
least system architecture, gross features envisioned. 
possibilities for future evolution, implementation 
order, groBs time estimates, and predictions of what if 
anything is lost by taking the second approach. 6111 

Post mortem thoughts by me on this discussion 611h 
most of the following thought were not presented by 

me at the discussion with Doug 611hl 
It now seems that Bill English has the role of 

coordinator of software efforts and Bi l l Paxton has 
the role of overseeing systems design . Th is is a t 
varience with what was implied belore, namely that 
Paxton had the coordinating role (s ee Plann i ng 
meeting of 12 Dec . branch) 6i1h2 

I am still unhappy anO will prob a bly remain so about 
not getting to design a general system from the 
start. But that's the way it goes sometimes. 6ilhJ 

The following are considerations miti gating against 
the exer cising by Doug of the role ot system deSign 
monitor: 6ilh4 

Good people usually do not like someone watching 
over their shoulOer and suggesting or requiring 
that the watcher's ideas get into the design. 6ilh4a 
If this role is carried far enough, some people 

COUld be driven out of the group. There are 
alrea~y beginnings of this. 6ilh4b 

I don't think Dou g has the t i me to do this, or at 
least his time is bette r spent elsewhere. 6ilh4c 

This all sounds like the old prOblem of managers 
delegating responsibility. 6i1h4~ 
It helps if the two roles of Doug are made 

explicit -- peOPle will be more comfortable when 
he exercises th e second role, but there is still 
the problem that the role of manager exis ts. Do ug 
may not be able to SUfficiently divide the roles . 
Peopl e may not always be able to tell WhiCh role 
is currently speaking. Undue weigh t may be lent 
to statements said while 1n th e system design 
~onitor role because of the same person having the 
manager role. 6ilh4e 

The following is a !u~gestion for a way to handle 
the above problems: 6ilh5 

Doug should make sure that his system design 
philosophy is well known by every pro grammer. It 
would be nice for many reasons if it were well 
documented some place. It COUld be indicated that 
all syste~s designs were expected to fOllow these 
general criteria unless the desi gner showed very 

12 
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good reasons whY they didn't apply to his 
part icular system or he could show a bette r or at 
least reasonable different design philosophy, 

Either it is aSBummed that system designers are 
gOOd enough to follow the above rules or some 
monitoring COUld be ~one. It monitoring is to be 
done then Doug should lose most of his monitoring 
role, He could still have the role of final 
approval of all major designs and perhaps even 
review designs at a few points along the way, but 
closer monitoring (and certainly day-to-day stufl 
which prObably Shouldn't be done anyway) should be 
the role of say Bil l Paxton. 

T.1k with Vic Christianson 
On 13 Dec. 1969. 

He is an IBM salesman, tel: 328-3200, and ordered all 
documentation on Composition 360. He said to expect a 
three week waiting period . In the mean time there is 
one document in the local IBM office library at S2S 
University, 5th floor, in Palo Alto. 1 have to be 
cleared bY hi~ before the librarian will let me in. 

Heetin~ with Mimi 
16 Dec . Mimi and I were the only ones there 

Mimi agreed to what NIC presently needs and/or wants 
and assigned what she thought should be the priorities . 
This last should be checked with Doug. 

Here are the features desired in the order of Mimi1s 
priorities: 

link conversion 
table of contents 
KWIC or KWOC 
index and/or concordance 

Mimi mostlY agreed to do the KWIC and I'm probably 
supposed to do the link conversion. I am also t o very 
soon come up with at least the architecture of the OP so 
that Mimi can do the KWIC so that it can be moved over 
easily to the OP later. 

Mimi also mentioned a couple of thin KS that NIC would 
like at some time in the future: 

provision lor s pecial symbOlS (especially math) 
provision for getting either phOtograPhs or links to 

them in NIC documents, 
Meeting with Mimi 

17 Dec . Mimi and 1 were the only ones present 
scecial character translation should be earlier says M. 

she suggests ~oing final translation to a device by 
means of a table look up rather than the compiler 
method 

13 
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we discovered that the creation 01 the intermediate 
f1le (paginated) is very device depe nd ent because at 
number of lines per page and must be able to recognize 
special characters and know how much space they take 

Mimi Would like to ha ve an errata list generated ~ e.g., 
unresolvable links 

With Dave Caseeres 
19 Dec. 

I didn't take any notes and I can't remembber anything 
With Oasserea , Duvall , Chuck, Mimi , and Jed 

22 Dec . 
idea of separating format from text file WaS lengthally 

diSCUssed 
Cas seres really liked it 
nobody else did 
was pointed out that of course format has to be 

aSSOCiated wi th file (at least attached 1n some way 
to specific points 1n the file) 

most everybody seemed to favor ~he old metho~ of 
~irectives 

was sug~ested that thing to dO was to ra~ionalize and 
expand the current PASSh airectives 
Casseres liked idea of do ing page layout (whiCh PASS~ 

really ~oeen'~ do) and he said most of his 4ifficulties 
with PASS4 come from that tact he thinks probablY 
also much discussion on inefficiency and time 

consump tion ot my design 
also proliferation of tiles and file tyee was 

criticised 
h.s been tried here before and didn' t work 

o was askea what does this do for you that PASS~ 
doesn't -- A: not much except indeXing, etc . 

suggestion was made tha~ you Want ~o keep a current 
format for each sitting and only change it on command 

for ulti~ate detault case -- want to output Wo r king 
copy according to current viewspecs 

PASS4 will not worK with the new NLS 
idea came out 

set up Format File as nothing but an NLS file that 
1s a text string of directives 

for the time being User does an insert QED branch 
has to inser~ directives directly in the NLS text 

later a preprocessor takes tex~ file and format file 
(including format into linked to characters in the 
text file) ~nd merges them and ~hen passes that to 
the above for ma tter 

OP Planning. With English, paxton, Mimi 
30 Dec. 
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there were no strong objections to my des1~n of the OP. 
noT to my 1mplement~t1on schedule 

new things that went down 
the OP ends up being mostlY a front end to PASS~ 
thin~s like the inaex generators will take as input 

NLS files and produce as output NLS files 
format info will be kept either as directives in the 

~LS file itself or as a strine of directives in an 
NLS Format file 

one of the first things that I will do is to rewrite 
PASS. in ~he new HOL _nd ch.nge i~ 50 i~ will 
recognize links 
about the second thing I will do is to do the link 

converter 
new ideas 

links will be synt&t1cally identified by the opening 
and closing parens being preceded bY a special 6-bit 
code 

the 8-bit code will be mostly the same as those 
presenty used. but will be either one not 
currentlY used, if such exist. or A combin&tion of 
bite that are rarely used 
this would necessitate little or no change to NLS 

with the exception of the addition of something 
like a Set Text to Link command 

I. not Mimi. will do the TOC generator 
it still has not been decided in what manner the Link 

Converter will know whe r e links point to 
an idea of mine not brought up at this meetin" for 

the first pass the LO will only remember where documents 
start 

About HIC. With Doug. English. Paxton. Mimi 
30 Dec. 

only a KWIO index and bibliographi es with accession 
numbers and both maybe only in hardCOpy are necessary by 
1 March 

the rest of the meeting was about DOU~18 ideas for a 
query system for HIO 

Doug is mumbling about my doing the format stuff tor 
Showing a user the catalogue entries that are membe rs of 
a set 

this is mainlY because 1 1m supposed to know about 
formatting output 

Do ug will look into and talk to Ed about my using Dean 
for ~he OP 

Wi~h Doug 
7 Jan. 1970 

A strange thing happenned in this diSCUssion -- at 
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least roles were reversed from our preVious discussions. 
This time Doug was the one talking about big, super 
features with groovy ways of i~ple~enting them and I 
kept plugging for the interim, easily, and q uickly 
imPlementable things. 

New i deas frOM Doug 
would like eventUally tor formatting to be changed 

by tags 1n the NtS text tile, by content. analysis 
performed on the NLS text tile, and by such thin gs as 
level dependency (this last I'd planned on). 

He talked about having links andlor their converted 
form containing PSID's or the new idea of 
system-wide, eternal pointers. 

He wants to have enou(h into around in some form or 
another to to be able to bug points on the microfiche 
reader screen and do NLS things 

Doug is hot for the idea ot using a higher level 
language to desc ribe how you format. I pointed out and 
he mostly agreed that that was not so important Since 
people describing formatting will otten be editor J 

non-programming type people and their best language is 
the interactive formatting I plan to do. 
Ideas that sort of came out between us 

maybe move the "Page Location rile II building 
function to the Formatter and away trom the link 
converter 

con: the Formatter is mostly PASS4 and thiS. 
means more mOdifications there instead ot a fresh 
st.art 

it we dO copy fitting before link 
converting then WoUld have to redefine the page 
locs 

pro: user ought to be able to let his page 
locations get. into the file and not have his links 

6qla 
6qlb 

6qlbl 

6qlb2 

6qlb3 

6qlC 
6qld 

6qldl 

6qH1a 

6q1d1b 

converted 6qldlc 
Maybe need a separate oopy Looker pass where you just 

get to look at what the formatter di d (this will be the 
first pass at the Oopy titter anyway) 6qle 

MY idea: may as well move the link converter after the 
COpy fitter pa.' 6q1f 

pro: would have to reconvert intra-tile links again 
after copyfitting 6ql!1 

con: woUld be nice to present at copyfitting time 
the real forma~ted output -- i.e., with the nu mber of 
ch~racter8 in the links known an6 their content too 6qlf2 

would also be ~ble to ~how unresolvable links 
at copyfitting time 6qlf3 
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asked him to keep me better informed about 
developemente in NIe 

he said my using Dean was OK 
he was talking abOUt my using him full time 
I said I didn't have enough for him to do 
I'm to talk to Ed to try and work out something 
Ed haa first priority on Dean's time 

Discussion with Chuck about link conversion 
12 J.n. 1970 

The in~tlal design of the link conversion process came 
out of this discussion . 
se. (idlei 

DiscuBsion with WHP about link conversion 
15 Jan . 1970 

Refinements of the design of the link conversion 
process came out of thiS discussion . 

see (idlei 
DiSCUssion with WHP about link conversion 

19 J.n . 1970 
Refinements of the design of the l ink conVersion 

process came out of this discussion. 
see (idlc) 

Meeting with Com~uter Micrographics Inc . 
26 Jan . 1970. Steve Miller was there. 

OMI salesman we talkea to was: Peter Klein, 46 
Freemont St. , 5.F ., tel: 433-0134 

OMI is & micrOform service bureau o!ferin~ nearlY 
co~prehensive service 

CMI also handles uform viewing equipment 
they have a FR - 80 (it has a PDP 9L in.i~ei 
don't now have lOSmm camera - - its on order Ind t hey 

expect it to be running in a month or two 
can get 700 charS/line and 3-400 lines/page; they do 

their reduction this way and not necessarily with lenses 
Photo-mem makes a fiche jumper; MOBsler too 
prices 

for a 14x7 frame fichees : 
824 - 25/,000 page. original this is {or mag tape 

to roll film master 
graphics 

tap. to film (35mmi -- S.40/p.ge + SS setup + 
S.08/sheet of paper or i .ll/vellum 

4 character tonta -- working on 3 more 
cln give probably one day turnaround on large(NIC) 

batches with preschedullinc 
Comparison of machines 
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char sioe 1 • 6. 
char set upper only u/l u/l 
char rotation none 90 every 

45 
line/char width 1 2 8 
line weight (density) 2 4 8 
raster (addressable) 102. .096 16K 

Meetin ~ with Jack Byrne (Senior Editor at SRI) 
10 Feb . 1970 Byrne'a boss and Dean were there 

their algorithm tor widOW lines 1s that not less than 
two lines ot a paragraph are allowed to start & page 

they have some prOblems leaving room for nies 
they often want chapters to start on the right hand 

page 
they Buggested we talk to Long Range Planning as the 

only people at SRI that do real and fancy page layout 
they were very insisten t about the usual editor's 

demand to do editing on hardCOPY -~ not on-line. 
all they want from an on-line system 18 to have the 

latest draft come back fast in hardcopy an~ ~hey will 
penci l in the changes in their normal manner and hand 
it ~o a secretary to get the updated, clean draft 

Mee~in~ with an RCA salesman 
about March 1970 S~eve Miller was there 

Donal d Van Deusen is the salesman's name 
he'. at Pa lo Alto 321-5000 

he was selling "Vi~eotext" a new program by RCA that 
runs on the Vi~eocomp •• not the spectra 

it will accep~ input tapes formatted for a line 
prin~er and drive the Vi~eocomp to get hardcopy 
OUtput 
it will handle both upper and lower case 
it will handle strictly verticle and strictly 

horizontal lines 
with a specially formatted input tape it will handle 

graphic s in general (I think ) 
J.W. Clement Co . is a local firm that has a Videocomp 

with Videotext that will rent ti~e on a service Bureau 
basis 

Discussion with Doug 
18 Ma rc h 1970 

I told him about the file OP and gave him a print out 
of the planning branch 

the following came out as new infornation to me that 
ought to be kept in mind 

there will be ~wo different kinds of linKS in 
on-line NLS files 

normal -- to on-line files 
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special -- to "frozen records ", e.g., the 
Journal, frozen NLS files, various hardcopy 
documents (XDOOl 

the two types of links will be syntacticallY 
distinguishable 

there will exist on-line catalogues where you can 
find out the type of the frozen record 

the LC has to look at the catalogue and format 
output according to what it finds 

Discussion with Doug 
19 March 1970 

there are arising two general problems 
many files that are related very closely -- like 

different representations of each other 
need a general solution to what to do when one 

version is changed 
general linkS 

lots of different and different types of files 
get "linked" -- must be two way linds 

would be nice to have a general way of 
representing those two way links and accessing 
that info 

Meeting with Dave Evans and Manuel Lindgren? 
20 Harch 1970 lots of other peOPle there 

the hundred line/inch raster printer output is bad -
need much more lines/inch 

the "character generator I! of Manuel il neat 
how it wor)<:s: 

one cOJ'llmand cositions the "beam" 
second COMmand has three partsl 

enter text mode 
value of Foreground intensity 
pointer to data 

data has four parts 
pointer to font 
vertical scale factor 
horizontal scaale factor 
character string which is really indexes into 

the font I think 
each entry in the font is a Sx8 matrix 

each entry in the matrix is J bits lone 
if the three bits have t he value x, then: 

Intensity of "~ot'l • xiS * (foreground 
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intensity - backgroun~ intensity) 6zlbldlal 
Talk 

2 
with Mimi 
April 1970 

topic: was 
provide 

what woul~ the first Version of the LC 
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agreed was: 
three cases: 

6.1B 
6.1BL 

continuous "pagination" over the specified 
collection 6alBLA 

user specifies 
601BLB 

number according to form ",m where 
m 

e , g. use: microfiche where m 1s the number of 
frames on a fiche 6&18L8L 

number according to n,m whe re m 1s the number of 
paces in each document, but m (m rnm ~here mm 1s 
8pec1f1e~ by the user 601BLO 

e.g. UBe : microfiche where each document goes 
on a separate fiche and mm is the number of 
frames on a fiche 601BLOL 

user specifies a mask , e.g., '( gronuk ***1' shere 
the number goes 1n the Place of the *19 

Output Processor Meetin~ 
6 April 1970 Mimi, Paxton, Jed, Caaseres, and Dean were 

there; Norton came la~er and that discussion is incluOed 
I went thru the "how to output & file" chart and 

eXPlained the features 
there ensued a discussion about the features 
it was realized that there are three hasie ways of 

app ro aching the OP 
1, incremental -~ first add features to PASSh, go 

to step 2 or 3 
2, half - aased -- do a Format Desiener la suhset of 

the grand one), a Key Designer, a Key Attacher , and a 
front end to PASSu to convert the information from 
the above into directives to feed to PASSu at the 
appropriate points; go to step 3 

3 , scrap PASS. (lif in~ ~he line forma~~ing coOe •• 
SUbroutines) and build a real pare formatter; there 
are two ways to 00 thiS 

a, do-it _. do the formatting in a fairly 
straight forward way 

bJ grandiose -- attempt to develope the tta r ea lt 

concept and i~plemaent that way 
the consensus of those present (except that I'd 

rather do it the grandiose way) was that *1 waa the 
best way and then maybe go to step J rather than 2 

the reasons are that you get valuable reSUlts 

601B2 
6&0 

6331 

6&&1& 
6"lb 

6aalc 

6a&lcl 

60al c 2 

6.a lc3 

6aalC ) & 

6.alc3b 

6aalch 

quickly and at a cheap cast doing Nl first 6aalcua 
the following are suggestions for additions to PASSu 

ouring .~ep #1 : 
output as one document pieces from several NlS 

files 
Table of Contents Generator 
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KWIC generator 
other index generators 
invisible text on/off (this could be both a new 

NLS feature with an attendent v1ewspec and a new 
PASS4 directive) 
link conversion 

6aalcSc 
6aalc5d 

6&alc5e 
6ulc5! 

straighten out the treatment of tab! (PASS 4 
currently has some bugs here) 

see branch named (Bugs) for other current bugs 
PASS4 that should be eliminated 

6 .. 1c5g 
in 

6aalc5h 
print the time of printing and/or the time the 

file was last chaneed as part of the running head 
on the following items, implement new directives 

to PASS4 (if necessary) and make their default 
setting be the v1ewspecs in force at the time the 
!ile is output to PASS4 

NMA Convent.ion 

T setting 
statement number on/otf 
statement names onlotf 
indentation setting 
names onloff 
si~natures onloft 

29 & 30 APril Mim i and o'Connell also attendedJ 
Kodak KOM -90 

no CPUj no core 
mag tape inj character codes <= 126 
no vect.orsj charact.er~ generated with a stroke 

genera.tor 
Beta 700 

6aa lc5i 

6a.lc5j 
6 .. 1c5jl 
6ulc5j2 
6aalc5j3 
6aalc5j4 
6aalc5jS 
6aalcSj6 

6ab 
6abl 

6.bla 
6ablal 
6.bla2 

6abla3 
6.blb 

characters generated by means of a dot matrix stored 
in ROM (: 128 6ablbl 

6ablb2 could also stroke generate characters 
also can have disk or tonts (bit ma tric e s) 

out there 
Dan O'C will get specs from Peter Simon 
8X core max 
SUlK min 

LINe (Singer) 
S125K 
no CPU 

stored 

online or offline with a tape and a character 
generator 

PTI 2600 
printer only _. no graphics 

Memorex 160) 
printer 

3M 
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6ablb3 
6ablb4 
6ablbS 
6ablb6 

6ablc 
6ablcl 
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6abldl 
6able 

6ablel 
6abl! 
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UCC 
printer 

no CPU 
all hardwired 
about Sl)OK? 

calcomp 
apparently have resolution of 4Kx4K dots whereas 

Beta's is lKxlK 
Beta i. taster in print moO. (12-2SKC) 
Beta has a universal tamers. 

FR-ao 
PDP-9 inside 
will soon put in PDP-lS'. 
no clocumentation 
uK-8K core) can ~et diSC 
have vector generator, stroke generato r~ and a 

graphics arts quality character generator (extra 
option, like a Videocomp) 

normal 1s tape input 
fonts stored in core or on diSk 
8 Widths, 8 intensities 
S200K min . S7K/month 
color OPtion 

filters under program control 
programmer type says he sees no limitations 
full blown 

graphics optlon never sold. 
S)OOK 

have a font designer 
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6ablfl 
6ablg 

6ablgl 
6ablg2 
6ablg) 

6ablh 

6ablhl 
6ablh2 
6ablh) 
6abli 

6ablil 
6abli2 
6abli) 
6abli4 

6abliS 
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6abli7 
6abl18 
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(Problems) 
two fa.cts: 

when KDF goes: 
file directory size will not be increased 
each disk file no matter how small takes uK words 

bloCKS are 2K -- 1 block £or data , 1 block for 
index 

this means a large number ot small files is a very bod 
ioea 
this means separate named format tiles 1s bad 
this means maYbe one format file per user with a Format 

Des1~ner built index by name into it 
there also exist implications for separate backlink files 

to may have to change page numbers 
how about files output thru the trail, keyword, or content 

analyzer featUres 
output file will mos tly be a tape 

problems : 
header/trailer blocks 
gett ing the tape prOduced on-line 
labeling the ~ape 

link conversion 
how do you keep track of where things got stuck (page no.) 

for later genera~ion of 1n~lces 
how do you a~tach format info to a character in the file 

to named statements (or position therein) only 
to 'Oointers 
to special entity types 

coula bury format info 1n file if had this 
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7C 
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701b 
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(Bugs I in PASS4 
currently cannot get pagination w1thoUt getting page numbers 
C,saeres says that TeR may not work 
Oasseres says that NBL may not take effect immediately 
Oasseres sa ys that centering doesn't work right 
Casaeres says that directive ~efinin g doesn't work if define 

directive as a string Of directives 
Cas seres doesn't like the syntax or condi tionals 
the thing about tabs ought to be straightened out 

Cas Beres says he thinkS that tabs work OK for the DURA 
if it starts to print on a page but then hits something like 

a SKP=l and does not print anything, it thinks it did print 
ana a SUbsequent SKP;OjRES causes it to leave a blank page 

.ee p . l6 of BBPERS printout 
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(Thoughts) random 
for case of OP as an RPG 

probably need to do special for~at~ing at syntat1cally 
reco~n1zable places 

Create Display ana OP have very different design criteria : 
efficiency VB . powerr and multiple hardware devices 
but if I do area things, I want to divide out functions 

keys 
have keys defined two ways 

1) within a document format 
2) whthin a user1s ~Key Library " 

at any time using the Key Attacher a user may attach 
either of the two types - . one within the document format 
that is currently in force or qualify the key name invoked 
say with an It and you get a key out of the library 

how the Format Designer should handle apparent 
inconsistencies in format specifications 

impossible conditions 
ask user to resolve and give a recommend~tion 
automaticallY change some thing 

(1n most cases would at least notify the user of the 
change) 

~ade tentative change anO ask user if it's OK 
(about the same as the first) 

probable 
give a warning -- did you really want to do that? 

from Doug's notebooks: 
Don Jevons' (x 2604 SRI Commercial Artist) specialty is 

layout .nO typography 
1-69 p. 8 

only output updated par,es 
1-69 p. 21 

Maybe this is what the "Area" approach does for you: 
It i.ol.t •• the diffiCUlt problem 

The formatting Within a rectangular area was solved a 
long time ago - - sure you can keep thinking of new 
features, but theY're almost always very easy to solve 
size is easy 
Shape (as long as conveX (maybe not that) and edges are 

mathematicallY describable curves 1s easy 
Attitude is easy 
Margin is easy 
Sauce trom which to fill is new and I can't think of a 

COOd way to solve now 
Position as determined by Priority is the hard one -. 

here i8 where describable algorithms need to be 
developed 

2S 

9 
9a 

9.1 
9b 

9bl 
9b2 

9C 
9c1 

9c1' 
9C1b 

9c2 

90 
901 

901. 
901b 

901bl 
901C 

901cl 
902 

902a 
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ge1 
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ge2 
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9f 
9f1 

911' 
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9f1C 
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9f1e 

9f1f 
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runnin g head has nullPle parts that get filled from different 
sou rces 
Formatter i5 equivalent to a bigger Create Display 

copy Fitter is equivalent to a bigger NLS 
generalized sequence generator that can go ~et a branch of 

another file 1n the middle of the current file 
this file (branch) could be fUll Of directives (or & 

dummy) and the input routine generates the directive string 
the sequence generator would have to be conditional ~~ 

then could format a file several different ways 
NLS h •• to tell PASS4 if the input PASS4 is recieving is 

under the control of the content analyxer, trailS, keyword 
reordering, or is normal 
eventually PASS4 or a new program i8 going to hve todo real 

page formatting and not just line format~ing 
(np~) croposed things to do for a rewr1~ing of PASS4 

see (parsleY,ax;whl for a list of directives proposed for 
deleting 

the following is a list of directives that will be kept 
that were suggested to ~e cut in the first AX proposal 

RTJ 
MSP (max number of spaces to use in right 

justification) 
TYP 
PGN 
SSW (insert a stop code a~ end of every page) 
csw 
CMD 

conditionals and expressions in directives are proposed ~o 
be dropped 
~he following are Changes internal to PASS4 that should 

caUse no functional change other than maybe an increase in 
speed 

~et riO of the interpreter 
use CASE statements instead 

make into two real coroutines -- OUTST and DINCHR 
need DINCHR to decide where next input comes from 

it a major rewri~ing 1s to be done all at once then the 
additional directives men~loned in the branch na~ed 
Features could be implemented at that time 

need a "Key Attacher" 
could be an integral part at the Copy Looker 
it would construc~ or add to the connection File mentioned 

below 
N. B. would need a SUbseqUent pass thru the Formatter to 

make keys effective -- i.e., prOduce another paginated file 
have three files 

the originol NLS text file 
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a connection file (connectin~ points in the NLS tile to 
named formats) -- much like the idea for implementing back 
links 

namea format files (Of different types) 
when formatting algorithm canit do too well, e.g., picture 

forces referring text to next page 
flag that and when user is scanning formatted text akd 

him. 
add more l1ne$ to this page 
make picture smaller 
etc. 

he chooses (or lets slide) and gets presented With how it 
turned out (can change it again) 
eventuallY we find out what 1s usually done and also what 

options we missed and change the first pass algorithm 
lccordingl y 

Strategy questions 
what has this to dO with augmentation 

not much 
thus nay be not worth the resources 

maybe har4copy is inherently too limiting 
~aybe want to wait til can do all thiS on CRT's 
(but thiS approach would be able to treat that CRT as 

another device) 
maYbe it's gOOd approach, because don 't ~ake any initial 

restrictions on ways at representing information because of 
hardWare limitations (except maybe "pages") 

ways of representing info is part of our work 
don't want to set up in-hOUse printing micrOfilming 

capability 
Pro Doug wants it (and I think a general solution) 

Necessary changes to PASS4 
1. recognize linKs 

new directives: 
CVL ConVert Links (will eventually be superseeded 

by a flag set by the Commander) 
3PL=n allow n SPaces tor converted Links (could 

combine these two directives into one) 
2. recognize special characters and leave proper room 

tor them 
3. set up Page Location File?? 
4. pass along statement numbers 

need line number where statement begins in the ring element 
need i~nore codes appended on end for short textual links 
tor the first pass the LC will only remember where documents 

start 
Formatter uses Special SymbOl Table ~o: 
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reco gnize occurrance of character strings that represent 
special symbol! 
lind out size of the target special symbols 

bY looking it up in the de vice descript ion file? 
translates user's notation into internal notation that. 

will displa.y on the screen 1n pro·per size 
translate ~ean1n, of character size; bol~face; italic; 

flashing; underline; overbar. 
maybe special symbol table could contain content analyzer 

patterns 
Note that PAGEl reta.ins directives 

but they claim flexibill1ty of named formats 
fairly big thing in their advertisement 

what you do is change meanin( of a for mat call (e.g. A4) 
what you end up doing then io ident i fying 

functional/forma.t entities (e,g. title, subheadl, sUbhead2, 
SUb8ubheadl, etc.) and deliMiting them with FrD's and then 
get different outputs bY redefining meaning of a format 
call associated with a given FFD 

after OP is created 
write a user's guide 
giVe users teaching seSsion 
after a while -- pass out a detailed Questionnaire to 

user's on a scale of 1-10 rate frequency of USe of each of 
the features and directives 
compla.ints 
suggestions 
features aesired 
bugs 

maYbe way to attach format into to a character 1s to ~enerate 
a link to the character in the format file and maybe a 
b,cklink in the text file 

use backlinks to attaCh format 1n£0 to a character in tile 
original format designer (not cOPYfitter) has to allow at 

lelst separate formatting tor TOC, index , e~c., and main body 
way to attach formata to point in file is bY occurance of 

link (with special syntax so 1s recognizable by the formatter ) 
in the NLS file 

Tahle of Contents generator 
system default conditions 

first and second l evel statements truncated to one line 
(i.e., L=2, T=l) 
OPtions 

L=n, T=n, truncate to n characters 
set L, T, or truncation for a branch 

show user the first pass at the TOO 
he gets to use normal NLS commands to change it 
he may &190 use copy fitter to change ~rinting format 
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Pa~e layout becomes interactive and neat when : 
page laYOut in line/graphic representation s hown on Bcreen 
user can ge t current value of Borne entity (say chap, 

heading) by bugging its line on the screen 
he can change it 

in the page layout program, he can specify that if certain 
conditions are met, e . g" if chap, heading has more than 31 
characters, then page layout wil l show that thin, as 
flash1ng 
will be able to move entities about by bugg1n~ them, they 

get attached to bug (same as move labels) and then 
aepo.Hed 
will need to be ab le to show facing pages anyway 
prOblem exists ot changing Changed things in 

NLS tile 
format file 
page makeup program as the user does page layout 

on-line composition 
call in named text and picture entities, make up headings 

as you go along 
move, narrow, widen, shorten, heighthen, heaVier, lighter 

face the ele~ents 
have a commandt Print Itll 

several systems now of publishing catalogues (parts and spec 
sheets) 

leave the baSic info alone (except for prices) 
just change the index 

new index j ust doesn't point to an old Version of a 
page 

index can be hardCOpy 
Fonts 

pick a standard character grid 
say 2**lOx2**lO 
each character is then stored as a bit matrix 
fonts are named sequential files of indefinite length 

specify a character by name, number 
will have facility for setting name ~ill 1s changed and 

symbo11c representations of the numbers (say the ASCII 7 
bit code is the assu"med symbolic) 

set of functions that transform character matrices to 
another 

.1ze tilt 
translate a 

th1cken/th1n 
expand 

rotat1on he1ghth 
2**nx2**m matrix into a 2**lOx2**lO 
horizontal/verticle lines condense 

transform (move to left or right in matrix) 
look at optical scanner logic for ideas here 
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how do you handle character spacing with some of 
these 

compose text ultimately into a 2**nx2**m grid 
separate progra~s taKe thiS as input and produce 

output for a specific device 
IBM guy says keep text and layout in separate data bases 
IBM 

does item layout graphically 
then computer tries page l ayout graphically 
then fellow at CRT move! items around 

keep accounting of references to a document and thereby move 
it in level storage 

hard, film. on-line 
P&ge Composition Language 

have several entities 
e , g. title, chapter heading , SUbheading, SUb -S Ub , folio 

number, illustration, marginal note 
all have attributes of Placement on page 

centered, noncentered ~ cente re d about a certiin point ~ 
justi!1ed~ right left~ hYPhenated (hyphen rule is 
another) 
all prob~blY turn out to be char~cter strings 

actuallY might treat them as blocks same as Page-! 
other attributes 
type size, boldf~ce , italic, upright, underline~ 

overline,font 
PAGE-lIS idea of format labels (macros) is good 
Page Layout L~ngUage could be subroutinized and user could 

write ~ routine to replace something he didn't like 
could be hole for user su pplied subroutines 

setting up a format file must be interactive 
co u10 give a list of blanks to fill in 
or the blanks already filled with the default values 

non-changed ones wou ld be system set values 
could give a sample format and let fellow move it around 

he could also bug an entity and blanks to till in with 
numeric or literal values would occur 
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IMeta-6esignl 
APPROACH 

newly 
discovered 

services 

yes 
Archit.ecture 

Forma.tter 

.------. 
• • • • 
type in • 

va.lues .. . .. .. 
, .... _-- .... 

what service, 
qua.ntity, &: time 

wanted 

find all possible 
ways of prooviding 

tha.t ~ervice 

Wha.t does each 
method cost 

i. 
cost. 

acceptable 

. ---_ .. _ ... 0------------ . .. .-------, .. . ... _- .......... -. • 

10 

lOa 

lOal 
lO~ 

or NLS .-Porta.l--. formatt 

.-------. -...... _- .... .. 0-------. .-_ ............... _-_ .. . 
..... _----- .. 
.. . --............ . 

,------. 
1001 
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copy fi~~er 

.-----. 
NLS ... ---_ ........... .. • • • file 

• • • • •• 
• • .-----. .------ ...... _-.----- . 
............... -.. ----- .-----copy • ---_ .. _- -... --- ... - • • NLS Porta.l. 
.. -... _--- - ...... --- fitter • • 

•• • • _ ...... _ .. - -_ ........... ... __ ..... 
• • . ------ .. -- ... ----- . 

• .... _--_ .. ....... _-_ ..... • • 
•• • format .... _-- ..... _ ...... 

file 
.-----. 
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Output file generator 
. ---------. 
outpu t 
file 
discriptor 
,---1-----. 

_ .. _----• • 

NLS 
file/s 

• • 
• • 

. .. -- ........ 

• • 

output 

Processor 
....... -- .-- ........ 

• • • ............ -- ..... 

output 
Compiler ... -_ ..... -_ ...... . 

• • 
• .... _-.---. 

outpu t. 

• 

format 
rilels 

• • • • 
• 

• 

.------- . 

.- ....... --- . 
• •• 

file ••• 
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(Des ign) 
the fOllowing is a Buggestion of Chuck's for handling the 

problem of keeping the original text of a link 1n the 
paginated file, but assuring that the line breaks get done 
correctly 

when the special B-bit code beginning a link is seen for 
tne first time, scan the input butter to Make sure that 
there really 1s a link there 

if so, steal the text of the link away fro~ the format 
routine and squirrel it away somewhere and feed the 
for~at routine the pattern to be SUbstituted for the 
linK inste.d 
then when the format routine get s ready to make its 

line break, change the number of characters to output 
for that line, feed the format routine a f ew spaces and 
then tne text of the link that was squirreled away 
in this manner the ori~inal test of the link gets 

printed in the margin of the documen~ 
nOW when the Link Converter star~s doing it's jOb it will 

replace the pattern in the paginated file with a page 
reference and either blank out or fill with igno re codes 
the ma rginal text of the link 

(idlC) Initial Design of the Link Conversion process 
The basic idea is that PASS4, while processing a file, 

sets up a Structure File that looks a great deal like NLS ls 
ring elemen t file . Each statement of input generates a 
"ring element" in this Structure File . 
There were basically n conSiderations ~hat led to this 

approach: 
1) PAS 54 has to pass along statement number 

information because it 1s impossible to even tell where 
a statement begins in the output files from PASS4 , so 
that info can't be calculated later on; 

2) the information needed for converting links to 
page or frame numbers is very much like what would be 
needed for on-line fiche jumping, commen ting, editing , 
etc., so since it's as easy to generate information in 
one format as another, why not leave around all the 
information ga~hered for converting links for the 
on-line fiche s~uff and in a format well suited for 
that? 

3) we m1gh~ be able to use some NLS machinery or at 
least aome of the algori~hm8 for handling something that 
loOks like an NLS ring element file 

The process for converting links looks like this: 
Output • file thru PASS4 telling it to set up for 

converting links in this file. 
As PASS4 reads each new statement, it se~s up a ring 
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element in a the Structure File for that input file . 
These ring elements contain tne items listed below. 

Also each time a neW statement is input to PASS4, it 
gets that statement's statement number from NLS and 
writes it into the Structure File (into a list that is 
separate from the ring elements but of course pOinted to 
from the appropriate ring element). This is neces sary 
to do onlY for files output with the content analyzer, 
trails, or keyword reordering turned on . 

Each statement is scanned for links. When one is found 
the column Width ot that line is changed appropriately, 
the link is allowed to pass thru to the paginated file 
unalterred, the t ext of th e link is copied into the 
Structure File in a list for links only, th e ring 
element for that statement gets a pointer Of! to the 
link in the Structure file , and the scan continues, 

When all documents that make up a collection have been 
thru PASSh , the LINK Converter may be activated . It is 
told a list of documents that are interlinked and the 
order in whiCh the dOCUments tall if the numbering 1s to 
be continuous over the collection. The LO then collects 
all the Structure Files for the documents, figure s out 
the relocation factor for continuous pageing, and starts 
its scan. 

The Bean consis t s ot looking at a new Structure File, 
finding the head of the link list , getting the next 
link , decoding the link, gOing to the appropriate 
Structure File, pickin~ up the ring element for the 
statement that link pOint! to, pUlling out the page 
number, adding the relocation factor , go1n~ to the 
paginated file of the original structure File, finding 
the link there, Changing the text in the paginated file, 
picking up the next link in the link list, and 
continuing. 

Voila" the link conversion i9 complete for that week . 
The Structure Files Ire left around for the on-line 
fiche interacter . 

Details of items in the Structure File . 
Generall the Structure File is a ranOom file with 

three types of items (see below). Each item in each 
item type is the same length. The ring element list 
has one element per i~e~, the state~ent number and 
link lists have variable length elements ~ha~ cross 
item boundaries a t will (the items a re linked 
together to form list). 

Ring element: 
element ty pe fla~ 
pointer to successor ring ele~ent 

J5 

llbJb 

llbJc 

llbJd 

llbJe 

llbJf 

llbJg 
llbJh 

llbJhl 
llbJh2 

llb3h2. 
llbJh2b 
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pointer to down ring element. 
head flag 
u11 flag 
name hash 
point.er to link element 
page number (where t.he state me nt begins) 
line numbe r (where the statement begins) 
pointer to t.he stat.ement number element 
pointer to the statement text beglnninJ 

(into the paginated file) 
pointer to vector data 

(into the paginated tile) 
Link element 

character count 
line of page where it falls 
next page flag 
pointer into pallnated file 
in same statement flag 
text of link 
{pointer to next link item} 

Statement number element 
Btatelllent vector 
[pointer to next statement number item] 

No tes: 
mark every statement ring element &s a. tail when it 

is output 
may be best to keep an array in core (need only be 

16 cells long) that is indexed by level and contains 
the item (block) number for the 1m~ediatelY previous 
statement at that level 

Some inner design thou~hts 
Ring Element Generator 

goes just after call to INST 
sets up skeleton of current e l ement and outputs or 

rewrites pointers from previous elements 
St~tement Number Element Generator 

goes after INST up there 
get N 
write pointer in ring element 
write statement number element 

Link Element Generator 
goes in FMT when ready to try a line break 
scan for link 

if find beginning and end, cnan ~e msch ar 
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(Features) including additional directives tor PASS~ [see also 
(Melvin,.dsug ,) } 

The following branch gives th e correspondence planned between 
NLS View specs and Viewset paramenters and the initial setting 
of some PASSh directives 

Viewspecs to be used 
L setting 
T setting 
eon tent analyzer on/o!! 
tra.ils onloft 
keyword reordering on/ot! 
statement numbers onloft 
statement names on/of! 
blank lines on/of! 
indenting onloff 
signatures on/of£ 

Views pees not used 
branch only 
frozen statements on/of£ 
pO inters show/not show 
picture clip on/ott 
tree structure display 

Viewchange parameters to be used 
tab stops 
number of columns 
indentation a~ount 

it entire page is indented more than n s paces , reduce 
indentation by m spaces 

thus maintaining relative indentation 
line numbers down the side ot the page 
statement id at right an d below each statement 

verticle Placement 
on first line of each statement 
on last line Of each statement 
in blank line immediately preceding the statement 
in blank line immediately fOllowing the statement 

horizontal placement 
right justified to column n 
lertjustified to column n 

first n levels 
every n lines/statements 
truncate to n characters 

want to output mo re than one file merged into the same 
document 

inclUding tiles or branches that contain only directives 
number "sections" like 18.5.45.5.a.i 
translate meaning of character size; DoldfaCej italic; 

flashingj underline; overbar. 
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12dl1 
12d5 
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new PASS~ directive: if you can't finish this branch (this 
8Ublist) on this page, do a RES 

would require at least 1 statement loo k 'head 
suggestions for new directives 

<3.elete name! 
set. T level 
if see character ~~ Skip rest ot statement or until see 

another character (not necessarilY the 8a~e character I 
need to increment. pace number by some a~ount 
print time of day it was printed 
chan ge viewspecs 

Mimi also ment ioned a COUPle of things that NIC would like at 
some time 1n the future : 

provision for special symbols (especially math) 
provision for getting either photographs or linKS to them 

in NIC documents . 
this implies at least provision for leaving space for 

photos 
se~ docu~~nt from C~sser~ss under "Hardcopy" in BLP's 

p~ndafl~x file 
PAGE-l control wordS 

point size 
body leading 
measu re 

suggested by Mimi 
invisible strings -- th~ OP would not print strings 

surrOUnded by predefined special symbols 
this should be easily done by the text compilers 

could have various symbol tables l ying around -- on~ 
could contain the predefined special symbOlS 
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(H a. r dwa r e) 
COM ' s 

5-C 4060 
broc hu res) 
C.1Comp 

3M (there exists 
Eastman- Kodac 

character generators 

a r en tal 1n S.f. 
Beta Instr ume nts 

areaj we have 
Itel< NCR 

Charachatron (extrUded beam) V1deoco~p stroke generator 
-- input is character cOdes J output 1s analogue signals 
dot generator line generators 

there exists an FM 3400 that can superimpose character on 
microfilm viewing screen 
see eLPls Pentaflex folder: IICOM Ha rdwa re ~ 
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(Misc,) 14 
fiche to hardcopy l~a 

Xerox 16 or JSmm 1401 
Don Ourrey (SRI) 1402 

Elmer Shapiro knows an SRI Engineerinc Editor ~hat woUld play 
wi~h on-line edi~1ng 14b 
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(Planning) 
.DSNcl;. RTJ~ O ;.DPR=O j 

(name) OUTPUT PROCESSOR BLP 
Description of: OUTPUT PROCESSOR 

Summary: The OP will eventually be & rathe r to very 
large set of programs that will enable a user to 
interactively design a format and then output an NLS 
file according to that format onto various devices. 
BeSides that basic capability there will be automatic 
generation fa various types of indices, conversion of 
links to page or micrOfiche references, provision lor 
special symbols, and an interactive copyfitter . As 
fallout, the Output Processor will leave around 
information tor NIO users to dO on-line fiche jumping. 

() Significant * Imilestone" points for: OUT PUT 
PROCESSOR 

Step 1: PASS4 rewritten and first pass at Link 
converter. 

Step 2: the Output Processor becomes a processor; 
first version of the Format Designer; Formatter (front 
end to PASSh) geta written; Table of Oontents 
Generator; probably a second pass at the Link 
Converter. 

Step 3; a Copy LOOker; provision for Boecial 
Characters; a second version of a Format Designer; 
prObably another pass at the Link converter. 

Step 4: first version ot the Copy Fitter; maybe 
another pass at the Link converter; more features for 
the Format Designers. 

Step 5: a font Designer; another ve rsion of the copy 
Fitter; more features for the Format De si gne rs. 

Steps 6 thru n: more features for the Copy Fit ter 
and the Format Designers. 

NB . Various index generators will be provided all 
through the above. 
Date/initi.ls of majo r plan up~a~eB 01 / 09 /70 

Re lation of: OUTPUT PROCESSOR to other tasks and goa ls 
Dependency on other taskst Portal Processor; any 

Changes to NLS that may be necessary to provide needed 
functions thru the por tal; a speCial 8-bit code and 
attendant command(s) in NLS to identify linkS. 

Other tasks dependent on this task: Features desired 
by NIO (at least enou gh intormation lett around for 
fiche jumping); 

Notes on relative importance to the overall ARC goalS: 
Because of NIC dependency. it seems t o be very 
important. 

*Es~im.~es reI OUTPUT PROCESSOR 
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Initials Es timated man -weeks of effort 15b) 
*XXX 6 step 1 
-XXX 7 Step 2 
-XXX • Step ) 
-XXX 6 step • 
-XXX • Step 5 
*XXX Step 6 

Timing: 
Step 1 

*Start --
-End .. - 1 March 

Step 2 
*Start -- 1 March 
- End -- 1 May 

Step ) 
.. Start .. - 1 May 
-End -- 1 June 

Step • 
*Start -- 1 June 
*End -- 1 August 

PASS~ has been rewritten in the new MOL and debugged so 
that it will work with the new NtS and it's "mini-portal". 
The link converter haB been deSigned. Coding is about 401 
completed. No debugging yet. Also the first Format 
Des1~ner and the Formatter are about 60S designed. 

03/18/70 about 5 weeks behind schedule 
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Possible Additional Tasks 
a~d directives to PASSh (see Features) 
delete directives to PASSh (see nph) 
delete conditionals and expressions in directives 
rewrite parts of PASSu to make it taster, internally 

cleaner, and smaller (see nph) 
It would be most efficient to do this ~ll at once 

time estimate: 3 weeks 
rewrite PASSu and whatever else has been done up to 

that point to make the Output Processor a real page by 
page rather than a line by line formatter _. time 
estimate: 2 months?? 

lSb4b 
lSbS 

lSbS' 
lSbSb 
lSbSc 

lSbSO 

lSbSOl 

lSbSe 
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(Short Planning) 
(name) OUTPUT PROCESSOR BLP 

Description of: OUTPUT PROCESSOR 
1. Link Converter 

clean up Structure File Generator 
2. Work on PASS4 

a. new directives 
signatures on/off 
truncate statements IT setting) 
date of printing and/or last file change in 

runnin g head 
statement identification to right hand margin 

b. some directives take initial setting irom 
current views pees 

c. remove some bugs in PASS4 

*Estimates re: OUTPUT PROOESSOR 

Initials Estima.ted ma. n-weeks of effort 
*BLP 3 Step 1 
*BLP 5 Step 2 ( total) 

*BLP 2 Step a 
*BLP 1 step b 
*BLP 2 Step c 

*Start 4/20 *End -- 5/21 Stepl 
*Start -- 4/27 *End -- ? Step2 
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(NIC ) cons1~erations/tie-ins 
the current tiles to look at are (Church) NICMASP (what aon be 

promised) , NICDES, NICPLAN(What we ld like to be able to do) 
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The fOllowing is a fairly c omplete oUtline of what I intend to 
do to PASSu (one thing is to change the name to the Output 
processor) before the coming of the 10. There are several 
stage.: 

0) This WaS (September 1970) the runnin g PASSk. There are 
some c hanges that don 't apcear in the current PASS~ Users' 
GUide . 

1) The addition o! several new directives, a couple of bugs 
removed, a few directives working a bit differentlY, and a 
radical reorganization of the output Processor . 

This stage should be the running version of the output 
Processor by around the first of September. (Made it 1n the 
first week Of October) 

1a) The addition of a few new directives. 
about 2 weeks' work 

2) The addition of several more directives and the rewriting 
of the Directive Recognizer/Executor with an expanded syntax 
for directives (written in Tree- Meta with a special library). 
This last will be attended by some further reorganization of 
the out put Processor. 

This stage should be debugged before the 10 is ready for 
1~. 

3) Make necessary changes to the output Processor code fo r 
L10 and lO-Tree-Meta 

This stage should take less than a week and will be done 
wheneVer lO-TODAS is running well enough to provide the 
proper input for the output Processor. 

4 ) A Stage IV is inclUded in thiS file as a collection point 
for ideas of things to do someti~e. 
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(sc he ~ l Output Processor schedule BL P: 
Mon~h I 00 00 00 NO NO NO NO DE DE DE DE JA JA 

JA JA JA FE FE FE FE 
Day I l 7 2_ 31 07 1. 21 28 05 12 19 26 02 09 

16 23 30 06 13 20 27 
Rearg OP & ad d dirs Lx 

(PAR, oplan, Stage I:wg ) 
OP Users' Guide Lxxx 
Add a few directives 1 xxxxx 

(PAR, oplan, Stage Ia:wg) 
Ne w Dir Reeog/Exec 1 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx? 

(PA R, op1an, S~age II.wg) 
surve y prin~ reports lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX? 

Talk to service bureaus 1n area and SRi Report 
Reproduction to find means of prOducing ARC reports ot 
acceptabl e quality . 

Debug device Film 1 xxxxxxxxx 
Get output De vice Film to generate tapes (not inclUding 

any pictures) for Geo r ge Lithog raPh to run Borne tests to 
what Geo r ge can do. 

Add device Scan~pr1ntl 
?xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx? 

This means the new scan-line 
is expecteO to be operational 

Move OP ~o l O I 
(PAR, oplan, stage III:w g ) 

In~egrate OP / ODS PLY I 
?x) 

printer/displaY system 
in February. 

?xxx 

~h a ~ 

start of evolution t owa rds the portrayal Generator, Which 
will eventually inclUde all of the "output processor's'l 
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device s plus the function of the current oreate Disp l ay. 2kl 
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Recent Directives 
DPN.1/O: Don 't print statement N~me8 

(this got changed to SMA (Statement NAme on/off) in 
Suge 11 

SNF~n: statement Number Format 
See (P4DOC, SNFBL ,) for a detailed description of how 

to use the (then) current form of SHY . 
GRe-n: GRaB 

paginate if first line of next statement is within n+1 
lines ot the bottom . 

Other Recent Changes 
There is the Output Device Teletype command avai lable 1n 

TODAS. 
Bugs That Have Been Removed 

SUbscripted directives didn't work. 
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(stoge II 
Reorganization 

The Output Processor has been radically reorganized. To a 
large degree it has been subroutinized ~- mainlY with a 
view to the purposes of the later output Processor when it 
works with something like "areas" and it will do something 
like page formatting rather than the current line or 
statement formatting . 

There are mainly two subroutines that were not the r e 
before: 

an input line routine that is used independentlY bY 
the parts of the output Processor that make up the 
".reas" of the body , heade r, and page number 

a l ine formatting and outputting routine that 
formata (centers J "right justifies , etc.) and outputs 
the results left bY the line input routine 

virtuallY all the ~evice aepenaence has now been 
localize~ in two areas: the initialization process and 
the output character routine 

previously, ~evice dependence was scattered 
throughout the output Processor 

The code has been straightened out and pro~ablY made 
suostantiallY faster -- no timing tests have been run as 
yet. 

This is an interim reorganization. 
Because the Directive Recogn izer/ Executor wonlt be 

rewritten for this stage, the control mechanism is still 
badly screwed up, but most of the outPUt processor won't 
know it, so the Stage 11 reorganization will be very 
easy . 

The Output Processor looks a lot more like a page 
formatter (at least there is a controlling routine that 
actB so r t of like one), but it isn't really because 
there is no baCkUp beyond one line . 

This all means that the output Processor is a lot closer 
to a "page/area 'l fo r matte r where new "areas ll can be added 
easilY and each "area ll can have an independent set of 
directives that govern its formatting Within the area and 
its placement on the page. 

CompletelY New Directives 

TLN-n: Truncate to n LiNes 
Will work the same as the NLS T V1ewspec. 
The "defaUlt Bet~ing" is the NLS T Viewspec at ~he time 

the file is ou~put thru the output Processor. 

LOPan: Level CLipping 
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This wil l work similarlY to the NLS L ViewBPec. 
The t'de!&Ult setting" is the NLS L Viewspec at the time 

the file is output thru the Output Processor. 
If 1 is the setting of the L Views pee when the file i' 

output thru the output processor, the Output Processor 
only sees the first 1 levels of st&tements . So having n 
) 1 just won 't do anything. 

LMS- n: Left Margin setting 
This sets the left margin of the page to n columns to 

the right of the Btandard (on all devices it's to the 
right of the edge of the page to begin with). Thus 
except for lines that are "centered with respect to the 
page " , al l lines will be indented at least n columns. 

The default setting is zero . 
LMS aPPlies equally to the body , header, and page 

nu mbe r areas . 

PES t paginate at End of Statement 
Whe n the entire statement (inclUding $tatement number, 

signature , andlor picture) has been output, a new page 
1s begun. 
It is suggested that this directive be used in almost 

all places wh ere t he RES directive is now being used . 
If you are using SNF andlor SGF t ne n you will 
probably want the statement number andlor signature 
to be printed on the same page as their state ments. 
If SNY and saF a re not being used and th e RES is the 
last thing in its statement, there will be SCR blank 
lines at the top of the bOdY area of the next page . 
Th us it would seem that the only time someone would 
want to use a RE S would be to paginate in the middle 
of a statement or to get a bl ank pa~ e by having a RES 
immediately precede a PES at the end of a statement . 

PSH -n: Page Show 
only produce output for page n, but format and scan al l 

the other pages for directives. 
The default setting is ze ro, Which mean s print al l 

pages . 
Th is would be nearlY equivalent t o beginning t he file 

with & TYP =O a nd having a TYP=l immediately before page 
n and a TYP-O immediately after. 

Note that there could be several PSH'8 i n a file an~ it 
put in the rig ht Places, one could get any nu mber of 
single pages as output . 
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HJSan: Horizontal Justification of the lines in the 
Body area. 

The d~fault setting i5 1. 
How do you want the lines of the body area formatted -

let me count the ways: 

• 0 : don't format the lines 
i . e., don't bother backing up to last invisible to 

make a line break, but maybe make a. line break in the 
middle of a wor<1 

This replaces the Old directive FLN-O (don't 
FOTJllat LiNes) 

• 1; Bet lines flush left 
This replaces the old directive fLNzl (Format LiNes) 

when CEN=O (CENtering Off) and RTJ=O (Ri~nT 
JUstification off) 

~ 2 : Bet lines flush right 
~ J: set lines centered with respect to left marKin 

setting 
i.e., centered between the lett and rl«ht margins 

Thi s replaces the old directive CEN~l (CENtering 
on) 

c 4: set lines centered with respect to page 
i.e., centered as if LMS=O 

• 5 : set lines centered with respect to indentation for 
the statement 

i.e., indent according to LMS and the statement's 
level and then center between that pOint and the 
right margin 

~ 6; set odd/even numbered Pages linea flush right/left 
• 7: set odd/even numbered pages lines flush left/right 
= 6: set lines "right justified" 

if can't: set lines flush left 
"can't" means that it would take more than MS P 

spaces to do it. Also the last output line of 
every statement is set according to the "can't" 
option. 

ThiS rePlaces the old directive RTJal (Ri ghT 
JUstification on) 

~ 9 : set lines "right justi£ied" 
if cln't: set lines flush right 

a 10: set lines "right justified" 
if can't: set odd/even pages lines flush 
righ~/le!t 

a 11: set lines "right justified" 
if can't: set odd/even pages lines fluSh 

leH/right 
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If there is a tab in a line then the line 1s set flush 
left. 

HJH~n; Horizontal Positioning ot the Header lines 
Same options as with HP8 except that centered wi t h 

respect to indentation doesn't make any sense . 
The default setting is 1 -- left flush . MaYbe it ought 

to be Changed to centered. 

HJP=n: Horizontal Positioning of the Page number lines 
Same OPtions as with HPB except no "right 

justification" and centered Wi t h res pect to indentation 
doesn 't make any sense. 

The defaUlt setting is 3 -- centered with respect to 
LMS. 

HJP-3 replaces NSW- l (center page numbers) 
HJP=6 replaces NSW=2 (put odd page nu mber s flush 

right and even page numbers flUSh left) 

PNO-n: Page Numbering OPtion 
Th is cO~bines ~he old option NSW =O (no page nUmber) and 

~he directives ROM (Roman numer al page numbers or not) 
and FNO (upper or lower case for Roman numeral page 
nUlllbers). 

The default setting is 1. 

hb70 
hb701 

hb8 

4b6. 

4b6b 
ho6bl 

hb9 

IIb9& 

hb9b 
ho9bl 

hb9b2 
4b9bJ 

hblO 

hblOa 
hblOb 
hblOC The four pos si ble se~t1ngs are: 

~ 0: no page numbe r 
replaces NS'WIIO 

= 1: arabiC numeral page numbers 
replaces ROM =O 

• J: lower case Roman 
replaces ROMIIl and 

= 4 : up pe r case Roman 
r eplace s ROH =l and 

numeral pale 
FNO'J or 5 
numeral pa ge 
FNCa l or 4. 

IRS: Ignore Res~ of Statement 

numbe rs 

numbers 

hblOel 
hbloela 

hblOe2 
hb l Oe2a 

hblOeJ 
hb l oeJ. 

4blOeh 
4bloeh. 

hblOehal 
hbll 

At the point this directive is encountered the same 
thing happens as if the directive were the last thing 1n 
ita statement . 

1ST: Ignore this STatement 
Normally the Output Processor wi ll behave just as if a 

statement containing an 1ST were not there . It will not 
ge~ confused 1f the next statement it sees is of a lower 
or higher level . 

Any directives occuring in the same statement OUt 
be fore this one a r e reco gnized and executed. Thus a 
good way to hide directives on output might be to make 

6 
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up a statement consisting entirely of di rectives, the 
last of which 1s 1ST. Then you ~onlt even get a blank 
line output for the statement. 
If 1ST would occur in the ith output (printed not 

input) line of a statement. then the first 1-1 lines ot 
that statement will be printed -- there is no backup 
beyond the current line -- so be sure to put the 1ST 
early enough in the statement. 

IBR: Ignore BRanch 
At the point this directive i8 encountered. the 

statement containing it 1s treated the same way as if an 
1ST had occurred. In addition all sUbseqent statements 
are ignored (without any scanning at all) until a 
statement is seen that 1s of a level lesa than or equal 
to that of the statement in Which the ISR occur red. 

HLT: HaLT 
At the point this directive is encoun~ered the Same 

thing happens as if the directive were the last thing in 
its st~temen~ and the statement were the last in the 
file. The output file is closed normally and everything 
up to that Doint gets printed. 
(exis~ed previously , but now it'll do it) 

SOFan: SiGnature Format 
Ita setting has a similiar meaning to that of SNF, 

hb12b 

hb12C 
hb12cl 

hb13 

hb13a 
hb13.l 

4b14 

hb14. 
4blhb 

hblhbl 
4blS 

i.e., hblSa 
if n > 0, print each statement's signature (date, 

time, and initials of the person when the statement 
was created or last alterred) right justified to 
column n af ter the last of the text of the statement 
has been printed . 4blS.l 

The ~default 5etting" is determined b1 the NL S 
viewspecB in force at the time the file is output thru 
the output Processor. If signatures are on and blank 
lines are on, then SOF is set to 60; otherWise it is set 
to zero -- this is the same convention as in NLS. ~blSb 
If SCR*NBL = 1, the Output Processor will attempt to 

put the signature in the last line of the statement. If 
the signature would "overlap" the text of t he statement 
or the statement number, then it will put the si,nature 
in a blank line following the statement. A blank line 
will be forced, if necessary. to accomodate the 
signature (before the statement nu~ber WaS not printed 
it SCR*NBL=l and the statement number overl apped the 
last line of text). hb15c 

A convention will be !olloweo that if SeQ) 1, then the 

9 
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signature will be forced onto a blank line fOllowing the 
laBt line of its statement ~- it will not go on the same 
line as the last line of its statement even if it 
wouldn't "overlap". 
If both SHY and SGr are set and they "overlap" each 

other I then the statement number has precedence (the 
signature will be printed on the next line). 

TwO things "overlap" if there is not at least one 
space between the ends of the things. There are 20 
character! in a signature. 

The signature and statement number will be printed no 
matter what SCR and NBl are. However the lines occupied 
bY SGF and/or SNY are Bubtracted from SCR*NBL -- tnere 
won't be SCR*NBL blank lines fOllowing the signatu r e an6 
statement number unless they are both printed on the 
Same line as the last line of the text of their 
statement. 
If the signature is printed on a line following the 

statement, the 61rective LMS (Left Margin Set) will not 
be effective for that line so that it will be possible 
to get the signature printe6 in the left margin. The 
amount of indentation for a statement has no affect on 
the placement of the signature. This is a different 
convention than Was used before with SHF . 

If 0 < n (= 20, the signature will be printed flush 
against the left edge of the page (there are 20 
characters in a signature). 

The signature (and statement number) will always go on 
the same page as the last line of its statement (unless 
there is a RES in the statement). 

The bugs that occure6 before with SNF when the line 
containing the state~ent number Was supposed to be 
centered or the line contained nothing or nothin g but 
but blanks will not occur . 

SGF may be used in conjunction with the directive MCH, 
Which sets the right margin for the body of the 
printout. SGF is not constrained by ~he setting ot MCH 
-. it can be larger. 

New Directivee That Replace Old Directives 

HJB~n: Horizontal Justification of lines of BOdy area 
A SUbset of its options replace FLN {Format LiNes 

on/offl. RTJ (RighT Justification on/o£fl. and CEN 
(CENter lines on/offl. 
Default setting is 1 -- flush left. 

HJ8=0 replaces FLNzO 
HJB=l re places FLN=l, CEN30~ RTJ=O 

10 

4blSe 

4blSel 

.blSf 

4blSg 

4blSgl 

4blSh 

4hlSi 

4blSj 
4b15jl 

4c 
401 
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hc2a 
4C2b 

.02bl 
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HJB=3 replaces CEN=l 
HJB=8 replaces RTJ=l 

PNO=n: Page Numcer1ng Option 
This combines the old option NSW=Q (no page number) and 

the old directives ROM (Roman numeral page numbers or 
not) and FNO (upper or lower C~ge for Roman numeral page 
numbers). 

Default setting i9 1 ~~ arabic page numbers. 
The four possible settings are: 

= 0 : no page number 
replaces NSW =O 

:I. 1: arabic numeral pa~e numbers 
replaces ROM eO 

:I. 3: lower case Roman numeral page numbers 
replaces ROM:l and FNC=) or 5 

= ~: upper case Roman numeral page numbers 
replaces ROMel and FNC:l or 4 

HJP=n: Horizontal Justification of Pale number 
A sUbBet of its options replace NSW a 1 or 2 (page 

numbers centered or flush righ~ on od~ pages and fluSh 
let~ on even pages). 
Default se~~ing is 3 ~~ center between righ~ anO left 

marg ins (taking LMS into account). 
HJP=3 replaces NSW=l 
HJP:6 replaces NSW:2 

TAB-n: TABs -- what ~o do with them 
ThiS will replace parts of the old directives TAL (TAb 

Algorithm). TSP (Tab SPaee) •• ne TSW (T.b SWiteh) .nd 
straighten them out. 

The default setting is 1. 
The ~hree possible set~in'B will ber 

~ 0 : delete tabs 
: 1: keep tabs 
& 2: replace tabS by a Single space 

TBD-n: descri~eB how the Dev ice hardware handles TaB 
characters 

Replaces the rest of TSW, TAL and TSP. Don 't fool with 
TBD. It will disappear soon anyway. 

USDan: describes how the De vice hardware handles 
UnderBar characters 

Replaces USW. UPR, and USP . 
aYDen: describes hoW ~he Device hardware handles 

aVerbar characters 
Replaces OSW, POV, and SOV . 

II 

4e2bJ 
he2b4 

he2b4. 
4eJ 

4eJ _ 
4e)b 
heJe 

4e)el 
4e)e1O 

4e)e2 
4e3e2. 

he)e) 
403e)_ 

4CJe4 
4e)eh. 

4e)e ) .. 1 
4e4 

4e4& 

4e4b 
4e4bl 
4e4b2 

4e4b2a 
4eS 

4e5a 
4eSh 
J1CSC 

he5el 
4eSe2 
4e5e3 

4e6 

llc6 a. 
4e6.1 

he7 
4e7. 

4e8 
4e8a 
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Donl~ fool with uan or eVD. They will disappear soon 
anyway. 

New Name and meaning of setting reversed 
The action performed is exactly the same as with the 

old directives, The specification of the action is 
different. First of all there is a new directive name. 
Also, the settings are reversed, i.e., setting the new 
directive to one gets the same results as setting the 
old directive to zero and vice versa. 

This is an effort to do aWay with the the prOblem of 
trying to figure out what setting a Dele te or Don't 
print Something to 1 or 0 does. There will be no more 
directives of the negative sense. All directives will 
name some entity and if you set that directive to zero 
(of!), then the entity won't be printed, If you set the 
directive to any positive value (on), the the entity 
will be prin~ed. 

SNB=l/O: Statement NumBers print onloff 
Replaces old ~irective DSN=O/l (Delete Statement 

Numbers) 
Default setting is 0 -- ~on'~ print statement 

numbers, 
Note that SNB is entirely independent of SNF , 

SNA~l/O: Statement NAmes print onloft 
Replaces old ~irective DPN-O/l (Don't Print 

statement Name s) 
DefaUlt setting is 1 -- print the names. 

PIC=l/OI PICture print onloff 
Replaces old directive DPV=O/l (Don't Produce Vector 

output). 
Default setting is 1 -- print pictures -- for the 

printer and 0 -- don't print pictures -- for all the 
other devices. 

UBR'l/O: UnderbaR print onloff 
Replaces ol~ directiVe DUB~O/l (Delete Unde rbars). 

The new directive applies onlY to a -bit underbars. 
DefaUlt setting is 0 -- delete underbars -- for the 

printer and teletype and 1 -- print under bars -- tor 
all the other devices. 

OVB :1/O: OVe r Bar print onloff 
Replaces old directive DOV=O/l (Delete OVerBars). 

The new directive applies only to a-bit overbars. 
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.c6b 
.c8bl 

.c9 

.c9b 
.c9bl 

.C9C 

.c9cl 

.c9c2 
.c9C2. 

.c9c201 
4c96 

4c9dl 
4c962 

.c9d2a 
hcge 

4cgel 

.cge2 
.cge2& 

4c9! 

.c9fl 

4c9f2 
4C9f2. 
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Default setting is 0 ~- delete overbars -~ for all 
devices. 

New narnes only 
New names only. The new directives will do exactly 

what the ones they replace did. 

DIR31 /O: DIRect ive printlnot print 
Replaces old directive ~PR (Directive PRint) 
Default setting is still 0 -- don't print 

directives. 

PEL: Paginate .t En~ of Line 
This directive replaces REL. The old form was REt-l 

-- the new form is PEL . 

DSH ~n; code to be Used for character to do NDH 
Replaces YDS (the code tor t he character to be 

printed when NDH (Number of Dashes a t end of each 
page) is greater than zero). Note that you c an print 
a row of Q1s at the bottom of every page if YOu'd 
liKe. 

The default setting is l SB -- a dash (minus sign). 

GCR j Gene rate a Carriage Return 
Repllces CRL. 

GTBj Genera~e a TaB 
Replaces TAB. 
There are going to be ;. lo~ more 
tlGenerate~ kind -- see s~age II. 
to make their nlmes consistent 
will all ~egin with. G. 

directives of the 
This 1s an effort 
the directive names 

Don't pay any a~ten~ion to the following. It you fool 
with them you'll get in trouble. 

ICR~nj Input code for a Carriage Return 
replaces FCR 

ISP:nj Input code for a SPace 
replaces FSP 

ITS-nj Input code for a TIB 
replaces FTS 

IUB-nj Input code for an UnderBa r 
replaces FUB 

lOV~n; Input code for an Over Bar 
replaces FOV 

SSP-n: code for a BackSPace 
replaces FBS 

SHU =n: output code for I SHif~ to Upper Case 

lJ 

hc9g2 
hC9g2& 

4ClO 

4clO. 
4clO.l 

4clOb 
4clObl 

4clOb2 
4ClOb2. 

hclOc 

4clOcl 
4clOCla 

4clO~ 

4clO~l 
4clO~2 

hclO~2. 
hclOe 

hclOel 
4c10f 

hclOn 

4c10£2 
4clOf2. 

4clog 
hclOgl 

4clogla 
4clOg2 

4clog2. 
iLclOg) 

4clog3. 
hclOgh 

hclOg4a 
hclOgS 

hclOgS. 
hclOg6 

hclog6. 
4clOg7 
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replaces FSU 
SHD=n : ou~put code fo r a SHift to Lower case 

replaces FSD 
STY~n: output code for a SToP code 

replaces Fse 

H001!lcations to Old Directives (the way they work or their 

4cl0~7' 
4cl0g8 

4cl0g8. 
4cl0g9 

4c l 0g9. 
4cl0g9al 

syntax I 4a 

The following directives will have their "default 
settings I! set accO rding to the settings of the 
corresponding NLS Viewspecs or Viewchange Parameters in 
torce at the time the file is output thru the output 
Processor. 

Actually the following directives have no default 
settings in the usual Bense, but are initialized at 
output Processor execution time according to the NLS 
settings. All of course aTe completely open to change 
bY means ot direc tives (except that setting LCP to be 
greater than What it Was initializeO to won't 00 any 
gOOdl. 
W~tch out for the blank lines thing. This 1s the onlY 

directive that under usual conditions will get 
initialized to something other than with the old PASS~ 
oefault settings. 

LCP=n : Level CliPping 
L setting 

TLN=n: Truncation to n LiNes 
T setting 

SOR:n: Carriage Returns between statements 
SCR is set to 1 or 2 depending on whether blank 

lines are on or otf 
SGr:n: SiGnature Format 

If signatures are on and blank lines are on~ then 
SGr is set to 60; otherwise it is set to zero this 
is the same convention as in NLS. 

MOH:n: Maximum nu~ber of printi", OHaracters to a 
line 

MeH is set to the number of NLS/TODAS columns minus 
one (unless the device is Teletype~ in Which case kCH 
gets set to 651. 

MCH is set to the number of columns minus one 
becaUse Create Display has a different line break 
algorithm than that ot the Output processor . This 
way the output Processor will almost always make the 
same line breaks as create Display ~iO. 

SNB=l/O : Statement Numbers on/otf 
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statement numbers onlof! 
SNA=l/O: Statement NAmes on/of£ 

statement names on/of£ 
I ND =l/ O: I NDentation on/o££ 

in~enting on/off 
INs=n: I Nden t n spaces per Statement Level 

indentation amount 
TST Tab seTtings ar ray 

The array TST 1s initialized accor~ing to the tab 
stops set in the NL S Viewchange Parameters. 

Not all of the above 1s true tor outpu t Device QED . It 
does What is usually desired, 80 don't worry about it 
unless you w~nt to do something strange. 

Other changes to default values: 
The default setting for DTS (Delete Trailing Spaces) is 

now one. i.e., delete the spaces. 
MOM is set to one less than the viewset parameter for 

the number of columns in NLS. This is so that the 
output Processor will almost always make the same line 
breaks as NLS's Create Display. 
ou~put Device Teletype has the fallowing special 

default settings: 
SNF = 72 
MCH • 64 
NDH • 9 

output Device QED has a bunch of special defaUlt 
settings. 

SNF~n: Statement Number Format 
This works the same as it did before except that & few 

bugs and Shortcomings will no longer happen: 
1f n ) 0, print each statement's statement num be r 

right justified to column n alter the last of the 
text of the statement has been printed. 

The default setting is zero, except for Device Teletype 
where it is 72. 

The output Processor will attempt to put the statement 
number in the last line of the statement. If the 
statement number would "overlap" the text of the 
statement, then it will put the number in a blank line 
following the statement. A blank line will be forced, if 
necessary, to accomodate the statement number (before 
the number was not printed if SCR*NBL c l and ~he number 
"overlapped" the last line of text). 
If bath SNF and sap are set and they "overlap" each 
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other~ then the statement number has precedence (t he 
signature will be printed on the next line). 

Two things "overlap" if there is not ~t least one 
space betWeen the ends of the things. 

The statement number and si gnature wi ll be printed no 
Matter What SCR and NBL are. However the lines occupied 
by SGF and lor SNF are su btracted fro m SCR*NBL -- there 
wontt be SC R*NSL bl~nk lines fOllo wing th e statement 
number and signature unless they are both printed on the 
same line as the last line of the text of t heir 
statement. 

The statement nUmber land signature) will always go on 
the Same page as the last line of its statement (unless 
there is a RES as the last thing in tne statement). 

The bugs that occured when the line containing the 
atatement number was supposed to be centered or the line 
contained nothing or nothing but but blanKs will not 
occur. 
If the statement number i8 printed on a line following 

the statement, the directive LMS (Left Ma rgin Set) will 
not be effective for that line so th a t it will be 
possible to get the statement number printed 1n the left 
margin. The amOUnt of indentation for a statement has 
no affect on the placement of the number. This is a 
different convention than was used before. 

If n = 1, the statement number will be printed flush 
against the left edge of the page. 

SNF may be used in conjunction with the directive MCH, 
Which sets the right margin for the body of the 
printout. SNF is not constrained bY the 3ett1ng of MCH 
~~ it can be larger. 

PLO=n: Paginate for each Level n statement 
PtO can now be set to any number n .- Which means that 

all statements of l evel n or higher will cause a page 
break to occur if the statement is not the head of its 
su~list (which I t hink is what is wanted). 

The default setting is still zero. 

PGP-n: Verticle Position of the PaGe number 
n is now the number of blank linea to insert between 

the bottom of text bO~y area and the line that is to 
contain the page number. Thus the pa~e number will be 
prin t ed in line MLN + PGP + 1 of the page, 

This will allow the changing of the text body size 
iMLNJ without having to also change PGP . 
PQP uae~ to be the number of lines up from the page 

bottom to put the page number. 
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The aefault setting is still S. New pa~e8 will look 
like old pages , 

WLN-n: WidoW LiNes 
The algorithM for estimating the number of output lines 

a statement will take up has been chan~ed and 
(hopefUllY) is now much more accurate. 
The default setting is still 2 . 

PST-lID: Paginate when STatement won't all fit on page 
on/aU 

The algorithm for estimating the number of output lines 
a statement will take up has been changed and 
(hopefUllY) is now much mo re accurate . 
The default setting i. still 0 , 

SKP.l/O: SKiP on/off 
Now While SKP is on, directives (except SKP) won ' t be 

executed (they used to be ), 
The default setting is still 0 , 
Here is how this directive now works. I think it is 

Slightly different than it was before. 
If the SKP-l an~ SKP-O occur in ~he eame statement 

then the text in between ~isappears on output. 
If ~he SKP-l an~ SKP=Q are in different statements 

then the front end of ~he SKP-l sta~ement and the 
rear end of the SKPaQ sta~ement are "merged"~ i . e.~ 
appear on output &s if they were in the same 
statement. 
This may seem a~ first as if it is not what is 

wanted, but wait a minute. The usual use of SKP 
seems to be to skip entire statements. Thus it the 
SKP=O i8 the last thing in the last statement to be 
Skipped, then the ~e8ired thing will happen. The re 
will be only one statement en~ for a ll the statements 
Skipped and thus only one set of SCR*NBL blank lines. 

CAS: CASe array 
The following cases are now possible: 

= 0 : the character will print 1n any case 
: 1 : lower case only 
: 2 : upper case only 
: 3: special film case only 

The defaUlt settings ot this array depen~ on the 
~evice . The array is not used for Devices printer and 
Teletype so don 't worry about changing thiS array when 
you use the COD directive if you are outputting to 
either of these devices . 
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CMD:n: force a ll alphabetic characters to specified 
Ca.se 

n now has the !ollow1n~ meanings: 
~ 0 : don 't change 
s 1: force lower case 
s 2: force upper case 

The default setting is still zero. 

Hew type 

no 

Each of the following existed previoUSly. Their 
meanin g remains the same. previously a user c ould 
change their valUe by means Of a directive. That is 
longer allowed . Only the output Processor programs 
cha.nge their values. The user Can onlY query their 
current value, e.g. in an IF clause of another 
directive . 

can 

NOH : Number of CHaracte rs in current line 
NLN: Number of LiNes in current page 
NIN: Number Of INdentation blanks for curr~nt line 

(now inclUdes l MS ) 

List of Old Directives Replaced by New Direct1v~s 

The Old directive names are no longer recognized bY the 
output processor (see other branches for additional 
information) • 

DPR-1/O : Directive PRint 
Name changed to DIR-l /O (DIRective print on/off) 

REL~l: page Restore at End of Line 
Name chlnged to PEL (Pa ginate at End of Line ). The old 

form was REL=l. the new. form is PEL. 
FDScn: output code for ~ DaSh 

Name changed to DSH (output code for a DaSH ~~ the 
character that will ~o out when NDH (Number of DiSHs to 
output at end of pagel is g reat~ r than zero) 

CEN-1/O : CENter, 
RTJ-1/O: RighT Justification. and 
FLN-1/O: For~at LiNes 

Superseded bY HJB (Horizontal Justification of Body ). 
CEN=l is now HJB =3 CEN=O is now HJ B=l 
RTJcl is now HJBc8 RTJ=Q is now HJB=l 
FLN=O is now HJB=O FLN=l is now HJ8=1 

NSW'n, 
ROM.1/O, 
fNC.1/O, 

page Numbering SWitch, 
ROMan page numbering, and 
Case of the Roman page Numbers 
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combined into options of the new directives PNO (Page 
Numberin g option) and HJP (Horizontal Justification of 
Pa.ge Number): 

NSW~O is now PNO=O 
NSW= l i. now HJP =) 
NSW =2 is now HJP~6 

ROM=O is now PNO =l 
ROM=l, FNO =O is now PNO =2 
ROM=l , FNC =l is now PNO=2 

The following have ha.d their names cha nged and the 
meanings of their settings reversed; 

DSN=l/O: De lete Statement Numbers 
Replac ed by SNB=O/l (Statement NumBer print off/on). 

DPN=l/O: Don't Print statement Name s 
Replaced by SNA =O/l (State ment NAme s print otf /on), 

DPV =l / O: Don't ProdUce Vector outPU t 
Replaced by PIC=O/l (PICture print Off/on). 

DUB=l/O : Dele te Underb ar8 
Replaced by UBR.O/l (Underba R print off/on). The 

new directive applies only to 8 ~bit underbars. 
DOV=l/O : Dele te OVe r aara 

Replac ed by UVB=O/l (OVerBar print Off/on). The new 
directiVe applies onl y to 6-bit aVerb.rs . 

TAL=nr Tab ALgo rithm, 
TSP~n: Tab space. and 
TSW=l/O, Tab SW1tch 

Combined into TAB (Wh at to dO With TAB s) and TBD (how 
De vice hardware handles TaBs ). 

The three possible settings Of TAB are: 
= 0 : de lete t ab s 
c 1: Keep tabs 
: 2 : re place tabs by a single apace 

Don' t fool with T8D. 

USW, UPR, and USP 
Replaced by UBD :n (describes 

handles UnderBar characters) . 
OSW, POV, and SOV. 

Repla ced by OVD =n (describes 
handles OVe rbar characters). 

how the Device hardWare 
Don't, iool with UBD . 

how the Devic e hardware 
Don 't fool wi th eVD . 

CRt: ou tpu t a CaRrria ge Return ana Line feed 
Name Changed to GCR (G enerate a Carriage Retu rn) 

TA B: ou t put a TAB 
Name changed to GTe (Generate a TaB) 
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There are Borne 
were never use6 
disa ppear Boon. 

other name Ch&nges, but the old 
and should never be used. They 

Don't worry about the changes. 

directives 
will 

List of Old Directives with Modified Meanings for Their 
Settings 

SKP'1/0: SKiP on/off 
Now while SKP is on, directives (except SKP) Won't be 

executed (they used to be) . 
The default settin~ is still O. 
He re is how this directive now works. I think it is 

SlightlY different than it was before. 
If the SKP_l and SKP.O occur in the same statement 

then the text in between disappears on output. 
If the SKP=l and SKP:O are 1n aifferent statements 

then the front end of the SKP~l statement and the 
rear end of the SKP=Q statement are "merged", i.e., 
appear on output as if they were in the same 
stateMent. 
This may seem ~t first as 1f it is not what 1s 

wanted, but wait a minute. The usual use of SKP 
seems to be to Skip entire st&te~ent9. Thus if the 
SKP=O is the last thing in the last statement to be 
skipped, then the desired thing will happen. There 
will be onlY one statement end for all the statements 
skipped and thus only one set o~ SCR*NBL blank lines. 

PGPan: verticle Position Of the PaGe number 
Meaning of n changed. 
n is now the number of blank lines to insert between 

the bottom of text bOdy area and the line that is to 
contain the page number. Thus the page number will 
printed in line MLN + POP + 1 of the page, 
This will allow the changing Of the text body size 

(MLN) without having to a lso change POP. 
PGP used to be the number of lines up from the page 

bottom to put the Page number. 
The default setting is euch that new pages will look 

like old pa~es, 

CMD=n: force all alphabetic characters to specified 
Case 

n now has the fallowing meanings: 
= 0: donit change 
= 1: force lower case 
= 2 : force upper c~se 
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CAS, CASe &rray 
n now has the fOllowing ~eanlngs : 

= 0: character will print 1n any case 
• 1: lower case only 
• 2: upper case only 
• 3: special film case only 

ONM; Directive NaMe array 
The order of the directives 1n the arrays has been 

changed. Thus if you used this Oirectlve, now it will 
change the wrong name. 

DMX; Di r ective MaXimum value array 
The order of the di rectives 1n the arrays has been 

Changed. Thus if you used thiB directive, now it will 
Change the wrong m~ximum value. 

List of De leted Old Directives 
DTY -- array directive that gives the name of the array 1n 

the the output processor program Which contains the 
directive types 

DVL -. array directive that gives tne name of tne array in 
the the output Processor program Which contains the 
directive values 

IGS -~ insert ignore codes in document before each 
character added to the output which was not in the input 
(page number. header , right justification, etc .) 
lOR -- put ignore codes in front ot generated carriage 

returns on output (meaningfUl onlY for dura and fleX) 
rIG -- output code for ignore (used to delete next 

Character; see directive IGS (onlY has meaning for dUr& and 
flex) 

DEV -- gives the device number tor which the current 
document 1s being formatted. (dura-7, teletype =lJ 
NlS- QED.3, flexowritera2, printer.6, film.S, controlling 
teletype IQED £orma t)=h) 

TOR -- replace all carriage returns in the statement by 
spaces during outpu t (normally for input from QED USing the 
the Output Processor Subsystem) 

CSW -- perform case analysis on/of! 
QBS -- put baCKslashes tnrront of capital letters during 

output Device QED 
RSW _. whether or not PASS4 Was loing to attempt to "right 

justifY" the current line 

Other Changes 
Directives can now appear in the string ~iven in the HED 

directive. They will be executed each time the running 
header is printed . 
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It is no longer pOSsible to define new directives. This 
feature will reap pea r 1n the next version, 
Setting SCR to zero will no longer work properly -- it 

never worked very well anyway. This feature may reappear 
1n the next version. 

The "non-exPlicit pagination" thing 
A "non-explicit pagination" occurs whe n: 

1) the bOdy area is full -- line MLN has been 
printed 

2) because of the WLN (WidOW LiNe) directive 
J) because of the PST (Paginate when current 

STatement won ' t all go on current page) direct ive 
Whenever a non-exPlicit pagination occurs, the ou tput 

Processor will throwaway all immediately fOllowing 
lines that consist of only a carriage return (anO are to 
go in the bO~y area). Also , an ~exPliclt pagination ~, 

i.e. due to the di rectives RES (REStore), PEL (P~ gin~te 
at End of LINE), PES (Pa ginate at EnO of Statement), GRB 
(GRaB), or PLO (Paginate for e ach Level n statement), 
will be ignoreO if executing them wOUld cause a blank 
Page immeOiately following a non~exPlieit pagination or 
with only (~hrown away) blank lines intervening. 
If there are two explicit paginations (if the user 

really does want a blank page) fOllowing a non-explicit 
pagination, then the second one will be executed. 

Blank lines fOllowing an eXPlicit Pagination are not 
thrown away. 

Bugs that won't happen anymore, 
I~ is possible to have an unlimited number of HED 

di rectives and now each new one will indeed change the 
running head. 

Tabs on the Du ra didn't work correctly. 
centering didn't always work correctlY. 
Page numbers weren't centered correctly. 

A bug that's Btill there: 
The Output Processor and QUickprint and TODAS and Create 

Disp lay do diffe rent things with tabs. Oreate Display 
apparentlY has a bug . TODA5 apparently uses a Slightly 
different algorithm. The output Processor and Quickprint 
do what the~ they think they Should (I think they dO the 
same thing). All of thiS may be straightened out soon. 

List of Old Directives That Are Still There and unch angeo 

LSP~n: Leading SPaces 
If 5NB;O (don't print Statement Num Bers), then print n 
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blanks before printing the first character of the 
statement text. 

Note that the n blanks are in addition to the blanks 
required for the LMS (Left Margin Setting) and statement 
indentation (I ND and INS) di rectives. This directive is 
effective for the first output line Of the statement 
only -- not SUbsequent ones. 

The default setting is o . 

DLS~l/O: Delete Leading Spaces 
DLS is effective for each output line in the body area 

(but the LSP spaces won1t he deleted). 
If the first character(s) of a statement are blanks 

then they are affected by DL5. Because of the OP 's line 
break algorithm, the onlY other time leadin g spaces will 
occur is when there are spaces following a carriage 
return in an input statement. If one is using leading 
spaces to produce taDular output, then be sure DLS is 
zero. 

The default setting is ze ro -- leave the spaces alone. 

DTS =l/O: Delete Trailing Spaces 
DTS i5 effective for each OUtput line in the body area. 
Because of the Opls line break algorithm, the only time 

this directive has any effect is when lines are being 
centered, set rig ht flush, or "right jus tified ". Any 
trailing SPaces will then cause their lines to be 
positioned Oifferently than 1f the trailing Spaces were 
not there. 

The default setting is one -. de lete the spaces. 

IN D. l/O: INDentation option 
If IND-l then indent accoraing to the statement's level 

(see INS) will be performed. ThiS directive haa no 
effect on LMS (Left Margin Setting). 

The "default setting" is set according to the NLS 
Viewspec. 

INS=n: amount to INdent per each statement l evel 
The "default setting" is set according to the NLS 

Viewchan~e Parameter. 
MIN =n: Maximum number ot spaces to INdent 

LMS is inclUded when entorcing MIN. 
The aefault setting is 48. 

MSP=n: Maximum number of SPaces to put into line to do 
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Bet according to the "can!t" option. 
the new directive HJa. 

The default setting is 15. 

See description of 

MCHan: Maximum number of printing CHaracters to an 
output line (line length) 

MCH is equallY applicable to the bOdY, running head, 
and page number "areas". 

The "default settin~t' for all devices except Teletype 
is determined by the NLS V1ewchange Para~eter . For 
Teletype the default setting is 64 -- to allOW room for 
SNF=72 on narrow teletype paper. 

NBt-n: NumBer of Lines per generated output line 
(n-spacin g) 

The OP makes up an output line, print! it and then 
outputs NBt carraige returns. The default setting is 
one, so if you want "dOUble-spacing II (like when you ask 
a typist to double spacel, then set NBL to 2. 

NBl is effective for the bOdy area only. The running 
head gets printea as if NBl were one. 

SOR-n: number of Carriage Returns to separate 
Statements 

After printing tne last line of a statement. the OP 
will output SCR*NBL carriage returns. 

The ,Idefault setting ~ is determined bY the NLS blank 
line Viewspec . If blank lines are on. then SCR is 
initialized to two. otherwise it is initialized to one. 

Watch out for this initialization. It is the only one 
that under normal conditions will result in something 
different from the old PASS4. 
Setting SCR to zero will no longer work correctly. 

WlN-n : Widow LiNes 
Number of lines of a statement guaranteed to be OUtput 

on the next page if the statement would not all fit on 
the current page . 

The ~guarantee~ is like many guarantees these days, 
The default setting is 2. 

PST=l/O; Paginate whenever entire STatement will not fit 
on current page 

The oP uses the same estimate of the stateMentls output 
length as for WLN , so it may not always work. 

The default setting is 0 -- oif, 

PSW.1/0, pagination Switch 
If P5W:l then the ~irectives inVolved with page 

numbering (POP, PNO, and MJP) , dashes at the end of a 
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p~,e (NDH and OSH ), stop c ode at the end of a page (SSW 
and ST P), verti cle size of the page (PLN), ~etting to 
the t op of the next pa ge , spacing down from the top of 
the next page ( NTP ), and t he running head ( HSW, HED , 
HJH , and HLN) will be executed . 

The detault setting is 1. 

NTP=n: Number of lines oown from ToP of page to begin 
printing 

The default settin~ is 3. 

H S W~ l/O: He a der SW itch 
If HSW =O then no header will be out pu t at the top of 

each p~ge. 
The default setting is 1 . 

HED: used to set the content of the runnin g HEaD 
Fo r example: HED ~'t HEAD I NG 't will set the OP to output 

"HEAD I NG " at the top of each page (i f !'HSW" is set on ). 
HLNcn: number of blank LiNes to follow the Header 

Ef fectiVe on lY if HSW =l and t he re has been a HED 
ctirective . 

The def~ult setting is 3 . 

MLN 3 n: Maximum number of t i Nes to the bottom of the 
body area 

Thi s mean s th~t the last line of the bOdY a rea will not 
fal l below the nth l i ne. Note that some of the n lines 
may be taken up by NTP. the running head. and HLN. 

Actually the last line of the body may be printed as 
f a r down as t he MLN • 2nd line. If all three at the 
l ast line of statement t ext on th e page. the SNF 
statement numbe r. and the SGl signature overlap each 
other and the last line of a statement's text falls on 
line MLN 6 then the statement number will be on line ML N 
+ 1 and the si gnature will be on line MLN + 2 . 

The default setting is 56 . 
PL N3n: number of LiNes t o a page 

Includes header, bO dy . and pa ge number areas. 
The default setting 1s 66 . 

PGN=n : current PaGe Number 
The page number that would appear on the current output 

pag e. 
The default setting is such that the first output page 

would be number 1. 

Number of DasHes at end of page 
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The character output for the "~ash" may be changeO bY 
me~ns of the directive DSH. 

No t meaningful for printer or film output. 
Default setting for Teletype is 9. Its 0 for the DURA. 

SSW=l/O: stop code SW itCh 
you can get a stop code inserted at the end of each 

Page (for mats - normally only for flex). 
The default setting is 0 -- don't do it. 

RES: page REStore here 
OaU SeS a page restore (new page) at the point the 

directive occurs. 
It is suggested that the new directive PES (paginate at 

Ena of Statement) will do what you really want done 
instead of using RES . See the description of that 
directive. 

Typ.1/O: TYPe 
Do not output lines fro m the line Which contains TYP =O 

up to ~he line which con~ains TYP;l, bU~ con~inue doing 
directive recogni~ion and forma~~ing. 

The OP only recognizes the direc~ive after a "llne~' has 
been for matted and is ready for ou~put, so both TYP .Q 
and TiP:l become effec~ive at the be g innin ~ of ~he 
output line in ~hich they WOUld fall. So watch out. 

The default .etting i. 1. 

TST: TabSTop array 
An array directive Which is useo to determine where the 

tab stop settings are. 
This is a bi~ array stored in six words (1~4 bits). 

The ith bit corresponds to the ith column. The first 
bit in the array is consedered to be number zero. The 
first word in the array is also number zero. 

A one oit indicates a tab stop and setting a position 
to 0 will clear a tab stop. 
An example: TST{O}'04000000B and TST{2}'00002000B 

will set t abs tope in the 3ro and 61st columns; clear 
any previously existing tabstops in columns 1, 2, 4 
thru 23 inclusive, 48 thru 60 inclusive, and 62 thru 
71 inclusive; and leave in their previous state 
columns 24 thru 47 inclusive and 72 thru 143 
inclusive, 

This array is initialized according to the NtS 
Viewchange Parameters. 

IGD:1/0; IGnore Directives 
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Any ~l rective8 encountere~ oetween IG D=l to IG D- O will 
be i gnore d except that directives will he recognized in 
order to effect the directive DI R (DI Rective print 
on/off) . 

COD : CODe 
BY means of this directive and the directive giving the 

character case (see the descripti on of CAS), it i s 
possible to change the output code for any character in 
tne input . 

For examPle: to Change the out out co de for the nu~ber 1 
from a verticle bar to a lower case 1, use the following 
directive: COD(2 1B).1148 (tne input code for a one i8 
218 and the output code for an 1 is 11 48 ), If the 
device is Dura or Film, then one has to worry about the 
case too. 

NUL : 
NUL 

NULl directive 
does nothin g . 

TMA.:n: 
THA i8 

user - .. 
TMB~n! 

( saJlle 
THe_n: 

(sa.me 
TMD·n: 

(same 

TeMpora.ry A 
not. used bY the 
for instance in 
TeMpo r a. ry 8 

a.s for TMA ) 
T~Mporary C 

as {or THA I 
TeMpora.ry D 

as {or TMAI 

Output P roc~ssor. 
IF clauses. 

It for use bY 

DMX: MaXimum value a Directive may assume array 
The 1th entry in the array contains the maximum value 

to Which the ith directive may be set. 
DNM: Directive NaMe array 

The ith entry in the array contains the name, i.e., the 
3 letter mnemoniC, of the ith di recti ve . 
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New Directives 

IPNan: Increment Page Numbe r 
A slightly nicer WaY to increment the page number than 

the present (equivalent) method: PGN~PGN+n. 

NPX-n: Number PleX 
The SUblist (not the whole Plex) that is one level 

below the statement 1n which the NPX OCCur! will be 
numbered. This number will go before the statement 
number (SHB) or le.Oing sp.ces (LSP) at the beginning of 
the first output line of each of the statements 1n the 
!Ublist. The statements will be numbered consecutively 
according to the fOllowin g options (setting of n )1 

: 0 no numbering 
= 1 Arabic numerals 
: 2 . Roman upper case numerals 
= J Roman lower case numerals 
: U lower caSe alphabetic charac~ers 
~ 5 upper case alphabetic characters 
: 6 statement number type 
= 7 7.11.6.4 
c b outline type 

GOD: Generate ourrent time and Da~e 

HJLan: Horizontal Justification of Line 
Effec~ive for just the output line in WhiCh it occurs 

(user doesn 1t have to say OEN-l --CE N-O or HJB2)--HJB=1). 
~ould have same options as HJB . 

HJS-n: Horizontal JUstification of Statement 
Effective for only the current output line and the 

remaining lines of the statement in Which it occurs 
(u ser doesn't have to say HJB-J--HJS-l). 
Would have same options as HJB. 

some set of directives that allow a lot of con~rol over 
indentation -- immediate need is for formlttinJ catalogues. 

specify indention of nth line of each statement 
PIN-n: Paragraph INdent 

GUarantees exactly n spaces (after LMS and indentation) 
before first line of each statement (DLS=l~ LSP=n 
doesn1t work, because DLS deletes spaces fOllowing a 
OR) • 

PBlan: paragraph BOdY Indent 
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GUarantees exactlY n spaces (atter LMS and indentation) 
before all lines execpt first line of eacn statement. 

Ftl=n; Full Line Indent 
If current line was begun because the previous line 

overflowed rather than a cr, add n (could be negative) 
to indentation amount . 

Other Changes 
Make sure checks for explicit palinationa come before 

non-explicit checks. 
Fix CMD bu~. 
Change nnexpg algorithm to c heck for nviech (nu~ber Of 

visible characters) rather than nchar. 
Chonge ~efoult setting of DTS to 1. 
Maybe change merge thing about SKP. 
Do un~erlines 12n~ line) tor itty. 
DO the circular bufter thing on LINE. 
Reorganize the data pages . 

check where page break comes in DATA and mOVe things 
around so as not to dirty !~cond page 

look into making PAS34 shared 
psym and roman COUld be moved to Qata pages 
may as well expand size of dstr and move it to bottom 

of data 
Mo ve the device dependent treatment of t~bs , overbars, and 

underbars that now occurs in the input line routine to the 
output character routine where most of the other deviee 
dependence is now localized. 

think about each input char generating exactly one word 
in LINE lor being thrown owoy) 

would make treatment at tabS, under-, overbars 
easier 

particularly when line break and back up to 
wordbreak occurs 

woUl~ 0100 allow line to be ~max(MOHJ + ~max(MSPJ 
cells long 
multiple blanka Ifor l~blnk .n~ space fille~ t ab.) 

could be included 
coUld inclUde tabS in DTS 

OUTLIN could calculate wdbrk and nppwbk 
then it coUld calulate the number of printing 

characters in the slop 
Do ~ BUMP tndtab instead of !ndtab • on. Then it line 

breaking backs up over tabs, can find out if there is still 
a tab in the output line. 
Reinstate DMX . 
Make sure LM3 applies to oage number and header. 
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Change place wher e IS R and 1ST are cheeked so that PELls 
and PES 's that were seen in that statement are executed. 
Oh~nge dmax{DNM) to 100. 
Ohange dmax{HJP] to 7. 
MaYbe chan~e syntax of PSH, SKP, DL5, and DTS to finish 

job of getting rid Of all directives with a negative sense. 
Will t ype 7 really work? 
put type 7 directive names 1n right place, 
Delete THO, UBD , and OVD. 
Delete l OR, etc., but not DSH . 
Find out why OP outputs a OR after each PEJT. 
Find out What PASS l expects on the tront end of its file, 
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(Stage II) 
Reorganization 

This will be e!£ecte~ by putting the Directive 
Reco gnizer/Executor in an entirelY new place in the control 
scheme. Actually the current (October 1970) Output 
Processor is organized as describeO below except that the 
Directive Recognizer/ Executor an~ its input and output 
routines are in a very different place. 

The control scheme will look like an inverted Y -. the 
input and output being the two arms at the Y and l evels 1, 
2, and 3 described below being the stem. 

In the following the highest control l evel is mentioned 
first: 

1) A routine that stores all the parameters and Viewspecs 
trom NLS, initializes the output Processor, and inlti~lizes 

6 
6a 

6.1 

6a2 
6'2& 

603 
6330 

the output file/device (a lot of device dependence he re). 6'4 
2) A routine that has a loop tha gets the next statement 

from NLS and inVokes the level J routine J and fin&lly puts 
the end on the output file (some device dependence). This 
level will eventually be the "page Formatter ll • 6aS 

3) A routine that is (unfortunately ) both the thing that 
looks a bit like a page formatter and is the statement 
formatter. 6&6 

At a nearly parallel l evel is a routine that hand les 
page breaks -- including page numbers and running head!. 6&6& 

(some device dependence here because diffe rent 
devices get to the next page in diffe r ent ways). 6a6al 

At a near l y parallel level is a ro utine that formats 
pictures 6a6b 

(some device dependence here bec ause different 
aevices do vectors in different ways) . 6a6bl 

Both these routines are inVOked only by the "page 
formatter ll • 6a6c 

Both Ilpage formatter" and page break routines use the 
level 4 line input routine -- it is inVOked onlY once to 
get an entire line (actually it is invoked n times to get 
an output line where the outpu~ line has characters from n 
sources). Both routines s et up a separate environment 
(inclua1ng the ultima~e (level 8) input character routine) 
for the the line input routine. 6&7 
This level will eventuall y ( &f~er the 10) be broken into 

two levels: 6&8 
a higher level that is a page formatter that wil l 

replace the level 2 described above and 6&8a 
a level (this one) that contains one routine for each 

of the ttareas lt • Actually it shOUld be possible to hive 
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only one (or perhaps a second one for pictures) area 
routine. The Page Formatter would merely set up a 
different environment for this routine for each 
different area. 

~-Input' The line input routine. It usually uses the 
Directive Recognizer/Executor's output character routine 
(level 5) as its input character routine. The Directive 
Recognizer/Executor is bypassed while inputting statement 
numbers, pa~e numbers, and signatures. 

4-Qutput) The routine that actually tormats a line 
(centered, "right justified", etc.) and outputs the 
formatted line thru the output character routine. 
S-Input) The usual input ch~racter routine for the level 

above and the output character routine for the Directive 
Reco~nizer/Executor. Thus it will have to be a co-routine, 
This routine i3 in the "compiler's" library. 
6-Inputl the Directive Recognizer / Executor, This will be 

a "compiler" generated by Tree-Meta with its own 
hand-written library, It always uses the same routine 
(Level 7) as its inpu~ character routine, 

The Direc~ive Recognizer/Executor will think it is a 
controlling rou~1ne. 

7-Input) The input Character routine for the Directive 
Recognizer/ Execu~or and the routine Which knows about which 
Level a routine to invoke to get the next character, Thi. 
routine is actually in the library of the Directive 
Recognizer/Executor compiler. 
a-Input) There are at least the fOllowing routines on 

this level: 
i) read a character from a file lused to initialize 

the Directive Recognizer/Executor at the output 
Processor load time) 

11) get next character from the current SOB 
iii) get next character trom the bUfter th&t holdS the 

string from the last HED directive 
iv) get the next character of a "number" 

used for page numbers and numbering SUblists 
vi get the next character of the statement number 
vi) get the next character of the signature 

a-Output) The output-a-character-to-the-!ile/device 
rou~ine. Almost all the device dependence (except for 
initialization) of the ou~pu~ Processor i. here. 

Alterred Directives 

PIC; PICture print 
Will be superceded bY the new direc~ive FIG (FIGure). 

Chuck has some~hing written about f IG. 
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COD: CODe conversion array 
By means of this airective and the directive affectinc 

the character case, it. is possible to ~hange the output 
code for any character 1n the input. 

At least the syntax of this directive will be Changed 
(cerhaps like .COD la .. IB) ). Also the changing of the 
case will probably be done automatically (ao the user 
doesn't ha.ve to worry about it) . Eventually the 
directive may be deleted because its function can be 
performed by the new directive SUB. 

DHM: DirectiVe Names 
At least the syntax will change (perhlPs like 
.DNM "DHM" .. "BUL~; ), but eventually the directive 

will disappear (not til Stage IV) because its function 
could be mostly accomplishe~ bY the new directive SUB. 

PLN: number of LiNes to ~ Page, 
MLN: nuMber of LiNes to the bottom ot the text area. 
HLN: number of blank LiNes to follow the Header. 
NTP: Number of lines to space down from the ToP, and 
PGP: number of blank lines to insert between body area 

and page number areas 
may all be superseded by a new set that allow 

positioning and size setting of the areas of the page, 
body, header, and page number independentlY of each 
other. 

HopefullY the above directives will not disappear until 
St.ge III or IV. 

TST I T.b SeT 
Parameters are a list of numbers Which will be the 

columns in Which tab stops occur -- any previous tab 
settings will disappear. 
This will be & new syntax for this directive. 

NPX. (i, j, kl: Number Plex 
This is an expanded syntax and an expanded capability. 
i levels below current statement to number 
j -- type of numbering (see above) 
k -- field size - gener&te enouih blanks after the 

number to fill the field 

New directive type 
synt&x will be: 

New Directives 

for on/off switches 
•• U1D Ie (O/l/"ON"/"OFT") I; 

6b2&1 
6bJ 

6bJ& 

6bJb 
6bJbl 
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Some set of direc tives that would ennable the vert1cle 
positioning of the body, page number, and header any Place 
on the page and independently of each other; a180 1nclude~ 
would be th e minimum snacing that would be allowed between 
the ~pecified "area~ and any other "area ll , 

VPB (484 .NUM) toP. bottom e~ge. minimum blank lines to 
separate above, below inner areas 

.VSB=n, M Verticle Size of BOdy (re place NTP and MtN) 
maybe similiar for header, page numberer. a nd 

pictures 
also some options like VPH = bottom 

some set of directives that would specifY the width of the 
areas of the bodY, page number, and header i ndependen tly of 
each other. 

. HSB ~ n ,m Horizontil Size of BOOy (replace LMS and MOH ) 

One directive having to do with pictures. 
See a thing written by Ohuck for a full specification 

-~ it does most everything. 

RDD: Restore Default~Default Directive values 
(ignore NLS viewspecs) 

SNM'l/O one 5IO-1/O, (on/o!f switches for SNF one sor) 
SNM could have settings telling where you wanted the 

statement number ~~ in front of statement text (replaces 
SNB), after statement text (SNF), after first line of 
statement, etc. 

DSO=1/0: Directive Scan only 
Scan the specified branch for directives and execute 

any that are found. Otherwise treat the branch as if an 
I BR had ocoured. 

TBA, TaB stops Aee 
parameters are a list of numbers which will be the 

columns in which tab stops are to be added -- any 
previous tab settings will remain 

TBD : TaB stops Delete 
parameters are a list of numbers Which will be the 

columns in Which tab stops are to be deleted 

IPXr Ignore Plex 

GPN: Generate current Page Number 
GeD: Generate Ou rrent Date and time 
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(followe~ by a '1 to distinguish it from the file 
Change Date ) 

GFNs Generate File Name 
(name of the input NLS file) 

GCI: Gene rate file Changers Initials 
(initials occuring in the origin statement) 

G01: Gene rate Operators Initials 
(initials ot the person currentlY logged into NLS 

({ollowed by a '1 to distinguish it from the file 
Changer's Initials) 

GFD: Generate File Date 
(date the input NLS file was lost ch.nge~) 

PBL: Paginate Before Line in which directive occurs 
PBS: Paginate Before Statement in which directive occur! 

LSH: Level SHow 
parameters tor the directive could be a list of 

entities such as 5, < 9, ) 2, )-6, NOT 6 

PSH: Pages SHow 
parameters for the directive could be a list of 

entities such as 5, < 9, ) 2, )-6, NOT 6 
this is a syntax change and a generalization of the new 

directive PSH implemented in Stage I 

QPHt Quick P rin~ type Header on/of! 

GCM-lc/.NUM: Generate a CHaracter 

other Changes 
Generalize all directives to allow the m to h&ve & scope 

(OP will reset them to orev1ous va.lue when en~ of scope is 
rea.ched) 

P0851ble scopes: 
line 
statement (might want to do IRS, HJS, etc. thiS way) 
plex 
SUbli8t. 
bra.nch 
page 
level 
set of levels coupled with above opt.ions 

Syntax : 
MCHP Dn or HCH-n ,P 

Change nome NPASSh to OUTPROC. 
this is a change to NLS no t the Output Processor 

Fix 50 header buffe r never runs out of space as it aid 
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(this can be rather easily chanced when the directive 
recognition is changed) 

The directive recognizer/executor will make sure each time 
it sees a new directive that its setting to be is 
consistent with other current settings, e.g., the left 
margin could not be set beyond the right margin 

also , some directive settings may become dependent on 
other settings , e.g., (I can't think of any right now) 

Maybe print Under- and overbara on the printer 
this requires some modification to Dave Hopper's IPREX 

Reinstitute ability to define new di r ectives as a string 
o! text. It Will probably be possible inclu~e directive. 
in the text string. 

after the definiti on , the occurance of that directive 
will cause the text strin, to be scanned and input 

Maybe reinstitute SeR-O. 
several directives will take effect at different times 

than before (these should be listed and inclUded in the new 
Users' Guide) . 
output Device Copy Proof 

same a8 Output Device Teletype except OUTLIN stope at 
lines 30 and PLN and exits to TO DAS to await restart by 
user 

(but LNOUT mu.~ know abou~ PSH and T¥P) 
other "device typesl'l e.g. Journal, Network mem os. Plans 
prObably ought ~o put INST into IINCHA R and Skip the lOOp 

in P4EX 
COUld put LOP, LSH, leR, etc. there too 
could thereby handle SC RaO quite differentlY 

There ShOUld be a table or Whatever to tell Direct When to 
set the directive va riable. befo re or after printing the 
directive text 

Does recognizer or OUTST do chec~ing for directive va lue 
consistency? 

easiest to do in recog, but user might have just put 
DlR 'B in wrong order 

Dave Casseres says its cool to chance directive values 
(he's even for it), a5 long as the change is clear ly 
described in the User's Guide 

make a list of such thing. and put it in OPLAN 
Could have both dmax & amin arrays 

both could have some indication that they were relative 
to some other directive 
then arrays dmax, dmin, dtype, and dname should be 

deClared in Tree - Meta and accessed 1n that language 
The "tables" dmax, dmin , dwhen, dt¥pe , dvaluel and dname 

should be declared ana accessible in the TREE-META langu&ce 
TREE META 
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when directive reco(nition fails, error proQe~ure 
invoked Which could output the input stream up to that 
point the same a9 it does now, without the accompanying 
error mes sage and without anything from the input stream 
that had gone out previously - thus taking care ot the 
printing of directives prOblem 

How to do Directive Rec ognizer/Executor 
directive nam~s and type entered al .UIDII and 

attributes at NU TILITY time 
inchar initialized to get input from file 
need change to TREE to attach attributes to .U1D at 

this time or with a special syntax rule 
rewrite library routine inchar 
in parse rUle, invoke eUbroutine to mark windOW place 

for later output 
in fail -- invoke a routine 

there exists a way of baCkUp 
can check window full in TREE -- do a fail 

enter literal strings as a library pop 
enter run strings done bY callan library routine from 

outside 
from PASS4 at run time initialization 

Have to be able to turn substitute off for the header 
may occur that want recognizer off at times 

Where do you effect the directives like DATE &no DNAME and 
GOR and GTB and OVB and UBa 

they fit logically under SUbstitute, but Substitute 
will be slow and could be turned otf most of the time if 
it didn't have these auto~atic, built in SU bs titute to 
worry about 

SUbstitute would have a problem when IGD-l (no. 
coUld just delete that part of its tables) 

besides if put stuff in RECOGNIZER, I don't have to 
write SUbstitute immediately 

If fellow hits a double rubout during PASS4_ it woUld be 
nice for NlS to go to ABORT is COUld be is a fixed 
location - say 20B 
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This stage is the rewriting of the Output Processor tor the 
10 languages, The only changes envisioned are the deletion 01 
superseded directive names, Borne name Changes, and a few 
Oirectives dissappear ent1rely. All of these changes are 
discussed above. 
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(st.ge IV) 
The following 1s a haPhazara and very incomplete collection 

ot various the outpu~ Processor features that have been 
proposed and are unlikely to happen before ~he 10. 

Do thing about plex/branch only not being indented. 
Beef uo save V1ewchange info 80 can drive hardcopy too . 

Would be a SUbstitute for a library of named tormata. 
Idea trom Doug about how to dO the format designer 

compile ~he format description 
each choice has a Byntactic thing that identifies it 

file goes thru an analyzer / reconstructor that doesn't 
display the syntactic identifier 

then output the alterred file thru compiler , hand i ng i t 
only idts and their following field 

the compiler changes the d1rec~1ve ~able 
generalize input sources to at least a series of files 

(branches wi~h1n them) 
if change dmax{MOHl + dmax{MSPJ, mU5~ chance size of LINE and 

TABSTP 
figure out Which directives are changed in the time they take 

effect or the scope of their effect 
who SCans for directives and sUDstitute branches and how do 

they mark where they occured for backup purposes 
a Page Format~ing language 

OP 

document = file-init S pages file-close 
page a S header body S pgnum 
bOdy • 51 rest-s~ S statements OSl trst-st 
statement • tot-ln S lines let-line 031 stnorm 
H~ADER area: top e~ge line 7 

bottom edge < bottom edge ot BODY area 
top margin 2 lines 
left margin column 6 
set left flush 

I'll want a line formatter 
it is fed a character at a time 
or a string 
or either 

anyway it will be driven by a Whole bunch of directives 
(PASS4's line and character directives) 

I don't want to pass all of those as parameters, but 
just a pointer to them (an array? ) (it would take to 
much ~i me l 
but it 50 the line formatting code would be hard to 

read 
so I want a language that allows Me to refer to the 

elements of the array. with variable names 
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but the origin of the array is an actual/tormal 
parameter 

can a compiler dO it 
also the buffer(s) that hol d line(s) nee d to be local to 

the area co-routines 
this could be handled by passing str1n~ names 

Instead of estimating gln, run stateen t thru INLINE. 
what to do about directivesrecognizing /executing 
later can stare the lines 

special symbol definition (both the output symbol and the 
input string Used to invoke the special symbOl on output) 

header down a margtn 1n a single column 
a means of specifying the verticle pOSitioning ot lines 

within the various areas •• comparable to the possible 
settings of the hori zontal position directives 

(flush left compare s with ,Iflush top") 
Someday the TYP directiVe ought to be fixed up so that it 

takes effect immediately·. not at the end ot the current 
output line -- and does what is desired in general 

it is known where you are supposed to be on a page and 
could remember where you actually are when TYP set to OJ 
then when TYP set to 1, generate the appropriate number of 
blank lines, maybe a page break, some leading hlanks, etc. 

The following new direcives ~ay be useful: 
"lin" would indicate use of left indentation relative to 

statement indentation for centering. This would override 
any other left margin directiVe if set "on" (i.e., 1in=1). 
The " dsn~ directive must be considered When implementing 
tni •• 

"lhm" woUld indicate the spacing for the left-hand margin 
in the centering algorithm . It would not be considered if 
"lin" were set on. 

"rhm" would indicate the spacing for the right-hand margin 
in the centerin~ algorithm. It Would never be set greater 
than the "mehll directive. 

LNM: print Line NuMbers 
(or every nth one) 

BCH: Big CHaracters 
something like what the output Processor currentlY does on 

the front end of paper tape. it outputs 
GRB: GRaB 

this would say: don't make a page break between this 
statement and the following n statements 

SUB: SUBstute one character string for another 
(comparable to NLS's Substitute Branch command) 

put statement id (centered) in the statement gap 
put line numbers, directives, when last changed, who last 
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changed, andlor if changed since time T in the right hand 
margin (tear off part) of the printer output 
specially mark statements with a signatur~ or date filling 

Borne criteria 
output as one document pieces from several NLS files 
i nvisible text onloff (this COUld be Doth a new NLS feature 

with an attendent viewspec and a new output Processor 
directive) 
characters can be conditionally (i.e., by directive) 

indicated by some special group of de limiters. 
For example" :',1: John Jacob Jinkelheimer Smith , Jr. 

:l,I: II would indlcat.e that the t.ext enclosed within the" 
:F,I: II delimiters Was Bet to flicker and italiCS. 

fix page numbering so that one may specify a page number 
pre!ix to be printeO along with the page number. 
conBi~er possibility of options to supreBs printing of: 

vowelS, consonants, ar ticles, e tc. 
right- justification is dumb for output to film. The 

capability exists to put in sp~cing characters betWeen 1 and 
14 raster units wide, 80 why not add an algorithm to insert 
more spacing Characters, each of a smaller width. 

have independent sets of directives apply to level n 
statements, header, etc. 

The following are only reasonable when the output Processor 
is changeO-to/replaced-by a real page formatting routine 

indirect references (via footnotes or end-of-section 
bibliography), the op-cit lac-cit prOblem, 
footnotes, 
Multi -columns, 
margina.l notes, 
integrated graphics and tabular constructs, 

output as one document pieces from several NLS files 
Table of Contents Generator 
KWIC gene rator 
other index generators 
invisible text on/off (this could be both a new NLS feature 

with an attendent viewspec and a new the output Processor 
directive) 
link conversion 
specially mark statements with ~ signature or date f111ing 

some criteria 
the following are from Doug1s notebooks 

put line numbers,oirectivee, when last changed, who last 
Changed, and/or if changed since time T in the right hand 
margin (tear off part) of the printer output 

1/69 P.12 
put statement 1d {centered} in the stateMent gap 

av 

aw 
ax 

ay 

ao 

ao1 

a. 
au 

a.b 
aac 

a.d 

a&d1 
a.d2 
S.d ) 
a.d4 
a.dS 

a.d5. 
a.e 
a.! 
aag 
a.h 

a.i 
a.j 
a.K 
ao1 

aa11 
a.11. 

a,12 
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Maae obscure (don't appear in the normal users' guide) 
(cas) cas : all "KASE" -- directive Which gives the case for 

each character (an array, i.e. type 1, directive). If a code 
is Changed for a character (Via "cod" directive), its case 
should also be set to the proper case in an analogous manner 

most of thiS could be done automatically by the Directive 
Recognizer/Executor when it sees the directive COD 

(ssw) ssw : all zero -- indicates a stop code is to be 
inserted at the end of each page (for mats - normally only fo r 
flex) 

(taw) taw J all 1 .- inoication that tabs are to be searched 
for 1n order to execute appropriate directives 

(caw) caw : 1,O,O,1,1~1 -- indication that case shift 
analysis is to be performed for output 

(tma ) tma : all zero temporary a (not used by program -
for use by user) 

(tmb) tmb all zero temporary b (s ame as for "TMA~ above) 
(tmc) tmc all zero temporary c (s ame as for "TMA" above) 
(tmd) tmd all zero temporary d (same aB for "TMA" above) 
Idmx) dmx : all "DMAX" -- array directive (type 1) that gives 

the name of the array in the the Output Processor program 
WhiCh contains the directive maximum values 

(pav) cov all zero -- treat overbar as printing and spacing 
character 

(sov) BOV all zero indication that over bar causes output 
device to space 

(u pr) upr : 1,0,1,1,0,0 -- treat under bar as print ing and 
spacing character 

(usp) uap : 1,O~O,1,O,0 -- indication that underbar CaUses 
output device to apace 

(tal) tal : 2,1~1,1,1~1 -- tab algorithm to be used for the 
output of tabular information (1~f1ex type, 2=dura type, 3~one 
space) 

(tap) tap : 1,1~O,O~1,1 -- apace fill tab, i.e., insert 
necessary space characters in the output in order to produce 
proper tab spacing 

(fsu) fau : 10b,Ob,Ob,172b,377b,53b -- output code for Shift 
to upper case 

If80) f'O : 20b,Ob,Ob,17.b,377b,S.b -- output coOe for shift 
to lower case 

(fsc) f!c : Ob,Ob,OQ,13b,Ob,Oc ~- output co~e for stop code 
(fer) fer : all 1550 -- input eode for a carriage return 

(i,e., the search code used by the st,tement input algorithm 
when looking for a carriage return) 

(fsp) fsp : all Db -- input code for a space (i.e" the 
search code used by the Btatement input algorithm when lOOking 
for a space) 

Iftb) ftb : all lSlb -- input coOe for a tab Ii •••• the 

43 

9 

9.1 

9b 

9C 

90 

91 

9j 

9K 

9l 

9n 

90 

9P 

9Q 
9r 

9. 
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search code used 
for a. tab) 

by the statement input. allor1thm when lookin g 

(fUb) fUb : all 13hb -- input coOe for 
code used by the statement inpu~ 
underbar ) 

search 
tor an 

(fov) 
search 
for a.n 

( fds) 
(fbs) 

space 

fov : all 133b ~- input code for 
code uBed by the statement input 
overba.r) 
fds tall lSb -- output code tor 
Ibs : 141b,Ob,Ob,141b, Ob ,141b --

hh 

an underbar (i.e., the 
algorithm when look1n~ 

an overbar (i.e., the 
algorithm when lOOking 

a l1aah 
output code for a ba.ck 

9U 

9V 

9w 
9X 

9)' 
9),1 
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PROGRAM ~search estimates and take oit charactersl 
( .s~1 m l PROCEDURE; 

:C fPl ('I/' O)fP2>P2 OH CH CH CH OH OH OH OH fP3 
SE(PlI fP 4 : 
IF flag THEN :0 STPl >Pl P2 , P3 P4: ENDF 
RETURN 
END. 
FINISH 

T •• ~ 1123456789012 3456789012345678901234567890 

hS 

10 
l Oa 

10al 
10.2 
10a3 
10a4 
1005 
10.6 

1006a 
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(go)evc~ % ca n%c~H c. n%fc50 %%%vw/c %et,go ~~ 
evso%%et.:go dS~ 
XbO%./~/1/r= % ./~/ p /r= #. /p/e/1~ ./r/e/l=lH./h/j/b.)%./ cl .In'l~et 
Jgo dS8 % 
xbO%./h/j/b.1%./c/e/n.OH ./h/j/b'8S ./r/t/j'lH./h/ j/b =1%./r/t/j· 
O%et.:go 4sssS 
XbO' ./ p/n/o.O' ./n/s/w~O' ./ p/n/o.1 S ./r/o/m~O# ./ h/j / P.3i ./n/s/w~ 
l ~et:go OSSS8j. 
xbO%./h/j/p=6' ./n/s/w=2H.l pln/o. 2 $ ./ r/o/m'l H. /c/n/o=)%./f/n/c' 
llet:go dssess ", 
XbOS./s/n/b:OS ./d/s/n=l # ./s/n/b=l%./d /s/n=ON .ls/n/a=lS ./ ~/p/n: 
O%et.:go dSBSBss l 
XbOS ./ p /n/o.2 % ./ f /n/c=O#.ls/n/l.O~ . /d/p/n=1*./p/e/s;'. Ir/e/a;' 
etlgo (1SSBSSBS% 
(la.t)~h,go%.O%.q% 

11 
110 

11b 

11e 

11~ 

11e 

11£ 

l1g 
11h 
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